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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

... IJ\ uJPUJ vyLPhr rPÜr KmKjoP~ mJÄuJPhv ˝JiLj xJmtPnRo rJÓsÇ ... fJPhr 

\jqA x÷m yP~PZ IJoJPhr KjP\Phr oJKaPf xJoKrT FTJPcKo k´KfÔJ TrJÇ IJKo 

IJvJ TKr Aj'vJIJuäJy, Foj FTKhj IJxPm, pUj FA FTJPcKo ÊiM hKãe-kNmt 

FKv~JA j~, xJrJ hMKj~JPf xÿJj I\tj TrPmÇ...

... FUj ßfJoJPhr Ckr IJxPZ ßhv S \JKfr k´Kf hJK~fô, \jVPer k´Kf hJK~fô, ßp 

xo˜ ‰xKjTPhr ßfJorJ IJPhv-CkPhv ßhPm, fJPhr k´Kf hJK~fô FmÄ ßfJoJPhr 

KjP\Phr k´Kf hJK~fôÇ ... IJ\ IJKo pJ ßhUuJo, fJPf IJKo KmvõJx TKr, kNet 

xMPpJV-xMKmiJ ßkPu IJoJPhr ßZPurJ ßp ßTJj ßhPvr ßp ßTJj ‰xKjPTr xJPg 

ßoJTJKmuJ TrPf kJrPmÇ...

... mJÄuJPhPvr ‰xKjT, ßfJorJ yPm IJoJPhr \jVPer mJKyjL, ßfJorJ ÊiM ßkvJhJr 

mJKyjL jS, ßTmu xJoKrT mJKyjLS jSÇ hrTJr yPu ßfJoJPhr IJkj yJPf C&kJhj 

TPr ßUP~ mÅJYPf yPmÇ...

... IJ\ IJKo ßfJoJPhr FA käJalot ßgPT xJoKrT mJKyjL, ßmxJoKrT mJKyjL,           

\jVe xTPur TJPZ IJPmhj \JjJPmJ, xmJA xÄWm≠ yP~ InJm, IfqJYJr 

IKmYJPrr Kmr∆P≠ xÄV´Jo Tr∆jÇ...

\JKfr KkfJ mñmºá ßvU oMK\mMr ryoJj

1975 xJPur 11 \JjM~JKr TáKouäJ~ ImK˙f f&TJuLj mJÄuJPhv KoKuaJKr FTJPcKo (KmFoF)-Pf k´go KvãJ 

xoJkjL IjMÔJPj KmhJ~L TqJPcaPhr CP¨Pvq k´h• nJwe ßgPT C≠ífÇ



xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012



xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012



 rJÓskKf

 Vek´\JfπL mJÄuJPhv

 dJTJÇ

 07 IV´yJ~e 1419

 21 jPnÍr 2012

mJeL

‘xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx-2012’ CkuPã IJKo xv˘ mJKyjLr xTu xhxqPT IJ∂KrT ÊPnóZJ S IKnjªj \JjJAÇ

\JKf KyPxPm IJoJPhr xmtPv´Ô I\tj ˝JiLjfJÇ mJXJKu \JKfr IKmxÄmJKhf ßjfJ \JKfr KkfJ mñmºá ßvU 

oMK\mMr ryoJj FA oyJj ˝JiLjfJr ˙kKfÇ hLWt hM’pMV iPr jJjJ IJPªJuj-xÄV´JPor oJiqPo mJXJKu \JKfPT 

˝JKiTJr IJhJP~ KfKj CÆM≠ TPrjÇ 1971 xJPur 7 oJYt GKfyJKxT ßrxPTJxt o~hJPj KfKj m\sTP≥ ßWJweJ TPrj 

‘‘FmJPrr xÄV´Jo ˝JiLjfJr xÄV´Jo, FmJPrr xÄV´Jo oMKÜr xÄV´Jo”Ç ImPvPw 26 oJYt 1971 KfKj ˝JiLjfJr 

ßWJweJ ßhjÇ Êr∆ y~ ˝JiLjfJ pM≠Ç xv˘ pM≠ YuJTJPu 1971 xJPur 21 jPnÍr ßxjJ, ßjR S KmoJj mJKyjLr 

xhxqVe xKÿKufnJPm hUuhJr mJKyjLr Kmr∆P≠ xoKjõf IJâoe xNYjJ TPrÇ lPu Km\~ fôrJKjõf y~Ç 16 KcPxÍr 

IJorJ YëzJ∂ Km\~ I\tj TKrÇ fJA IJoJPhr \JfL~ \LmPj KhjKar èr∆fô IkKrxLoÇ ˝JiLjfJpMP≠ xv˘ mJKyjLr 

xhxqPhr oyJj IJfìfqJV S mLrfôVJgJ \JKf VnLr v´≠Jr xJPg ˛re TPrÇ

˝JiLjfJ S xJmtPnRoPfôr Ifªs k´yrL xv˘ mJKyjLr xhxqVe \JKfr VKmtf x∂JjÇ Kj~Kof TJptâPor kJvJkJKv 

fÅJrJ k´JTíKfT hMPpJtV ßoJTJPmuJ S \JKfVbjoNuT TJP\ IÄv KjP~ ßhvmJxLr IJ˙J S ITM≥ k´vÄxJ I\tPj xogt 

yP~PZÇ ßhPvr xLoJjJ ßkKrP~ IJ∂\tJKfT IñPjS IJoJPhr xv˘ mJKyjLr nNKoTJ k´vÄxjL~Ç \JKfxÄW vJK∂rãJ 

KovPj fÅJPhr ImhJj ßhPv-KmPhPv k´vÄKxf yP~PZ FmÄ Kmvõ hrmJPr mJÄuJPhPvr nJmoNKft Cöôufr TPrPZÇ 

vJK∂rãJ KovPj hJK~fô kJujTJPu pÅJrJ vJyJhJf mre TPrPZj IJKo fÅJPhr IJfìJr oJVKlrJf TJojJ TKrÇ

FTáPv  jPnÍr xv˘ mJKyjLr FTKa ßVRrmo~ KhjÇ F KhmxKa xv˘ mJKyjLr k´KfKa xhxqPT KjP\Phr mLrfô 

S GKfyq xoMjúf ßrPU xJoPj FKVP~ YuJr IjMPk´reJ ßpJVJ~Ç IJKo IJvJ TKr ßjfíPfôr k´Kf kKrkNet IjMVf 

S v´≠JvLu ßgPT ßkvJVf hãfJ S ßhvPk´Por xojõ~ WKaP~ xv˘ mJKyjLr k´KfKa xhxq Kj\ Kj\ mJKyjLr 

IV´pJ©J ImqJyf rJUPf xhJ f&kr gJTPmÇ FTKa xoO≠ mJÄuJPhv VzJA IJoJPhr IñLTJrÇ F uPãq mftoJj 

xrTJr ‘Knvj 2021’ ßWJweJ TPrPZÇ xv˘ mJKyjLr xhxqVe fÅJPhr  ßkvJVf hJK~fô kJuPjr kJvJkJKv F uãq 

mJ˜mJ~Pj IJrS ImhJj rJUPmj mPu IJoJr KmvõJxÇ

IJKo ‘xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx’-F xv˘ mJKyjLr C•PrJ•r xoOK≠xy Kfj mJKyjLr xTu xhxq S fÅJPhr  kKrmJrmPVtr 

xMU, vJK∂ S TuqJe TJojJ TKrÇ xmtvKÜoJj IJuäJy' IJoJPhr xyJ~ ßyJjÇ

ßUJhJ yJPl\, mJÄuJPhv KYr\LmL ßyJTÇ

 ßoJÎ K\uäMr ryoJj

 rJÓsskKf S xv˘ mJKyjLr xmtJKijJ~T

xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012



xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012
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 Vek´\JfπL mJÄuJPhv xrTJr

 07 IV´yJ~e 1419

 21 jPnÍr 2012

mJeL

xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx 2012 CkuPã IJKo ßxjJ, ßjR S KmoJj mJKyjLr xTu xhxqPT \JjJA IJ∂KrT ÊPnóZJ 

S IKnjªjÇ

ßVRrmo~ GKfyJKxT FA KhPj mJÄuJPhPvr ˝JiLjfJ xÄV´Jo S oMKÜpMP≠r xTu mLr vyLPhr k´Kf VnLr 

vs≠J†uL KjPmhj TrKZÇ v´≠J \JjJKóZ xv˘ xTu vyLPhr k´Kf pÅJrJ ßhvoJfíTJr \jq \Lmj C&xVt TPrPZjÇ

xmtTJPur xmtPv´Ô mJXJKu, \JKfr KkfJ mñmºá ßvU oMK\mMr ryoJPjr IJy±JPj xJzJ KhP~ xoV´ mJXJKu \JKf 

1971 xJPu oMKÜpMP≠ ^ÅJKkP~ kPzKZuÇ IJS~JoL uLV xrTJPrr IiLPj kKrYJKuf oMKÜpM≠ YuJTJPu 1971 xJPur 

21ßv jPnÍr ßhvPk´KoT \jfJ, oMKÜmJKyjL, xv˘ mJKyjL S KmKnjú IJiJxJoKrT mJKyjLr xhxqVe xKÿKufnJPm 

hUuhJr kJKT˜JjL mJKyjLr Kmr∆P≠ IJâoPer xNYjJ TPrjÇ Fr luv´∆KfPf 16A KcPxÍr yJjJhJr kJKT˜JjL 

mJKyjLPT krJK\f TPr YNzJ∂ Km\~ IK\tf y~Ç oMKÜpMP≠ mJXJKu \JKfr IV´pJ©J S Km\P~r ˛JrT KyPxPm k´Kf 

mZr 21ßv jPnÍr ‘xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx’ kJuj TrJ y~Ç

\JKfr KkfJ mñmºá ßvU oMK\mMr ryoJj ˝JiLj mJÄuJPhPv FTKa IJiMKjT xv˘ mJKyjL VPz ßfJuJr TJ\ Êr∆ 

TPrjÇ fÅJr yJPf VzJ ßx mJKyjL IJ\ ßkvJhJKrfô S hãfJr ˝Jãr rJUPZj fÅJPhr xTu TotTJP§Ç

mftoJj xrTJr xv˘ mJKyjLr IJiMKjTJ~Pj xmtJfìTnJPm TJ\ TPr pJPóZÇ ßkvJVf hJK~fô kJuPjr kJvJkJKv 

xv˘ mJKyjL hMPptJV ßoJTJKmuJ, ImTJbJPoJ KjotJe, IJftoJjmfJr ßxmJ, ßmxrTJKr k´vJxjPT xyJ~fJ FmÄ KmKnjú 

\JKfVbjoNuT TotTJP§ IÄvV´ye TrPZÇ

\JKfxÄPWr vJK∂rãJ TJptâPo KjÔJr xPñ hJK~fô kJuj TPr IJoJPhr xv˘ mJKyjLr xhxqVe IJ∂\tJKfT 

kKro§Pu ßhPvr nJmoNKft Cöôu TrPZjÇ

IJKo IJvJ TKr, xv˘ mJKyjLr k´KfKa xhxq ßhvPk´o, ßkvJhJKrfô FmÄ Cjúf ‰jKfTfJr IJhPvt ˝ ˝ hJK~fô 

KjÔJr xJPg kJuj TPr pJPmjÇ

IJKo ‘xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx 2012’ CkuPã VOyLf xTu TotxNKYr xmtJñLe xJluq TJojJ TrKZÇ

 \~ mJÄuJ, \~ mñmºM

 mJÄuJPhv KYr\LmL PyJTÇ

 ßvU yJKxjJ
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\JfL~ ˛OKfPxRi



xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

          ßxjJmJKyjL xhr h¬r

          dJTJ ßxjJKjmJx

mJeL

FTáPv jPnÍr - oyJj oMKÜpMP≠r ßYfjJ~ xoMöôu mJÄuJPhv xv˘ mJKyjL KhmxÇ FA KhmxKa xv˘ mJKyjLr k´PfqTKa xhPxqr 

KjTa Ifq∂ fJ&kptkNet S ˛reL~Ç 1971 xJPur FA KhPjA IJPfìJ&xPVtr oyJj msf KjP~ ßhvoJfOTJPT v©∆oMÜ TrPf oMKÜTJoL 

IJkJor \jfJr TÅJPi TÅJi KoKuP~ ßxjJ, ßjR  S KmoJj mJKyjLr ITáPfJn~ mLr ßxjJjLrJ kJKT˜JKj yJjJhJr mJKyjLr Kmr∆P≠ xKÿKufnJPm 

Ik´KfPrJiq IJâoPer xNYjJ TPrKZuÇ lPu fôrJKjõf yP~KZu IJoJPhr TJK–ãf YëzJ∂ Km\~ I\tjÇ IJPfìJ&xPVtr k´fqP~ CöLKmf 

IJ\PTr FA oyfL KhPj IJKo mJÄuJPhv xv˘ mJKyjLr xTu xhxqPT \JjJKóZ IJoJr IJ∂KrT IKnjªj S k´JedJuJ ÊPnóZJÇ

1971 xJPur oyJj oMKÜpM≠A IJoJPhr \JfL~ \LmPjr xmPYP~ ßVRrPmJöôu IiqJ~Ç yJ\Jr mZPrr ßv´Ô mJXJKu \JKfr KkfJ 

mñmºá ßvU oMK\mMr ryoJPjr ̋ JiLjfJr cJPT xJzJ KhP~ \LmPjr ̂ ÅMKT KjP~ xJoKrT mJKyjLr xhxqmOª S IxJoKrT \jfJ ßpnJPm pMP≠r 

o~hJPj ^ÅJKkP~ kPzKZu KmPvõr AKfyJPx fJr hOÓJ∂ KmruÇ hLWt j~ oJPxr rÜã~L xv˘ pM≠, xLoJyLj fqJV-KfKfãJ S uJPUJ vyLPhr 

IJPfìJ&xPVtr KmKjoP~ IK\tf yP~KZu IJoJPhr ˝JiLjfJÇ k´Kf mZr xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx IJoJPhrPT ˝JiLjfJ I\tPjr ßxA oyJj fqJV-

KfKfãJ S IJPfìJ&xPVtr TgJA ˛re TKrP~ ßh~Ç IJ\PTr FA KhPj IJKo ˝JiLjfJr \jq IJfìhJjTJrL xTu vyLPhr KmPhyL IJfìJ 

FmÄ fÅJPhr kKrmJrmPVtr k´Kf \JjJKóZ VnLr v´≠JÇ

ÊiM ˝JiLjfJ I\tPjA j~ ßhvPk´Po CÆM≠ mJÄuJPhv ßxjJmJKyjLr k´PfqTKa xhxq IJ\ ßhvVbPjS xhJ k´˜áfÇ Kk´~ oJfínNKor 

˝JiLjfJ S xJmtPnRofô rãJr xJÄKmiJKjT hJK~fô kJuPjr kJvJkJKv mJÄuJPhv ßxjJmJKyjL ßhPvr KmKnjú k´P~J\Pj xJzJ KhP~ \jVPer 

xJPg FTJfì yP~ Kjrux kKrv´Por oJiqPo xmtoyPur në~xL k´vÄxJ I\tj TPr YPuPZÇ ßhPvr xLoJ ZJKzP~ KmvõvJK∂ k´KfÔJ~ IJ∂\tJKfT 

kKro¥PuS IJoJPhr ßxjJmJKyjL ßhPvr \jq k´nëf xÿJj mP~ FPjPZÇ fÅJPhr ITíK©o ßhvPk´o, Ihoq Tot¸OyJ, Cjúf ßkvJVf hãfJ S 

xJoKrT vO–UuJPmJPir \jqA FA xÿJj I\tj x÷m yPóZÇ IfLPfr jqJ~ nKmwqPfS mJÄuJPhv ßxjJmJKyjL  fÅJPhr FA I\tjPT k´fq~hL¬ 

S IoäJj ßrPU hO¬ khnJPr xJoPjr KhPT FKVP~ pJPm mPu IJoJr hO| KmvõJxÇ xv˘ mJKyjL KhmPxr oyJj ßYfjJ xTPur oJP^ \JVr‡T 

gJTáT FA TJojJ TKrÇ

xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx CkuPã IJoJPhr xv˘ mJKyjL KmnJV FTKa \JjtJu k´TJv TrPZ ß\Pj IJKo Ifq∂ IJjKªfÇ IJKo FA 

CPhqJVPT ˝JVf \JjJA FmÄ FA k´TJvjJr xJPg k´fqã S kPrJãnJPm xÄKväÓ xTuPT \JjJA IJoJr IJ∂KrT ÊPnóZJ S IKnjªjÇ 

IJoJr KmvõJx, IJoJPhr jfáj k´\jìPT xÄyKfr ßYfjJ~ CöLKmf TrPf FA k´TJvjJ KmPvw nëKoTJ rJUPmÇ IJKo mJÄuJPhv xv˘ 

mJKyjLr C•PrJ•r CjúKf, xoOK≠ S xmtJñLe xJluq TJojJ TrKZÇ xmtvKÜoJj IJuäJy'fJ~JuJ IJoJPhr xyJ~ yCjÇ IJKojÇ

 ATmJu TKro nNA~J

 ß\jJPru

 ßxjJmJKyjL k´iJj

ßxjJmJKyjL k´iJj
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 ßjRmJKyjL xhr h¬r

 mjJjL, dJTJ-1213

mJeL

mJÄuJr ßVRrPmJöôu AKfyJPx oyJj FTáPv jPnÍr FTKa fJ&kptkNet S xJoKrT èr∆fômy KhjÇ 71 Fr reJñPj 

F Khj xmt˜Prr \jfJr xJPg xv˘ mJKyjLr k´KfKa xhxq FTJfì yP~ kKrTK·f FmÄ xKÿKuf IJâoe rYjJ 

TPrÇ lPu mJXJKur KmâPor TJPZ krJnëf y~ yJjJhJr kJTmJKyjL; uã ßTJKa k´JPer TJK–Uf Km\~ YPu IJPx 

yJPfr oMPbJ~Ç oMKÜpMP≠r oyJj ˙kKf S yJ\Jr mZPrr ßv´Ô mJXJKu \JKfr KkfJ mñmºá ßvU oMK\mMr ryoJPjr 

xoP~JkPpJVL KhTKjPhtvjJ FmÄ oMKÜTJoL \jfJr xJPg xv˘ mJKyjLr ßTRvuL IJâoPe KjKÁf y~ 16A KcPxÍPrr 

YëzJ∂ Km\~; Kmvõ oJjKYP©r mMPT rKYf y~ mJXJKu \JKfr ßVRrmVJgJÇ

xv˘ mJKyjL KhmPxr FA oJPyªsãPe IJKo v´≠JnPr ̨ re TKr ßhPvr \jq IJPfìJ&xVtTJrL xTu mLr vyLhPhr, 

pÅJPhr fqJV S IJfìKmx\tPjr lPu KmPvõr hrmJPr FTKa xÿJj\jT Im˙JPj IKiKÔf yP~PZ IJoJPhr Kk´~ 

mJÄuJPhv FmÄ pÅJPhr IJfìhJj k´KfKj~f IjMk´JKef TrPZ xv˘ mJKyjLr k´KfKa xhxqPTÇ lPu vJK∂Pf S xÄV´JPo 

xmthJA fÅJrJ KjPmKhf k´Je ßhPvr fPrÇ \JKfr âJK∂TJu S hMPptJV ßoJTJKmuJ~ FmÄ KmvõvJK∂ rãJ~ xv˘ mJKyjLr 

nëKoTJ fJA xmtoyPu ˝LTíf S k´vÄKxfÇ IfLPfr xlu iJrJmJKyTfJ~ mJÄuJPhv xv˘ mJKyjL nKmwqPfS \JKfr  

ßp ßTJj k´P~J\Pj FmÄ KmvõvJK∂ rãJ~ èr∆fôkNet nëKoTJ kJuj TrPm mPu IJKo  IJvJmJhLÇ

F oyJj KhPj ‘xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012’ k´TJKvf yPóZ ß\Pj IJKo Ifq∂ IJjKªfÇ fgqmÉu 

FmÄ KmPväweioLt FA \JjtJu k´TJPvr xJPg k´fqã FmÄ kPrJãnJPm xÄKväÓ xTPur k´Kf rAu IJoJr IJ∂KrT 

IKnjªjÇ IJoJPhr F ßpRg k´~Jx KjÁ~A ßhv S xv˘ mJKyjLPT IJrS FKVP~ KjP~ pJPmÇ xmPvPw, xv˘ mJKyjLr 

xTu xhxq FmÄ fJPhr kKrmJrmPVtr \jq rAu IJoJr Ên TJojJ FmÄ xMªr nKmwqPfr k´fqJvJÇ

 \Kyr CK¨j IJyPoh

 nJAx FcKorJu

 ßjRmJKyjL k´iJj 

ßjRmJKyjL k´iJj
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 KmoJj mJKyjL xhr h¬r

 dJTJ ßxjJKjmJx

mJeL

 ßoJyJÿh AjJoMu mJrL

 F~Jr oJvJtu

 KmoJj mJKyjL k´iJj

KmoJj mJKyjL k´iJj



xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

  

 xv˘ mJKyjL KmnJV

 dJTJ ßxjJKjmJx

oMUmº

xv˘ mJKyjL KhmPxr FA oyfL KhPj \JKfr KkfJ mñmºá ßvU oMK\mMr ryoJj xy oyJj ˝JiLjfJ pMP≠r xTu 

vyLh FmÄ mLr oMKÜPpJ≠JPhrPT kro v´≠Jr xJPg ˛re TrKZÇ ˝JiLjfJ xÄV´JPo fÅJPhr IJfìfqJV FmÄ ImhJj 

mJÄuJPhPvr IK˜Pfôr xJPg IKmPóZhqnJPm xŒTtpMÜ pJ TUPjJ Km˛Of ymJr j~Ç fÅJPhr oyJj ImhJPjr \jqA IJ\ 

IJorJ KmPvõr mMPT oJgJ CÅYá TPr KjntLTKYP• hÅJzJPf xão yP~KZÇ

1971 xJPu \JKfr KkfJ mñmºá ßvU oMK\mMr ryoJPjr ChJ• IJy±JPj xJzJ KhP~ mJÄuJPhv xv˘ mJKyjLr 

xhxqrJ xoKjõfnJPm ßhPvr IJkJor \jVPer xJPg yJjJhJr mJKyjLr Kmr∆P≠ oMKÜpMP≠ IÄvV´ye TPrKZPujÇ ßxjJ, 

ßjR S KmoJj mJKyjL xy xmt˜Prr oMKÜPpJ≠JVe F KhPj FTJfì yP~ hUuhJr mJKyjLr Kmr∆P≠ xKÿKuf IJâoe 

xNYjJr oJiqPo ßmVmJj TPr Km\P~r iJrJ; fôrJKjõf TPr IJoJPhr YëzJ∂ Km\~Ç m˜áf, oyJj ˝JiLjfJ pMP≠r oJP^A 

IJfìk´TJv WPaKZu mJÄuJPhv xv˘ mJKyjLrÇ IJr fJA oyJj ̋ JiLjfJ pMP≠r ßYfjJPT mMPT iJre TPr xv˘ mJKyjLr 

jmk´\Pjìr xTu xhPxqr TJPZ FA oyfL KhmxKa ßhvrãJ~ IJPfìJ&xPVtr \jq jfáj TPr hO¬ vkg V´yPer KhjÇ

FTKmÄv vfJ»Lr YqJPu† ßoJTJPmuJ~ KmPvõr xJPg fJu KoKuP~ TJpttTr S ßkvJhJr xv˘ mJKyjL k´KfÔJr \jq 

mftoJj xrTJr pMPVJkPpJVL TJptâo V´ye TPr YPuPZÇ ̋ JiLjfJ S xJmtPnRofô rãJr oyJj hJK~fô kJuPjr kJvJkJKv 

ßhPvr Cjú~joNuT TotTJP¥ mñmºár IJhPvt hLKãf xv˘ mJKyjLr xTu xhxq CPuäUPpJVq ImhJj ßrPU pJPóZjÇ 

kOKgmLr IjqJjq ßhPvr xv˘ mJKyjLr xJPg xKÿKuf IjMvLuPj FmÄ \JKfxÄPWr CPhqJPV IJ∂\tJKfT vJK∂rãJ~ 

ßkvJhJKrPfôr kKrY~ KhP~ IJoJPhr mLr ßxjJjLrJ Kmvõ kKro¥Pu në~xL k´vÄxJ I\tj TPrPZjÇ hMPptJV mqm˙JkjJ, 

IJftoJjmfJr ßxmJ FmÄ ßhPvr ˝JPgt \r∆rL k´P~J\Pj xv˘ mJKyjL IJ\ xhJk´˜áfÇ

oyJj xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx CkuPã IjqJjq mZPrr jqJ~ FmJrS xv˘ mJKyjLr FTKa \JjtJu k´TJKvf yuÇ 

\JjtJPu oyJoJjq rJÓskKf, oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL FmÄ mJKyjL©P~r k´iJjVe fÅJPhr oNuqmJj mJeL k´hJj TPr xv˘ 

mJKyjLr xhxqPhr IjMk´JKef TPrPZjÇ IJKo fÅJPhr k´Kf xv´≠ TífùfJ \JjJAÇ xv˘ mJKyjLr xhxqPhr 

ßuUJxÍKuf F k´TJvjJKa kJbT oyPu xoJhOf yPuA IJoJPhr kKrv´o xJgtT yPmÇ ßuUTVe xy xO\jvLu F 

k´TJvjJr xJPg xŒOÜ xTuPT IJoJr IJ∂KrT ijqmJh S IKnjªj \JjJKóZÇ

 IJmhMu S~JhMh

 ßulPajqJ≤ ß\jJPru

 Kk´K¿kJu ˆJl IKlxJr
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EDITORIAL

The 21st November, a glorious day of remembrance for the War of Independence of 
Bangladesh. On this day the members of the Armed Forces pay the highest tribute to the nation 
and take a renewed pledge for safeguarding the independence and sovereignty of our homeland. 
The Armed Forces Day specially marks an enduring bond of inter-service solidarity and unity. 
The spirit of the day gives us a deep sense of pride and honour and is ever imprinted in the 
mind of every member of our Armed Forces. The day revives the treasured memories of our 
Liberation War, specially the moments of glory of our predecessors and supreme sacrifice made 
by the bravest heroes of our motherland.

The Day preserves immense significance in the history of our Liberation War. On this historic 
day in 1971, the patriotic members of Bangladesh Army, Navy and Air Force along with the 
freedom fighters from all walks of life launched an all out offensive on the occupation forces. 
The decisive attacks from all sectors compelled the enemy to unconditional surrender resulting 
into the glorious victory of Bangladesh. On this day, the nation along with the members of the 
Armed Forces solemnly pay homage to the martyrs of our Liberation War and express heartfelt 
gratitude to all the heroic freedom fighters and their family members.

In the series of commemorative events organized by the members of our Armed Forces, a 
tributary Journal is traditionally published under the supervision of the Armed Forces Division. 
It is indeed encouraging to note that the contributors of articles could spare valuable time for 
intellectual pursuit and present some quality papers on the ideals of our great Liberation War 
and other contemporary issues of military and strategic interests.

I am deeply indebted to the Principal Staff Officer, Armed Forces Division, whose vision, 
guidance and overall patronage were indispensable for the preparation of this Journal. He 
consistently encouraged us to review our ideas, refine our thought process and publish it as per 
plan. I would like to express my sincerest appreciation to all members of the Editorial Committee 
for their meaningful contribution. We are thankful to Bangladesh Air Force for accomplishing 
the exhaustive task of publishing the Journal. We hope and believe that the esteemed readers 
would sympathetically consider our shortcomings if any.

Finally we pray to the Almighty for the salvation of the departed souls of the martyrs of 
our War of Independence. Let our hearts and minds be always guided by the spirit of our great 
Liberation War and the sacrifices made by the entire nation to achieve our coveted independence.

May Allah bless us all.

          Chief Editor
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Introduction

Around 1970, the Bengalee resentment 
against Pakistani military and the capitalist 
elite rose to the peak, which was clearly 
reflected in the result of December 1970’s 
General Election. The rhetoric of Bengalee 
nationalism not only threatened the military 
dictators but the whole edifice of the capitalist 
state and the political players in the West. 
Supposedly, the people in the East expected a 
swift transfer of power, instead of which the 
Pakistan authority had utilized the electoral 
process as a measure to contain the nationalist 
fervour of the Bengalee people. The post 
election parleys couldn’t even deliver an 
acceptable solution. Anticipating the signs of 
Bengalee conviction to ascend to power, they 
resorted to military action. 

The “Operation Searchlight” began on the 
night of March 25, 1971 when the Pakistani 
military command pushed its forces across the 
traditional military inhibitions to go for mass 
murders, rapes and plundering that silenced 
the lifestyle of the major cities across the 
country. The concept of Operation Searchlight 
was inspired by the My Lai massacre that U.S. 
Army carried out in Vietnam. The Pakistani 
regiments engaged in the genocide in the same 
manner as practised under General Gracey in 
Vietnam. Known as “Butcher of Beluchistan”, 
General Tikka Khan also joined the team 
replacing the Governor of East Pakistan Vice 
Admiral Syed Mohammad Ahsan who used to 
be regarded for his compassion.  

No army - how mighty be it may — can 
ever defeat a people who have decided to 
fightback. As such, Pakistani estimate of one 
month time for accomplishing the mission 
turned into a ceaseless struggle for long nine 
months. The Bengalee people resisted all over 
under the leadership of handful of military 
officers who managed to escape from their 
units to join the war. The war started unfolding 
in its dimension and kind at unprecedented 
cost in lives and blood. The initial resistance 
phase had been the costliest one though, but 
it gave us resilience and resolve to take the 
fight to an eventual victory. 1971 war is a huge 
canvass with an assorted dimensions. This 
paper will therefore include  the important 
events of March 1971 leading to the outbreak 
of war and the initial resistance offered by the 
freedom fighters of central region. 

Post Election Parleys

Post-election reaction saw mixed opinion 
from the Pakistani political and military 
hieracrchy. Initial reaction of General Yahya 
was as it should have been. “As far as I am 
concerned my job is finished”, said the President 
immediately after the election result had been 
announced. Constitutionally, Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman was to take over as Prime Minister 
of undivided Pakistan. Many in the military 
hierarchy including the Director General of 
the powerful Inter-service Intelligence could 
not accept the election result. Bhutto assumed 
political control in the West and was not ready 
to sit in the opposition. “ No constitution could 
be made,” said the civilian dictator and feudal 
landlord “without Pakistan Peoples Party’s 
cooperation.” 

HISTORIC MARCH 1971 AND INITIAL
RESISTANCE AGAINST OCCUPATION FORCES

Brigadier General Md Sarwar Hossain, hdmc, psc
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No Light in Sight

The time had now arrived for parleys to 
begin between the President Yahya Khan, 
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and 
Julfiquer Ali Bhutto. First such meeting took 
place at the President’s House at Dhaka on 13 
January 1971. In this meeting Awami League 
was represented by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 
Tajuddin Ahmed, Khondkar Mushtaq Ahmed, 
Qamar-uz-Zaman and two others while the 
President was accompanied by Vice Admiral 
S.M Ahsan, Lieutenant General Sahibzada 
Yaqub Khan and Lieutenant General 
S.G.M.M. Peerzada. During the session, the 
President expressed his desire without naming 
to include some West Pakistani members in his 
cabinet to give it a national character, which 
was assured by Mujib. As none of the parties 
achieved majority in both wings, the Peoples 
Party capitalized on that to bargain for power 
sharing.  

Disillusioned, General Yahya accepted 
Bhutto’s invitation. So, on his return from 
Dhaka, Yahya with some of his advisers 
visited Larkana as Bhutto’s guest. “Please tell 
Mujib that the West Pakistani leadership is 
in my (Bhutto’s) hand and it will be good for 
the country if he, for the sake of the nation, 
took Bhutto in the Government and that if he 
does not do so we (army) will use military 
force” proposed Bhutto in his meeting with 
the President. History had seen the later 
events and in that how precisely his wishes 
were materialized. Later, on January 27, when 
Bhutto went to Dhaka and met Mujib, they had 
some disagreements which could have been 
resolved had Bhutto been offered the post of 
vice president or the foreign minister. But, it 
was hard for Mujib to make such a concession. 
Mujib was not ready to accommodate Yahya 
either, who was aspiring to stay on as the 
President. 

Bhutto’s Arrogance 

On 13 February 1971, General Yahya 
announced his decision to call the National 
Assembly session on 03 March 1971. Bhutto 
refused to attend the National Assembly 
session which was condemned by all. On 
13 February 1971, Bhutto having met the 
President declared that if the National 
Assembly were held on 03 March he would 
launch a popular movement. Bhutto even 
threatened members elected to the constituent 
assembly from West Pakistan that he would 
break their legs if they attended its inaugural 
session in Dhaka, and that if they insisted on 
attending they should buy a one-way ticket. 
On 01 March 1971, General Yahya announced 
postponement of the National Assembly for 
indefinite period. Disregard to the collective 
verdict of the people gradually threatened 
the fate of Pakistan to the process of eventual 
disintegration. The reaction in East Pakistan 
was immediate. Strikes, demonstrations and 
civil disobedience increased in tempo until 
there was open revolt. Prodded by Mujib, 
Bengalees declared they would pay no taxes 
and would ignore martial law regulations on 
press and radio censorship. The control of the 
central government ceased to exist in East 
Pakistan.  

Bangabandhu’s Historic 07 March Speech

Bangabandhu’s historic speech of 07 
March 1971 gave out a strong signal for 
independence movement. However, Mujib, 
Bhutto, and Yahya Khan held negotiations 
in Dhaka in late March in a final attempt to 
defuse the growing crisis; simultaneously, 
General Tikka Khan, who was commanding 
the Pakistani forces in East Pakistan, prepared 
a contingency plan for a military takeover. As 
it was, the talks broke down, and on March 25 
Yahya Khan flew back to West Pakistan and 
Bhutto followed him the next day. When there 
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was a clear mandate, the military failed to 
install the democratically elected Government 
in office only because it wanted to serve its 
own interest. Thus West and East Pakistan 
once sprung from the common womb suddenly 
found them in bitter conflict.

Highlights on The Operation Searchlight

The Planning Process

Before maturing the plan, a few senior 
Pakistani officers in East Pakistan were pulled 
out for being critical of the military attack 
on civilians. They were Lieutenant General 
Shahabzada Yakub Khan, GOC of East 
Pakistan, and Vice Admiral Syed Mohammad 
Ahsan. Then Lieutenant General Tikka Khan 
took over as the Governor and GOC of East 
Pakistan. On March 17, General Hamid, 
Chief of Staff, Pakistan Army asked General 
Raja to plan the operation. In the morning of 
March 18, General Raja and Major General 
Rao Farman Ali wrote the plan. Highlights of 
the plan included the scope of the operation, 
pre-requisites for success, distribution of 
forces and tasks assigned to the individual 
brigades and units. General Hamid objected 
to the immediate disarming of regular army 
Bengalee units, but approved the disarming 
of the EPR, armed police and other para-
military formations. The plan was amended 
accordingly and finalized for distribution.  

Scope of the Operation

Scope and flexibility of “Operation 
Searchlight” had been unlimited. Primarily 
it aimed at eliminating the Awami League 
leaders and any civilians. It also targeted 
the armed forces personnel supporting the 
Awami League cause in defiance of martial 
law. Secrecy, surprise, deception and speed 
were emphasized upon at every stage of the 
operation. 

Prerequisites for Success

Success of “Operation Searchlight” 
hinged upon many aspects as perceived by the 
Pakistani military leaders as mentioned below: 

a. Operation to be launched simultaneously 
across the province and maximum number 
of political and student leaders and those 
among cultural organizations and teaching 
staff to be arrested.
b. Success in Dhaka was considered 
crucial. Dhaka Operation must achieve 
100% success. Dhaka University would be 
occupied and searched.
c. Much liberty including greater use 
of fire authorized while dealing with the 
cantonments.  
d. Operation to be executed with complete 
secrecy. All internal and international 
communications to be cut off, including 
telephone, television, radio and telegraph.
e. All East Pakistani (Bengalee) troops 
to be neutralized by seizing weapons and 
ammunition.

Available Pakistan Army Outfits in East 
Pakistan

Pakistan Army had 14 Infantry Division 
deployed in East Pakistan in March 1971.  It 
had four Infantry Brigades and all of those 
commanded by the West Pakistani Brigadiers. 
Brigadier Jahanzab Arbab commanded 57 
Infantry Brigade located in Dhaka, Brigadier 
Iqbal Shafi commanded 53 Infantry Brigade 
in Comilla, Brigadier Abdullah Khan Malik 
commanded 23 Infantry Brigade in Rangpur 
area and Brigadier A. R Durrani commanded 
107 Infantry in Jessore. Each Brigade 
comprised usual slice of infantry, artillery 
and other support elements. Besides, West 
Pakistani Army personnel were also posted in 
all static units/installations.
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Bengalee Units in East Pakistan

During March 1971, there had been a total 
of six (06) army Bengalee Infantry Battalions 
of which the 1 East Bengal Regiment (EBR) 
was in Jessore under 107 Brigade. The 2 EBR 
was in Joydevpur Rajbari area north of Dhaka, 
under 57 Brigade. The 3 EBR was in Sayedpur 
under 23 Brigade, and the 4 EBR was in 
Comilla with the 53 Brigade. The 8 EBR was 
preparing to move to West Pakistan and by 
then left its advance party. The East Bengal 
Regimental Center (EBRC) in Chittagong had 
nearly 2,000 Bengalee troops including the 
newly raised 9 EBR. The 10 EBR, a training 
unit comprised of University students was 
in the Dhaka cantonment. Bengalee officers 
commanded the 1, 2 and the 10 EBR, while 
the rest were under Pakistani officers.

Available Bengalee Forces of Other 
Categories

There has been nearly 34,000 Police 
members of all ranks almost exclusively 
Bengalee in East Pakistan. Several thousand 
Ansar and Mujahid members trained on basic 
military training were scatteredly deployed 
across East Pakistan. The East Pakistan 
Rifles (EPR) had around 15,000 members 
majority of whom were Bengalee. These 
forces were divided into 17 operational wings 
(battalion size) in 7 sectors located in Dhaka, 
Mymenshingh, Jessore, Rajshahi, Dinajpur, 
Sylhet and Chittagong. The EPR companies 
were often divided into small groups of 
sections/platoons and deployed in camps along 
the border. EPR Headquarters and 2,500 EPR 
troops were posted in Dhaka. The majority of 
the EPR officers were from West Pakistan.

Initial Resistance Phase - Dhaka Region 

Dhaka – The Hub of East Pakistan

This region constituted the area bounded 
by Jamuna in the West, Meghna in the East 
and the Indian territory in the North.  Being 

a “Vee” shaped sector the apex forms in the 
South where Dhaka, the geopolitical heart of 
Bangladesh is located. This is also known as 
the central region. The major river systems 
are the Jamuna, Meghna, Old Bramhaputra, 
Dhaleswari, Buriganga, Banar, Turag etc.  
The important places are Dhaka, Mymensing, 
Jamalpur and Tangail.

Dark Night of 25 March 1971 - Dhaka on 
Fire  

Dhaka city had been the hub of Pakistan 
military carnage in the initial stage of the war. 
To resist the Pakistan military around Dhaka 
had been extremely difficult as compared to 
other areas. This is firstly because of their huge 
presence in the cantonment and secondly, the 
intricacies of fighting in built up area without 
skilled soldiers had been unrealistic affair. 
These are the reasons for which the Pakistan 
military could subdue entire city over night. 10 
EBR was raised in Dhaka  purely to train college 
and university students following the National 
Service Scheme launched in 1969. A Bengalee 
officer named Lieutenant Colonel Mueed 
Uddin was commanding the unit. Virtually, 
there was no Bengalee unit within Dhaka City 
that could have provided the leadership during 
crisis.Therefore, the resistance in the city area 
had been sporadic and limited only to self-
defence in selected areas. 

As part of the overall plan of “Operation 
Searchlight” on the night of 25 March, 57 
Infantry Brigade was deployed in Dhaka with 
some additional troops. It comprised of 18 
Punjab Regiment, 32 Punjab Regiment, 22 
Baluch Regiment, 13 Frontier Force, 31 Field 
Regiment, 43 Light anti-Aircraft Regiment 
and one Platoon of Commando troops from 3 
Commando Battalion located at Comilla. They 
were tasked to neutralize 2 EBR, Headquarters, 
East Pakistan Rifles (with 2500 Bengalese 
members), Reserve Police at Rajarbagh Police 
Line (2000 Bengalee members). 10 EBR 
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formed mostly out of the students was already 
disarmed. Detailed deployments in Dhaka 
including tasks were as under: 18 Punjab 
Regiment was deployed in Nababpur area of 
old Dhaka.

32 Punjab Regiment had to disarm the 
Bengalee members at Rajar Bagh police line.

22 Baluch Regiment was tasked to 
neutralize the EPR members at Pilkhana and 
seize wireless at Pilkhana.

31 Field Regiment was to secure Second 
Capital, Mohammadpur-Mirpur area. 

13 Frontier Force was to secure Dhaka 
cantonment and act as reserve.

43 Light Anti-aircraft Regiment was 
responsible for the security of Tejgaon airport.

01 x Platoon of 3 Special Service group 
was given the task of carrying out raid in the 
residence of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman and apprehend.

01 Company each from 18 Punjab 
Regiment, 32 Punjab Regiment and 22 Baluch 
Regiment formed a Task Force and deployed 
in the university area.

Rumor spread in the city after dusk that 
Yahia Khan had left and Awami League 
volunteers put up some makeshift barricades 
in the streets. Although the operation was to 
start at 0110 hours, Pakistani troops moved out 
at 2330 hours from Dhaka cantonment as the 
Pakistani field commander wished to cut the 
reaction time of the Bengalee forces. Large 
military convoy carrying about 3 battalions 
of Pakistani soldiers rolled over the streets 
of Dhaka towards South in the city area. The 
silence was finally shattered when all their 
guns began to rattle around the sleeping city 
under chilly darkness. Earmarked units took 
up positions as ordered and started executing 
their tasks. 

10 EBR was easily disarmed in the 
cantonment and later eliminated. 31 Field 
Regiment was deployed in the Second Capital 
of Dhaka city and secured northern part of the 
city. Pakistanis captured the EPR troops posted 
at Mirpur, the President House (presently 
called as Gonobhaban) and the Governor 
house without resistance, but many managed 
to escape while some were executed.   

At around 0110 hours the Commando 
elements reached the residence of Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman at Number 32 Dhanmondi. 
Tajuddin Ahmed including everyone had 
been insisting Mujib to move underground. 
But, he stayed back appreciating such course 
of action would bring widespread misery for 
the Bengalees. Failing to convince Mujib, 
Tajuddin along with Barrister Amirul Islam 
moved towards Faridpur for onward journey 
to India. By a swift Commando action, 
Major Billal under the overall command of 
Lieutenant Colonel ZA Khan arrested Mujib 
while 31 Field Artillery searched the house.   

In a short while Iqbal Hall and Jagannath 
Hall were struck before other objectives in a 
crude manner using rocket launchers. 18 Punjab 
Regiment and part of 57 Infantry Brigade 
were committed to this area. Unexpectedly, 
American supplied M-24 tanks and guns led 
this column. Troops took over British Council 
library and used it as firebase to shell nearby 
dormitory areas. Caught by surprise, some 200 
students were killed in Iqbal Hall, as shells 
slammed into the building and their rooms 
were sprayed with machine gun fire. 

33 Punjab moved for Rajar Bagh Police 
line, where nearly 1100 police personnel 
used to reside. The police at Rajarbagh, aided 
by Awami Legue volunteers, put up a stout 
resistance with 303 rifles, but were eventually 
overcome and most survivors were captured 
and a few scattered away with handful of 
small arms.  
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In Pilkhana too, the situation was no 
different. There had been roughly 2500 EPR 
troops comprising 13 Wing, 15 Wing and 16 
Wing. Sector Headquarters Sector Number 1 
including Headquarters Wing, Signal Wing 
and Intelligence units were also based there. 
Sometimes in the first week of March, 22 
Baluch Regiment housed itself in Pilkhana. 
Bengalee EPR officers were detained by the 
Pakistanis in Pilkhana and the troops were 
mostly ordered to stand down and relax. Only 
a few could sneak out to join Captain Halim’s 
group in Manikganj and another group went 
to Narshindi under Subeder Gani eventually 
joined Captain Matin’s contingent who 
happened to join the war while he had been 
on leave at Kishorganj. Troops of Pilkhana 
had done a splendid job by sending wireless 
message to all other sectors about the atrocities 
carried out by the Pakistan Army. Here in this 
encounter six Pakistani soldiers including one 
officer were killed. 

Another contingent had been heading 
towards Bangshal fari. While going from 
Nawabpur to Bangshal end, the fari existed 
after crossing little ahead of Dainik Bangla 
office. As the Pakistani forces had been 
nearing the fari, unexpected firing engaged 
them from the front. Many were taken on the 
first attempt. A few police members along with 
Nadir collectively undertook the job. Nadir 
who happened to be a local terror suddenly 
turned into a different character and dedicated 
him for the country during the war. Later, he 
was caught by the Pakistan military and was 
never seen again.

In Ramna Police Station, the situation 
was totally different, as the Pakistanis had 
encircled the Bengalee members; they faced 
with unpredictable resistance from the police 
personnel. Next morning Dhaka city witnessed 

the marks of systematic mass slaughter. 
Deceased had been lying every after short 
intervals along the roadside like food staffs for 
the hungry scavengers.

Exploits of Junior Tigers - Joydevpur and 
Beyond

Joydevpur- gateway to Dhaka from the 
North is only about 30 kilometers away from 
the heart of the city is famous for its Rajbari. 
This area witnessed another action-packed 
episode following the insurrection of 2 EBR. 
Like elsewhere in Bangladesh, the Pakistani 
authority had been keen in dispersing this 
unit to different locations. By mid January, 
Alpha Company under non-bengalee Major 
Kazem Kamal was sent to Tangail, Charlie 
Company under Bengalee Major Nurul 
Islam was deployed in Mymenshing, Bravo 
Company (minus) under West Pakistani 
Major Azad Latif was at Gajipur Ordnance 
factory and Platoon from Bravo Company 
was sent to Rajendrapur Ammunition Depot. 
The Battalion Headquarters, Headquarters 
Company and Delta Company were located at 
Joydevpur.

The Commanding Officer Lieutenant 
Colonel Masudul Hassan, Second-in-
Command Major KM Shaffiullah including 11 
others were Bengalee out of total 17 officers 
in the unit. 2 EBR was better prepared than 
other units because of its close following of 
events and proximity to Dhaka. One company 
remained at Rajbari to be able to move in battle 
order in short notice and another platoon was 
to keep a close eye on Dhaka-Mymenshing 
highway. Other vantage points were also 
physically held for early detection and speedy 
passage of information.

Around 19 March, Brigade Commander 
Brigadier Jahanzeb Arbab Khan with 4 
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officers and 70 others visited Joydevpur. 
While visiting the unit, Commander suddenly 
got disturbed with a message. It conveyed 
that the angry mob erected a strong barricade 
near Joydevpur rail-crossing appreciating that 
the Bengalee troops are being disarmed. He 
ordered to take ultimate action for removing 
roadblocks when the tragic event unfolded. At 
the same time a lorry was coming from Tangail 
to Joydevpur for carrying ration for the troops 
stationed there. The mob stopped the transport 
and insisted them to join the fight against the 
Pakistanis. Failing to get any response, the 
agitated mob snatched their weapons. When 
this message reached the Commander, he 
straight way ordered fire for effect. 

Maj Moinul ordered his troops to fire at a 
height good enough to avoid any kill. Brigadier 
Arbab got infuriated and ordered for shoot to 
kill. This time two were killed. Shockingly 
enough, after the incident, the Commanding 
Officer had to explain why there were only 
two casualties at the expense of 63 rounds of 
ammunition. He was failing to satisfy them on 
this point. In a bid to convince them, on 23 
March, he moved to Brigade Headquarters at 
Dhaka and faced a grim fate. The Pakistanis 
made no mistake in retaining him in Dhaka 
and placed Commanding Officer of 32 Punjab, 
Lieutenant Colonel QA FMA Raquib, another 
Bengalee officer in his place, who proved his 
loyalty to the Pakistani authority by cracking 
down the Bengalee movement earlier.

In the name of pacifying the troops of 2 
EBR, Brigadier Majumder was removed from 
EBRC. On 25 March at about 1100 hours, 
Brigadier Majumder visited the troops and 
made a short speech and returned to Dhaka 
cantonment. It appears, by all considerations, 
he had  failed to appreciate the situation 
and got swiftly arrested by the Pakistanis 

and experienced the ruthless torture and ill 
treatment in the prison camp and interrogation 
cell in Pakistan. However, unlike many he 
was lucky to have returned alive after the 
independence in December 1973. 

After the mass annihilation of 25 March, 
the ex Commanding Officer Lieutenant 
Colonel Masudul Hassan from Dhaka kept 
on informing Major Shaffiullah about latest 
situation. At this time, Lieutenant Colonel 
Rakib had been also giving a cold shoulder to 
the latest developments and restrained him- 
self from giving any decision. In the morning 
of 26 March, suspicious conduct of the 
Non-Bengalee brigade operator alarmed the 
officers of the battalion. On the same day, the 
Pakistanis transported huge ammunition from 
Rajendrapur Ammunition Depot to Dhaka that 
gave rise to further speculations. 

As the news of crack down reached the 
officers of 2 EBR, its officers unanimously 
decided to fight back. Major Shafiullaha, 
Major Moin and other Bengalee officers 
left Gazipur and planned to concentrate in 
Mymenshing. When entire 2 EBR revolted 
against the Pakistanis and vacated Joydevpur, 
ironically Sergeant Hemayet got isolated 
while he was patrolling along Dhaka-Tongi-
Joydevpur road on 28 March 1971. While on 
duty, they heard sound of firing in the unit area. 
Appreciating this as Pakistani attack, Hemayet 
decided to hang around the unit premises until 
the situation was clear to him. When they were 
back to the unit line everyone left. He found 
no other Bengalee soldiers except two injured 
cases. However, Hemayet’s forces killed 
remaining Pakistani soldiers.

On 27 March, Alpha Company commander 
Major Kamal a Non-Bengalee officer of 2 
EBR was disarmed putting Lieutenant Golam 
Helal Morshed in his capacity. With assistance 
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from student leader Kader Siddiquee, on the 
same day, Tangail Police station was raided 
and huge arms and ammunition were captured. 
In Tangail district, Kader Siddiquee fought 
fiercely against the Pakistani forces and earned 
rapid circulation.  

2 EPR Wing was stationed in Mymenshing. 
For last couple of weeks all troops were 
put on alert. Surprisingly, the Pakistani 
Wing Commander Captain Qummar Abbas 
instructed the Bengalee JCO to discontinue 
the duty. The instruction carried more worries 
than a sense of relaxation. Accordingly, the 
JCO did everything to alert and arm 220 
Bengalee members. There were a total of 138 
Non-Bengalees. This message was also passed 
down to the nearby Charlie Company of 2 
EBR that came from Joydevpur. On the night 
of 27 March, the Non- Bengalee EPR members 
attacked Charlie Company location. Initially, 
the company suffered some set back but later 
the Company Commander Major Nurul Islam 
reorganized them and disarmed the Pakistani 
soldiers. On the other hand, the Bengalee 
EPR members retaliated very effectively and 
the fighting continued until 5’O clock next 
morning. In the process they killed around 120 
non-Bengalees while rest surrendered. On the 
own side only a few were casualty. 

Simultaneously, other EPR companies 
deployed in bordering areas of Nakshi, 
Karaitali and Langua were also asked to 
take appropriate measures at their locations. 
Then a plan of action was devised to protect 
Mymenshing Town with assistance from Mr 
Rafiquiddin Ahmed, the Member of National 
Assembly, Mr Sultan and Haatem Ali Talukder 
the local elite. Part of this EPR Wing remained 
in Mymenshing while remainders joined 2 
EBR.

In the morning of 28 March, Major 
Shafiullah moved towards Mymenshing. 

In Mymenshing a retired officer named 
Major Nuruzzaman and  Captain Matin 
joined.  Captain Matiur also joined this 
group at Mymenshing who fled from 25 
Baluch stationed in Jessore cantonment. 
Lieutenant Morshed from Tangail joined 
him near Muktagacha. Major Moinul Islam 
also joined with rest of the 2 EBR. By 1500 
hours on the same day, Major Nurul Islam 
with his company also joined the main body. 
The inescapable situation thrust upon Major 
Shafiullah the leadership of the battalion. 
At this point of time, the officers of the 
unit charged with patriotism decided to 
attack Dhaka under Major Shafiullah. They 
considered it vital before the Pakistanis could 
bring in more troops from the west.When 2 
EBR had been reorganizing at Mymenshing, 
Hemayet took over the control of Joydevpur 
by 30 March and his forces earned the title 
of Hemayet Bahini. He organized a brief 
training of around 3000 forces and let them 
move to their location to organize and fight 
the Pakistanis. With the assistance of the 
locals he had managed some arms and left 
for Gopalganj via Kapasia and had fought the 
Pakistanis from there.

Dhaka attack was planned on 01 April. 2 
EBR was to advance from the east with an 
additional company under Major Shafiullah. 
Two mixed companies were poised at Mirpur, 
Mohammedpur and Dhaka airport areas to 
deceive about the direction of attack. One 
mixed company was at Gafargaon to deny 
use of railway line, one company at Tangail to 
deny Dhaka-Mymenshing road, one company 
each at Bahadurabad Ghat and Sirajganj Ghat 
to block enemy approaching from the north. 

However, by 31 March the troops were 
in locations for the capture of Dhaka. On 31 
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March, when, the main attacking troops under 
Major Shafiullah reached Kishorganj, he 
received a note from Major Khaled insisting 
him not to undertake the operation right now. 
To Khaled’s understanding, such an attempt 
would be premature and costly in terms of loss 
of lives. On this, Major Shafiullah abandoned 
his plan. After this, he kept one company 
along Dhaka-Narsingdi road, one company 
at Ashuganj and rest of the battalion reached 
Brahmanbaria via Ashuganj on 01 April. 

At this point, Captain Shaigol, a Pakistani 
officer of 2 EBR who was deputed to Army 
Aviation Squadron defected from Dhaka to 
join the unit and reached Major Shafiullah. His 
father, a Pakistani officer  Lieutenant Colonel 
A.M Shaigol served in 2 EBR from 1956 to 
1958. His mother was from Bogra. Perhaps, 
maternal linkage and his memories with the 
battalion induced him to take such decision. 
The troops accepted him heartily. Although, 
his mysterious vanishing from a raid near 
Comilla airport had left his allegiance under 
serious qualm. 

On the other side, 2 EBR troops operating 
on the western side of Dhaka fell back along 
Dhaka-Mymenshing road. On 01 April, this 
contingent ambushed one Pakistani military 
convoy bound for Mymenshing and inflicted 
huge casualties. On the same day, EPR 
members under Captain Matiur carried out 
an ambush near Panchdona in Narshindi area. 
Panchdona connected Kishorganj towards 
north, Narsingdi towards Northeast and 
Kanchpur to the south. Captain Matiur with his 
company was based in Karaitala village about 
5/6 kilometers away between Panchdona and 
Palash Rupganj Thana. Pakistani troops started 
moving towards Narsingdi. Matiur planned 

to cause them maximum attrition as they try 
to enter Narsingdi and shifted his position to 
Karaitala, a place on Demra –Narsingdi road.
They laid an ambush in Karaitala area keeping 
the main defence in Panchdona astride the 
main road. On 01 April, as the Pakistani 
convoy was approaching, Bengalee troops 
suddenly engaged them with volume of fire.  
The Pakistanis sustained huge casualties here. 
In the same evening, the enemy started non-
stop pounding by artillery, resulting into forced 
withdrawal of Bengalee troops to Narsingdi. 

Conclusion

Long domination by the West Pakistan 
left Bengalees with no option but to secede 
from its union which was though very costly 
in terms of lives and efforts. March 1971 
therefore, occupies a glorious position in our 
history and it comes to us afresh every year to 
remind us of the legacy that had cost millions 
of lives. After Ayub Khan stepped down from 
power, General Yahya held the first ever 
General Elections in which Awami League 
won a landslide victory. But, Bhutto with a 
small coterie of military leadership didn’t 
allow holding of National Assembly session 
for power handover. Arrogance and lust for 
power condemned the Awami League’s hard 
earned election trimph and pushed the military 
to war against Bengalee people. The Bengalee 
people were rather caught unprepared in such a 
situation and could hardly match the quality of 
forces, armaments and also in preparedness.  It 
took a heavy toll though gave them resilience 
and resolve eventually leading to victory. Since 
then, Bangladesh as a country and militarily 
have come a long way. Its transformation and 
growth in all sectors leading to current success 
is a matter of great pride for our nation.  
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Standing upon the pedestal of the great 
German writer Carl Von Clausewitz, it is 
difficult to premise an original thinker of his 
stature even close to two centuries after his 
death in the field of military theory. Despite 
the richness of our knowledge in this respect of 
which there is no dearth, the poverty of military 
theory in its variations abounds in many ways. 
One of the reasons for such dichotomy is 
Clausewitz himself. His great seminal work 
On War which was published by Clausewitz’s 
widow in 1832 a year after her husband’s death 
is still considered the fountainhead of military 
genius with no comparable line of brilliant 
successors. This is true because despite its 
comprehensiveness, the systematic approach 
and precise style with which he dealt with the 
subject has given it a unique structuralist form. 
That is why, in its essence and destiny, On War 
has become the alter-ego of its own author. 
Additionally, the factor which has contributed 
to its sublimity, are the members whose field of 
knowledge he treaded upon. Soldiers are rarely 
scholars. However, despite being a soldier 
himself, his depth of knowledge and treatment 
of the subject raised him to the level of a 
philosopher. Such commitment to scholarship 
only comes through years of relentless pursuit 
of investigative research into finding ways of 
relationship between myriad constituents that 
make up the building blocks of a particular field 
of knowledge. Generals who adorn the highest 
positions in the military hierarchy hardly have 
time or panache for indulging themselves in 
such kind of scholastic and philosophic métier.

It is not to undermine other great military 
thinkers who either preceded or followed 
Clausewitz. Sun Tzu and Niccolo Machiavelli 
were superb but very limited in their treatment 
of war. Alfred T Mahan and Julian Corbett 
exercised their brilliance in altogether a 
different field, namely, sea power but their 
writing lacked the depth of Clausewitz’s 
insightful perception of the relationship 
between war and politics. Later generations 
of military writers like Liddell Hart and JFC 
Fuller were merely his disciples expounding 
his theories in light of military history. Douhet 
and Mitchell, despite their excessive fondness 
for air power, failed to capture essentially 
its political significance. While other writers 
have their respectable emoluments as being 
analytical, none has so far been philosophically 
as erudite as Clausewitz.

The brilliance of Clausewitz lies in his 
comprehensive treatment of the subject of war. 
He drew his observations from history. But he 
reduced the golden rule of his vast ocean of 
knowledge into a single statement, “War is an 
instrument of politics”. In the hypothesis of 
this statement lies his intellectual shrewdness. 
No matter what he wrote by way of strategy, 
attack, defense, military forces, war plans etc. 
it is in this singularly captivating statement that 
a scholarly reader is set into motion of thinking 
deeply. For Professor Ludwig Wittgenstein, 
I am hopeful he must have read Clausewitz, 
the statement is a riddle. The problem with a 
riddle is that it does not demand an immediate 
response but inspires enough interest in the 
mind to go searching for the truth. In such 
an expedition into the realm of philosophical 
investigations, arguments and counter-
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arguments play with each other till one is tired 
of further experiment into falsifiability and 
either accepts the final conclusion or leaves it 
for conjecture in some other time.

Therefore, the task of this essay is to 
put to testability Clausewitz’s most famous 
statement, “War is an instrument of politics”. 
Many readers may find the exercise a bit 
time-consuming but it is worth undertaking 
because if Clausewitz is still relevant today, 
(he will be in future also), it is the elevation 
of this statement as an aphorism that marks 
his unique genius on a level as equal as the 
great physicist, Albert Einstein’s statement, “ 
Energy and mass are equivalent”.

War is an instrument of politics. There are 
principally two heuristic words in the sentence 
--- war and policy. Taking into consideration 
the operation of linguistic as explained by its 
structuralist proponents, the role of the signifier 
and the signified is important as emblematic 
of the symbols surrounding a meaning. Here, 
the word ‘politics’ is the signifier and ‘war’ 
the signified. Thus, politics signifies war. In 
other words, the existence of war is rooted in 
the essence of political imperatives. However, 
the trouble starts how one defines the signifier 
whether in a stricter or narrower sense that 
eventually controls the space of the signified.

Clausewitz defined war as ‘an act of force 
to compel our enemy to do our will… Force 
--- that is, physical force, for moral force has 
no existence save as expressed in the state and 
the law --- is thus means of war ; to impose our 
will on the enemy is its object. To secure that 
object we must render the enemy powerless; 
that in theory, is the true aim of warfare. That 
aim takes the place of the object, discarding it 
as something not actually part of war itself’. 
Thus, we see that Clausewitz conceived of 
war as something belonging to the material 
world. Its principal agent is the state and the 
means of physical force can only be executed 

by the military. Clausewitz has based his 
observations on the Napoleonic wars. As a 
prolific witness to the contemporary history of 
those times, the defeat of the enemy was only 
possible through the management of armed 
forces at the tactical level and that of military 
strategy at the state level.The state’s sole aim 
was either to defend its territory or to occupy 
that of the enemy. His error lay in giving the 
highest concern to the role of the military in 
his theory on war. For lack of clear evidence 
of politico-civilian role in war till his time, 
such lapse in intellectual clarity is manifest 
in the book. The distinction between war and 
politics did not matter much as these two 
functions were normally combined in a single 
person as with Napoleon or Frederick whose 
military adventures were the empirical tools 
for his research. Even his predecessor Niccolo 
Machiavelli echoes the same instruction 
for the ruler of a state, “A Prince, therefore, 
should have no other object, no other thought, 
no other subject of study, than war, its rules 
and disciplines; this is the only art for a man 
who commands, and it is of such value [virtu] 
that is not only keeps born princes in place, 
but often raises men from private citizens to 
princely fortune. On the other hand, it is clear 
that when princes have thought more about the 
refinements of life than about war, they have 
lost their positions. The quickest way to lose 
a state is to neglect this art; the quickest way 
to get one is to study it”. One is not surprised 
when not too long ago in history, John Adams, 
among America’s first statesmen, answered 
to a query from his wife in a similar refrain, 
“I must study politics and war, that my sons 
may have liberty to study mathematics and 
philosophy, geography, natural history, and 
naval architecture, navigation, commerce and 
agriculture, in order to give their children a 
right to study painting, music, architecture, 
statuary, tapestry and porcelain”. What all these 
great thinkers ignored is the pervasiveness 
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of war and its effects on society. With all his 
depth and intellectual sharpness, Clausewitz’s 
thinking was intensely parochial, conceived 
as it was with the tools of land operations. 
Machiavelli’s prince, if he followed the great 
thinker’s advice, would no doubt, make a fine 
general in the field but would certainly fail 
to know his people well. On the other hand, 
John Adam’s posterity would despair of not 
thinking of war during their time of enjoyment 
of painting, music and arts in the face of 
subsequent hostility from the world. 

Since Clausewitz’s times, extra-ordinary 
changes have come into the life of man 
and the state. The economic, cultural and 
scientific changes have impacted upon our 
psyche in the ways we think of our society 
and its inclination towards war. War is no 
longer treated as the only business of the 
professional soldiers. The advent of air power 
erased the distinction between the destruction 
of enemy’s army and its civilian population. 
Destruction of the enemy army’s will power 
which Clausewitz saw as the aim of war was 
suddenly changed into breaking the morale of 
enemy’s population. But to strike at the enemy 
population was fraught with moral hazards 
and thus required approval of greater political 
statesmanship. Since WWI, war has started 
becoming more and more a careful precincts 
of the politicians, but in becoming so, the dual 
function of prince-commander has undergone 
radical changes. No longer, for a politician, the 
study of warfare is the principal subject. The 
task of studying complex military environment 
has been relegated to the generals, admirals 
and air marshals. On the other hand, the state 
rarely endorses the function of politics to be 
taken seriously by the military commander. 
This division of labor in the relationship 
between war and politics is what makes the 
classical theories on war a fertile ground for 
raising polemical problems.

There is a commonplace agreement 
among the scholars that a theory must be 
comprehensive, that is, it must be able to 
communicate all aspects of its subjects; be 
based on the constants or the absolutes of 
its subjects; and constantly pass the test of 
reality. Clausewitz, who must have studied 
and been influenced by Immanuel Kant, the 
great German philosopher and his philosophy 
of idealism, wanted to give war a permanent 
form of structure. But the difficulty lies in 
trying to do so with such a practical subject 
as war. Reality constantly changes and there 
has been revolutionary change since his days 
in military and political ideas. During his 
time, mercenaries were part of regular armies 
belonging to a state. These hired soldiers 
had neither political ambitions nor military 
commitments. Their purpose was different 
from the attitudes and refinements of regular 
army trained to fight a war for preserving 
the sovereignty of a state. In modern times, 
non-state actors fighting against states pose a 
different theoretical problem. The relationship 
between theory and its agents generates 
imponderables. Therefore, theory must be 
dynamic. Its excellence lies in being open 
and flexible enough to accommodate the 
imponderables or hitherto unknown yet retain 
its eminence in being original and unique. 
Clausewitz’s formulation of war as pure 
reason is what gains momentum in subsequent 
centuries of practical changes in the institution 
of military, politics and human society.

The profusion of democracy, in modern 
times, has led to a new understanding in 
the meaning of war and politics. Moreover, 
the formation of alliances involving states 
spanning the whole world has brought to 
the fore-front the role and duty of political 
leaders in employing war as a measure of 
their objectives. The classical writers on the 
theory of war mostly based their observations 
on local or at best, continental conditions. 
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Clausewitz and his monumental work were no 
exception drawing examples from European 
politico-military scenario. However, its 
contents could easily apply to other areas of 
the world given the historical circumstances of 
those times. It must be noted that the passion 
for war amongst the political masters in a 
democratic environment is of a rather cautious 
approach than it would be otherwise in a 
dictatorial atmosphere. The two world wars 
have amply proved that war as a subject needs 
different kind of treatment. The formation of 
world bodies like League of Nations and the 
United Nations has made war an instrument of 
international politics which has an altogether 
different shade of understanding than what 
was conceived by Clausewitz in its national 
outlook. The loss or gain of territory was no 
longer the object of the great wars. In narrower 
sense, it was the adjustment of the balance of 
power on global scale; and on broader sense, 
who would exercise control international 
relations as superpower. The military arm 
that came to be the deciding factor was air 
power. The use of atomic weapons through the 
medium of air brought about the relevance of 
superior judgement of the political masters not 
only in taking strategic but also operational 
decisions which had hitherto been mostly 
the domain of the military commanders. 
Subsequently, during Korean and Vietnam 
Wars, the use of air power in the hands of 
political masters ignoring the advice of 
military commanders resulting in apathy 
between the two professional groups led to 
the re-formulation of the theory of war in later 
decades. Gulf wars and US involvement in 
Global War on Terror (GWOT) demonstrated 
the importance of the relationship between war 
and politics to be evaluated in a different light. 
The distinction between political masters and 
military commanders seems to have gaining 
clearer grounds of demarcation. It is to say that 
war is too complex a business to be left alone 

to the soldiers. On the other hand, it does not 
teach us much by assuming that politicians are 
poorly informed on matters military. For what 
they have is the national obligation. Their 
constitutional authority to control the military 
establishment must train them to select the best 
and sharp minds as their military advisers. It is 
always necessary for a President or a Prime 
Minister to acquaint himself with the task of 
selecting the best men as his services chiefs. 

Therefore, the part played by a modern 
day prince without being a man in uniform is 
second to none. He is the master of politics 
but he has attained that position by virtue of 
popular vote and therefore, reserves the right 
to decide on issues of war on their behalf. But 
democratic leaders are also wary of people’s 
regard for peace over war. As such, their 
decision to go to war requires popular mandate 
which is not so easy to come by. This is also 
the reason that democracies do not fight wars 
with each other. This also contradicts what 
Clausewitz said, “War has its own language but 
not its own logic.” By ‘language’ Clausewitz 
refers to the means or methods of conducting 
war which is the business of the military. By 
‘logic’ he means the purpose within a political 
milieu. The failure of logic to come to the 
rescue of rationality might have been the case 
with Napoleon, Frederick or Hitler but with 
ever increasing number of states becoming 
democratic, logic needs its strength to be 
supplied by the passionate mandate of the 
populace.  

The other factor which calls to serious 
re-thinking of Clausewitzian concept is the 
process of ‘Globalism’ of militarism. Peace-
keeping operation is the tool to contain 
atrocities and bellicosity on global scale. Here 
individual armies are not pitted against each 
other with a view to embarking upon territorial 
conquest. The moral of such operation is 
different from that of classical engagement of 
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military units. The purpose is not enforcement 
of popular will through  military means rather 
containment of animosities between warring 
sections of a society through negotiations 
of a third party which is a politico-military 
entity composed of military outfits of states 
working under a well-defined United Nations 
mandate. The qualifications required for such 
peace-keeping operations are diplomatic 
skills and negotiating acumen. The ability 
to bring to reconcilement opposing factions 
is what military commanders are expected 
to demonstrate in strangely unfamiliar 
environments. The strategy is not to equip 
oneself with the compulsion of bringing the 
right amount of forces at the right time but 
to understand the peculiar circumstances of 
social disruption of peaceful co-existence 
of the affected parties. It is a quasi-political 
role that even a minor military officer has to 
perform with great talent and finesse. 

Clausewitz believed in physical strength to 
be of supreme value in war effort, but when the 
ultimate universal goal is to render animosity 
between rival factions neutral, the stake-
holders tend to exercise moral persuasion 
as the most practical tool to achieve peace-
keeping objectives. The underlying principle 
of difference in the engagement of military 
forces on both occasions is what constitutes 
the essential criterion of military significance. 
Traditional military conflicts train the mind 
of soldiers how to fight a war whereas the 
same spirit in peace-keeping role intervenes 
on behalf of the conflicting parties how not to 
fight a war. 

Military officers who specialize in peace-
keeping operations and are enamored of its 
intrinsic value are unlikely to make Clausewitz 
an object of serious study. However, that also 
reduces their capacity to relate politics with 
war. It is easy to comprehend the necessity 
for war as the outcome of political decision 

at state level but to send one’s own military 
personnel to keep peace at some distant land 
has to find its moral justification in the duty to 
mankind. Hence, the military as an institution 
is not only meant to be raised to protect the 
political boundaries of a state but also to 
protect the foundations of apolitical peaceful 
co-existence of human beings. 

The title of this article is given as the “The 
Black Swan in Military Theory”. It sounds 
rather unusual and strange. This last section of 
the essay is an attempt to give meaning to the 
title in relation to the contents as covered in 
the afore-mentioned paragraphs. 

The existence of swans as white birds is so 
commonplace that people believe that it is an 
unassailable reality. However, the occasional 
sightings of black swan assault upon our 
conviction that all swans are white. But the 
significance of such conviction does not lie 
there. It lies somewhere else. Nassim Nicholas 
Taleb says, “It illustrates a severe limitation to 
our learning from observations or experience 
and the fragility of our knowledge. One single 
observation can invalidate a general statement 
derived from millennia of confirmatory 
sightings of millions of white swans. All you 
need is one single (and, I am told quite ugly) 
black bird.”

On War by Clausewitz is a very 
comprehensive treatment of the subject of war 
but it is also not a well-rounded, all-inclusive 
holistic approach to the problem. Its classical 
style and investigative research is impressive 
and the statement that ‘War is an instrument 
of politics’ still remains the cornerstone of our 
faith in the relation between war and politics. 
But changes in times and involvement of the 
military forces in operations other than war, 
the advent of air power, the reach of maritime 
forces, the global war on terror, and the civil-
military co-operation in civic matters have 
shown that there is a paradigm shift in our 
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understanding of treating war as an instrument 
of politics. The striking example of reversing 
the statement manifests itself through the 
incidence of recent Gulf wars. 

Gulf wars have clearly demonstrated that 
politics can be used as an instrument of war. 
The United States wanted to use its political 
clout to achieve its military objectives. The 
US military presence in the Middle East was to 
preserve its oil resources and that could only be 
achieved through political superiority that US 
had in achieving military goals. The Gulf wars, 
in true Clausewitzian sense, were no war at all. 
It was a one-sided affair right from the onset 
of US political initiatives as an instrument of 

proving its military muscle. Therefore, politics 
became a tool for perpetuating military gains. 

Thus, we see that how the appearance 
of Black Swan is constantly changing our 
perspectives about war. It is for the military 
theorists to take lessons from the contemporary 
military conflicts and re-vitalize the many 
classical theories on war. The idea that ‘one 
size fits all’ is no longer tenable. But how 
the new generation of military thinkers will 
address this evolving dynamic field of thought 
will largely depend upon their commitment 
to taking up the challenge with renewed and 
fresh vigor of intellectual and academic zeal.
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Introduction

Accurate and up-to-date information have 
always been crucial to military operations. 
Nearly 2,500 years ago the great Chinese 
strategist Sun Tzu said, “If you know the 
enemy and know yourself, in a hundred battles, 
you will never be defeated……....”. Since the 
first naval battle fought  between the Greeks 
and Syracusans, naval warfare has gone 
through Wooden-Warship age, Sail-Warship 
age, Steamship age, Cannon age, Guided 
Missile age and Electronic Warfare age and 
has entered into Information Warfare (IW) era. 

In the information age, the influence of 
human nature in warfare has become ever 
significant. The factors of success in IW are 
no more the province of charismatic leaders 
or chance but network leadership. IW, human 
nature and leadership are inseparable entities 
in the present day warfare. Understanding 
well the nature of different peers (people) 
a net-centric leader can contribute towards 
the winning of hypo-real war.  This paper is 
to discuss the influence of human nature and 
leadership on information warfare. 

Concept of IW

IW may be defined as any action to 
deny, exploit, corrupt or destroy the enemy’s 
information and its functions; protecting 
ourselves against those actions and exploiting 
our own military information and functions. 
It encompasses any hostile activity directed 
against our knowledge and belief systems. 
Cyber war, the newest subset of IW, needs 
no battlefield: it is fought in cyberspace. 

Cyberspace includes information itself, the 
communication nets that move it, and the 
computers that make it useful. Cyber war 
operations can blind us electronically and may 
change the definition of what is a hostile attack 
and what determines defeat or victory. 

IW is not a new concept. Even the primitive 
peoples, armed only with bows and arrows, 
had a very real understanding of the value of 
information. From the primitive man to the 
man of our time, we can see that there has 
been an evolution in the amount of available 
information and the degree of dependence we 
have in relation to the information that we 
do not control. Since 1960s the mass media 
could make a decisive impact on the political 
decision-making process.  

The recent boom of computer and 
information based network on the Worldwide 
market has led to an explosion of computer 
based technologies and capabilities. The 
Information Superhighway has reaped 
impressive benefits in linking all areas of 
the world. The linking of these information 
structures and expended reliance on computers 
is also sending shockwaves through the Armed 
Forces. 

Today, the launch of nuclear tipped 
missiles might require minutes to detect, 
but information assault can be completed 
in seconds; and remain undetected until its 
consequences become painfully apparent. 
Failure to treat information assault as a 
potential threat could prove to be catastrophic. 

INFLUENCE OF HUMAN NATURE ON 
INFORMATION WARFARE
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The major feature of IW is that there is no 
need for weapons of physical destruction to 
conduct IW. Since information assumes visible 
form as data, most tools used in IW are of the 
non-violent type. Information age weapons are 
equalizers and can negate the principle of mass. 
Cyber war needs no battlefield and therefore 
no specially trained military organization. The 
initial offensive strike in a quiet cyber war 
would be hard to detect and to defend against. 

IW emphasises control and seeks to 
paralyse. The tools of IW are limited numbers 
of inexpensive computers linked via Global 
Communication Systems. Knowledge is the 
ammunition of IW and it is inexhaustible. 
Knowledge diffuses and redistributes power to 
the weaker actors. It redraws boundaries and 
time and space horizons. 

Concept of Human Nature

Sun Tzu made it clear that warfare is 
not about equipment or armies. It is about 
influencing peoples’ minds (human nature). 
Warfare is about achieving behaviour change 
and the highest art to accomplish that is to 
change it without a single shot being fired. 
Human Nature has become more significant 
in the present age of information era. Clear 
understanding of human nature has become 
obligatory for the commanders to shape the 
battle space in their favours. 

Human nature may be defined as the 
shared psychological attributes of humankind 
that are assumed to be shared by all human 
beings. Human nature is the fundamental 
nature and substance of humans, as well as the 
range of human behaviour. Human behaviour 
is believed to be invariant over long periods of 
time and across. 

Different Cultural Contexts 

Greek historian Thucydides argued that 
people were motivated by calculations of 
self-interest along with other non conscious 
factors like fear and honour. Emotion, stress, 
and hormones are important players in human 
decision making. Variations in their biological 
inheritance among different peoples affect the 
mechanisms involved in decisions making 
process. These biological factors and the way 
in which they vary from person to person can 
affect the political and military behaviour of 
the states.

The characteristics of the human brain are 
to some extent determined by heredity. Because 
of their differing hereditary factors different 
people process information differently. The 
ability to specify the ways in which different 
people make decisions differently enables us 
to deal with solving the problems of putting 
right man in the right place.

The human mind has functions and 
structures that are the result of genetic 
inheritance, as well as its encounters with 
the environment. Human cognition is the 
product of the interaction of inherited 
functions and structures with the environment. 
The social environment can strengthen or 
weaken inherited mental predispositions, and 
inherited predispositions can shape the social 
environment. 

Concept of Leadership

Leadership is about how we use the 
influence and trust that people grant us to 
define necessary change and shape the future 
direction of the organisation. Leadership is 
a key requirement across all levels within 
an organisation. The role of leaders is to 
constantly, and with large amounts of passion, 
communicate and raise the profile of meaning, 
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articulating it in a manner that is easily 
understood and wholly relevant. Leaders 
inspire the imagination of followers and 
believers. Leaders provide their teams and the 
individuals with the strength and motivation 
to create and maintain momentum throughout 
the journey of achieving the vision, strategy 
and targets of any organisation. 

The basis of leadership among Greek 
warriors was “A first among equals”. Such 
leadership was a product of a culture of equality 
and mutual accountability. The traditional 
concept of leadership was founded upon the 
concept of great man leadership model. In this 
concept individual qualities of the leader was 
important criteria. The presence of the leader 
was considered the decisive factor of winning 
the battle.

In NCW leadership is considered both 
as born and nurtured. Here leadership is 
considered as a product of biological and 
environmental factors. The personality 
associated with leadership is compelling and 
growing. As the mental and physical capacities 
of individuals are widely varied their different 
leadership capacities are also vary innately. 
In NCW concept, leadership is a network 
effect that can result in highly responsive and 
effective leaders. If networked organisations 
can be designed for certain leadership roles and 
competencies that can be measured, evaluated, 
and improved upon, then leadership ceases to 
be an ineffable quality, but becomes a tangible 
asset that can be learned, improved upon, and 
replicated.

There are at least eight different kinds of 
leadership roles in a networked organisation. 

The Exemplar or Alpha Members are the 
role models that others imitate. Sometimes their 
role can be simply symbolic, even ceremonial, 

but they are nonetheless important in setting 
the tone and culture of the organisation. 

The Gatekeeper Role is a combination 
of Truth-Teller, applying the standard for 
Admittance, and Enforcer, denying admittance 
to those parties that fail the test. 

The role of the Visionary Leader is to 
imagine futures, determine what is limiting 
about the present, and show what is possible 
in the future. The visionary leader imagines 
plays a critical role in moving networked 
organisation in new directions. 

The Truth-Teller entails the very 
challenging task of identifying free riders and 
cheaters. The truth telling goal is to provide 
authenticated and accurate reporting of the 
outcomes of missions. 

The Fixer is an individual who knows how 
to get things done and measures him or herself 
not just by how many people they might know, 
but rather how they can get things done that 
others cannot. 

The Connector maintains connection with 
a large and highly diverse number of members. 
They are known for having numerous friends, 
connections. 

Enforcement can mean physical coercion, 
but more often entails psychological or peer 
pressure. Though force and military means are 
the enforcement methods of last resort, but are 
necessary in order to buttress other forms of 
enforcement. 

In order for a network to grow and evolve, 
it must be able to add new members and reach 
across network boundaries in order to do so. 
The facilitator creates communities or sub-
networks that provide the greatest form of 
network value. 
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Influence of Human Nature 

The world is now in net-centric era. 
USA and allied forces are undoubtedly most 
incomparable force and is equipped with most 
sophisticated equipment and tactics. Then why 
they have failed in Iraq? Can all these high 
tech warfare and its all associated revolutions 
override a human nature; his brain, skills, 
competencies, moral, motivation etc? The 
answer is simply no. 

Sun Tzu argued that “Winning 100 victories 
in 100 battles is not the exponent of excellence. 
Subjugating the opposing army without a fight 
is the true exponent of excellence.” How it can 
be achieved? Victory can be achieved without 
any bloodshed by exploiting human nature of 
both own forces and that of enemy. 

In the present high tech war where 
information plays a vital role the importance 
of human factors has been exemplified in 
many folds. What changes has taken place 
from industrial to information era? 

Laboratory based scientific explanations 
of how people think, behave and react are 
available now. 

Information collecting, processing and 
assimilation has become too fast and accurate. 

Communication weapons have dominated 
the battle field. 

War has become highly technical and 
knowledge has become decisive factor. 

Psychological warfare has come to the 
front place. 

IW is not fully military in nature. It may 
involve civilian organisations also. 

Now let us examine what are the 
implications of these changes. 

“Putting the right man in the right place” 
is the first challenge we are to meet in the 
information age. Psychological background 

plays a vital role here. Human nature influences 
the spirit of armed forces. Spirit can determine 
the outcome of war. 

Understanding the human nature helps 
to reduce side effect of the mental activity 
of combatants, provides the psychological 
basis for sound decision making, develops 
subjective and objectives morale building 
factors and helps to predicts effect of the social 
psychology on war. 

In spite of all the technological advances, 
the recurring question that has continued to 
echo through the halls of our castles alike since 
man began his violent journey into warfare is 
Who is the enemy? How he will fight? And 
most importantly how will we fight? The 
victory depends how best these questions 
could be answered. Clear understanding of 
human nature is essential to answer these 
questions and win the victory. 

Influence of Leadership

The key to victory in war lies in human 
policy decisions rather than technology. 
Genuine advantage does not depend on 
the leading technology but on the leading 
ideas. History has given evidence to the fact 
when some new technology brings mankind 
brightness, a shadow is cast simultaneously. 
Advanced electronic computers and 
information technology has linked society and 
the army to an integrated network; the result is 
very high efficiency and great fragility. 

Success in future wars will require armed 
forces with open, adaptable organisations that 
can react more quickly to changes than can the 
competitors. The effective functioning of these 
organisations will depend on the fact how it is 
being led. Leadership was vital in the age of 
sail and will be vital in the future for outcome 
of any war. 
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Role of the leadership in the armed forces 
to guide his men to fight against the speed, 
precision and beyond comparisons lethality 
weapons with most precise; exactly on target, 
and unmatchable to any machines will be 
different in the information age. High tech 
environment brings large mental pressure 
on the leaders. Massive destruction causes 
threatening effect. The mental quality of the 
leaders in information age will be challenged 
under the disturbance of psychological attacks 
on their mental stability.

Age, physical structure, personality, 
knowledge and skills are all contributing factor 
for optimisation of leadership. In net centric 
warfare military leaders will have to perform 
multiple roles. It is unlikely for one leader 
to perform all roles with equal efficiency. 
It implies that command team needs to be 
formed to complement each others’ deficiency. 

The form of warfare is increasingly 
becoming informational, analytic, sense 
making and collaborative. Communication 
and interaction skills of leaders are becoming 
increasingly important. It implies that Napoleon 
leadership concept need to be moulded to face 
the new challenges. Then what are the new 
challenges? There are basically four changes 
that have raised a set of profound challenges 
for military leadership:

Development of electronic and information 
technologies. 

Changes in the environments, internal 
structures, and tasks of contemporary 
militaries. 

Entering into open systems, capable of 
being aligned in loose, modular forms of 
temporary frameworks.

Growing Complexity in the Roles of 
Military Leaders 

To face these challenges military leadership 
needs new skills and capabilities. The new 
skills required of military commanders are: 
negotiation, liaison, persuasion and teamwork. 
In IW future commanders are represented less 
as leaders than as managers or engineers of 
information technology, who stay in a control 
room or vehicle, and are physically and socially 
distant from the majority of their troops. 

The governing depiction of the 
“digitized” army or of computer warfare 
clearly deemphasises the social and human 
elements of the military, and presents a 
very “cold model of technical managers” in 
place of conventional military leaders. But a 
close studies on contemporary armed forces 
reveal the continued need for regular forces 
performing the conventional tasks. 

The interaction between technological 
innovations and human and organisational 
features will eventuate in a less digitized 
military reality than that envisioned by the 
technologically driven scenarios. Military 
leaders can no longer depend only on authority, 
professional expertise or tactical ability. There 
is also a need for sensitivity, awareness, and a 
familiarity with the norms of the environment 
within which they operate.

Conclusion

The destructive power of the military is 
characterised by the existence of three major 
types of weapons that succeeded one another in 
importance within the age-old offensive versus 
defensive conflict:  Obstruction Weapons, 
Destruction Weapons and Communication 
Weapons each of these types of weapons 
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dominated a particular kind of confrontation: 
siege warfare, manoeuvre warfare and shock 
and awe. 

The objectives of the wars were imposed by 
the predominant socioeconomic structures in 
the different epochs. Pre-industrial wars were 
generally materialised by the conquest and/
or control of territorial resources. Industrial-
era wars had as their objective the reduction 
and limitation of the opponent’s production 
resources. Supposing that this analogy is valid, 
future wars will be fought to ensure control 
over data, information, and knowledge. 

Accurate and up-to-date information 
have always been crucial throughout the 
transformation of naval warfare from 
wooden-warship age to Information Warfare 
era. In the information age, the influence 
of two inseparable entities; human nature 
and leadership in warfare has become ever 
significant and a war winning factor. There has 
been an evolution in the amount of available 
information and the degree of dependence we 
have in relation to the information that we do 
not control. Information Superhighway along 
with expended reliance on computers has 
turned warfare into real hypo warfare. 

Sun Tzu made it clear that warfare is about 
influencing human nature. It has become more 
significant in the present age of information 
era. Clear understanding of human nature 
has become obligatory to shape the outcome 
of battle in favour of the commanders. 
Understanding the human nature enables us 
to put right man in the right place. It helps 
to reduce side effect of the mental activity 
of combatants, provides the psychological 
basis for sound decision making, develops 
subjective and objectives morale building 
factors and helps to predicts effect of the social 
psychology on war. 

Leaders inspire the imagination of followers 
and believers and provide their teams and the 
individuals with the strength and motivation 
to create and maintain momentum throughout 
the journey of achieving the vision, strategy 
and targets of any organisation. Contrary 
to the concept “A first among equals”, in 
information era leadership is considered as 
a product of biological and environmental 
factors. But still key to victory in war lies in 
human policy decisions rather than technology. 
Leadership was vital in the age of sail and 
will be vital in the future for outcome of any 
war. Communication and interaction skills of 
leaders are becoming increasingly important 
as such Napoleon leadership concepts need to 
be moulded to face the new challenges.

To face the new challenges, present high-
tech information age suggest that some changes 
need to be brought in to win the next war. To 
prepare for the battle in virtually un-limited 
battle space, under the shadow of information 
flow, contending for the control of information 
following needs active considerations: 

Transformation of Hierarchical Command 
and Control Organisations into highly agile, 
self-synchronising networks. 

Shifting Leadership Emphasis to more on 
governance than of command. 

Agile Command structure to adapt to the 
different circumstances of the mission from 
unilateral humanitarian missions to coalition-
based major combat. 

Selection of new kinds of competencies 
and their rapid incorporation into the training 
of all recruits. 

Attaching importance on Organisational 
Learning and Innovation Adoption.

Study of human nature and psychology by 
the military leaders. 
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Introduction

A country, be it small or big, should 
formulate its strategy to achieve the overall 
national objectives. To pursue its international 
policies for maintaining sound relations with 
other states a country also formulate and 
pursue its strategy.  However, in the question 
of Grand Strategy formulation one may think 
it is the big country’s aspiration and a small 
country should not be the party to it.  During 
the Cold War era it was the only subject for the 
USA and the Russia. But with the end of Cold 
War and the emergence of a unipolar world 
made the Grand Strategy process elaboration 
difficult for great powers. Now the debates are 
around the way in which the Grand Strategy 
are still very active and spirited among both 
practitioners and scholars. The fact is that 
a great power must have a Grand Strategy 
in order to preserve its role and to pursue its 
national interests, but should a small country 
ignore it or should pursue it as any great power? 
Should Bangladesh being one of the small 
countries in size, but with big population and 
emerging economic power, pursue its grand 
strategy. This article would discuss whether 
small countries need a Grand Strategy or not. 
The general concept about the small country 
and the Grand Strategy will be discussed and 
then various attributes of Grand Strategy will 
be linked with the features of small countries 
to explore the options.

Small Country

To address the questions in regards to 
formulating Grand Strategy, first we have 
to define what a small country is and when 
a state is to be considered small. There are 

several criteria and indicators which may 
help us to identify a small country like - 
population, GDP, military assets and size of 
the country itself. However, smallness should 
be examined under the theory of relativity, it 
is small compared to what? Like Bangladesh 
according to these criteria is a small country 
compared to India but it is bigger than Nepal 
or Bhutan. That is why physical measurement 
is not enough to determine if a country is small 
or not. A crucial moment for determining 
how big a small country is the distribution of 
the state power in the country, in the region 
(among its neighbours) and how it acts on the 
international arena. From this perspective, 
a country can be considered small on the 
following attributes:  

a. If it is suffering a shortage of autonomy.
b. If it has no influence on other states.
c. If it depends (economically, militarily 
etc) on other countries. 

Grand Strategy

Grand Strategy comprises the “purposeful 
employment of all instruments of power 
available to a security community”. The role 
of Grand Strategy is to coordinate and to 
direct all the resources of a nation or band of 
nations, towards the attainment of the political 
objectives of the war. Grand Strategy should 
both calculate and develop the economic 
resources and manpower of nations in order to 
sustain the fighting services. Grand Strategy 
should also regulate the distribution of power 
between the several services, and between 
services and industry. The fighting power is 
but one of the instruments of Grand Strategy. 
Grand Strategy has considerable overlap with 

GRAND STRATEGY FOR A SMALL COUNTRY
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foreign policy, but Grand Strategy focuses 
primarily on the military implications of 
policy. It is typically directed by the political 
leadership of a country with input from the most 
senior military officials. The development of 
a nation’s Grand Strategy may extend across 
many years or even multiple generations.

On the other hand, the fundamentals 
of strategy are bounded by the war, but the 
Grand Strategy looks beyond the war to the 
subsequent peace. It should not only combine 
the various instruments, but so regulate their 
use as to avoid damage to the future state of 
peace, security and prosperity. Some have 
extended the concept of Grand Strategy to 
describe multi-tiered strategies in general, 
including strategic thinking at the level of 
corporations and political parties. In business, 
a Grand Strategy is a general term for a broad 
statement of strategic action. 

Need for Grand Strategy

Considering the definition and all 
attributes of small countries, a legitimate 
question arises: Does a small country need a 
Grand Strategy? The answer of this question 
can either be positive or negative. Both the 
probabilities provide an idea to formulate a 
country’s strategy:  

a. According to the definition above, a 
small country would lack human resources, 
industrial and military capability. Thus, 
it could be presumed that even if a small 
country designs a Grand Strategy it will lack 
the resources to implement it. Therefore, 
it would seem that small countries do not 
need a Grand Strategy. However, a country 
that fits the criteria of being small country 
still has its national interests. Of course, 
these interests will be very minimalist 
in comparison to a great power strategy; 
mainly they will focus on national survival 
as an independent and self-governing 

country. As the Grand Strategy provides 
the linkage between national interests and 
actions to be undertaken to achieve these 
ambiguous interests, it is a useful tool that 
a country must design. Effective Grand 
Strategies can:

(1) Provide a unifying purpose and 
direction to national leaders, public 
policy makers, allies and influential 
citizens in the furtherance of mutual 
interests. 

(2) Reduce the risks of chaotic 
decisions. 

(3) Guide for a systematic and 
calculated approach towards the 
national interest for consolidating the 
efforts of all interested actors and might 
have a significant impact in the case of 
small countries.

(4) Helps to save the country’s 
limited resources by supervising their 
distribution. Thus, the probability of 
the achievement of its national interest 
under the Grand Strategy scenario is 
more likely than in its absence. 

b. At a first sight, a Grand Strategy 
might not seem absolutely necessary for a 
small state which lives in stable security 
circumstances. It may be favoring a state 
without too much to fear and threats 
and with no pressing wants to remedy, 
especially if its system of governance is 
efficient and capable of rapid consensus 
based action. Unfortunately, this seems 
to be the case only of few small countries 
(Monaco, Luxemburg, Norway) which are 
typically outliers from the general rule. As 
such, a country may not need a security 
Grand Strategy because it is secured 
enough which is very unlikely for the most 
of small countries. 
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Developing Grand Strategy

Grand-strategic decisions are difficult 
because they deal with intangibles; they 
require leaders to think conceptually and to 
visualize the effects of a series of seemingly 
unrelated actions. To formulate the Grand 
Strategy a state should consider the following:

a. To present a functioning Grand 
Strategy, the national political process 
must achieve consensus amongst the 
polity that will implement it. This political 
mature approach seems to be less possible 
in small countries with unstable domestic 
political systems. A general view to small 
countries shows that political instability is 
one of the most pre-eminent features of a 
small country. That is why a small country 
under the conditions of instability will be 
just unable to follow the course designed 
by its strategy; so the efforts and resources 
used to elaborate such a strategy will be 
wasted in vain.

 b. Grand Strategy requires great discourse. 
A small country needs prominent leaders 
who know how to use words to transform 
strategic reality. Words speak to the 
emotions and there must be a definite 
identity component of a leader that will 
act as magic. Unfortunately, just very few 
countries are lucky enough to have this 
kind of leaders.

Scenario for Grand Strategy 

There could be three different Grand 
Strategy scenarios to which small countries 
recourse in order to ensure its national 
interests. These three alternatives also imply a 
general characteristic of the strategy. Broadly 
it suggests that it cannot be aggressive and the 
country cannot expect to take a leading role. 
The alternatives are: 

a. The Strategy of Neutrality. The 
neutrality has been seen as the alternative 
to military alliances and it is viewed 
as a safety belt if collective security 
failed. In realist accounts, neutrality was 
determined by exogenous and material 
forces – imposed by great powers or 
dictated by geography or small power 
status. The commonly criticism to the 
strategy of neutrality was claimed by 
the realist theory and has dominated 
mainstream understanding of neutrals as 
small, weak, amoral and passive actors 
in the international system. The strategy 
of neutrality is not working without the 
recognition of great powers and the ability 
to stay neutral was dependent upon geo-
strategic considerations rather than rights. 
The neutrality is often chosen as an answer 
to the proximity of two great powers. 

b. The Strategy of Joining Strong 
Alliances. The alliances with small 
countries can help to pursue their national 
interests in preserving their autonomy and 
self-government. The European Union or 
the ASEAN probably could be the best 
example of how a joint alliance of few 
countries can help each other. The benefits 
of joining such alliance are even greater for 
a young small country with less experience 
in self-governance. A small country can go 
further and join more than one alliance (if it 
is not a military neutral country of course) 
or other economic oriented alliances. 
This strategy requires commitment to 
certain values shared between the member 
countries of the alliance or even some 
concession over the traditional state power. 
However, this strategy seems to be one of 
the most attractive to many small countries 
and they are in a competition to become 
one of the members in a strong alliance. 
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c. Seeking Protection from or 
Partnership with One Great Power 
Strategy. The maintenance of the dignity 
of independence and the systemic lack 
of self-government skills may determine 
some country to seek protection of the 
former ruler or administrator. But being 
a satellite to a great power can cost more 
in long-run perspective where other 
countries can avoid any kind of economic, 
diplomatic etc relations with such a 
satellite just because of its relations with 
that great power. In the last two decades 
most of European small countries emerged 
as a result of collapse of Ex Soviet Union 
or Former Yugoslavia.

Factors to Develop Grand Strategy

There are many factors which might 
influence a small country to develop a Grand 
Strategy. Few options are highlighted below:

a. Because a grand strategy must be 
sufficiently ambiguous to allow for broad 
interpretation, when implemented, it must 
ultimately leave the nation more secure 
options. 

b. At times, the task of the leaders and 
policy makers is even more difficult in 
formulating it. That is why sometimes the 
absence of a Grand Strategy is a strategy 
itself, especially for a small country. 

c. From the geographical point of view 
it is more plausible that a small country 
with a great power neighbour will choose 
to be a satellite of that power. The same 
geographical location might determine a 
country to declare its neutrality. For some 
small countries, there is a conflict of such 
factors – e.g. where the proximity of great 
powers and the economic interests of 
joining an alliance conflict. 

Options for Small Country

The absence of the commitments allows 
the country to be flexible and a small 
country may not be strong enough to keep 
commitment due to resource constraint. 
Again, becoming satellite to a great power 
binds the small countries to adapt the country 
security strategy according to the agenda of 
great powers and to seek for more forthcoming 
benefits. It pushes small countries to change 
the course of its decisions according to the 
changes of the international arena. Indeed, 
it can be concluded that small countries are 
different, and these differences make them act 
in different manner. These distinctive patterns 
derive from their geography, natural resources, 
political institutions, and proximities to 
great powers, demographics and historical 
precedence. Within the unique context of 
particular circumstances a nation decides 
whether to design its Grand Strategy or not. 
It is prudent to say that a small country needs 
a Grand Strategy just because it would help 
to avoid chaotic decisions and save its scarce 
resources. It is definitely more substantial than 
the assertion that a small country does not 
need such a strategy due to its lack of capacity 
and resources to implement it. It is the Grand 
Strategy that answers this very question: how to 
achieve its goal when it has few resources and 
low capacities? So, considering the realistic 
possibilities of a country and the possible 
outcome of all factors described above, there 
is a good chance to design a small Grand 
Strategy for a small country. Bangladesh, 
being the small state in size suffering from 
resource constraint, may not opt for developing 
absolute Grand Strategy.  On the other hand, 
to achieve the national objective and in order 
to maintain steady development, Bangladesh 
should choose to develop a Grand Strategy of 
a size that can be persuaded through available 
resources. 
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Conclusion

A country endeavours to formulate its 
Grand Strategy to protect its national integrity 
and interests. Be small or big, all countries 
formulate and pursue their own strategy that 
depends on their influence in the region, 
neutrality, state of security, ability of employing 
resources and ability of joining alliances. 
However, it may appear provisionally that a 
small country should not indulge her resources 

for formulating and perusing her Grand 
Strategy. But considering the attributes it may 
be difficult for a country to establish her as a 
small country and at the same time pursue for 
a Grand Strategy formulation. By and large, 
all countries will need to formulate individual 
Grand Strategy and the size of Grand Strategy 
will depend on ability to direct its resources 
to pursue it. In this context, a small country 
should have a small size Grand Strategy. 
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Introduction

Bangladesh Armed Forces came into being 
through a triumphant War of Liberation in 
1971, where the junior military leaders led the 
liberation forces from the front. Those valorous 
junior leaders orchestrated superb leadership 
qualities in the battle fields and brought home 
the glorious victory for the ‘Nation’. They set 
the examples of leading small groups in the 
battlefield. Thereafter, forty years have past 
and we have developed our armed forces in 
many fields to the global standard keeping 
substantial scopes to improve upon in the field 
of junior leadership. This paper will propose 
a pragmatic approach to shape our newly 
commissioned officers into effective junior 
leaders in our Armed Forces. 

Understanding Junior Leadership

Leadership. Military Leadership is the art 
of influencing and directing men to an assigned 
goal in such a way as to obtain their obedience, 
confidence, respect and loyal cooperation. 

Junior Leadership. Junior leaders are 
basically the subunit or small unit commanders 
like company or battery, squadron etc. They 
are the officers at the rank of Lieutenants, 
Captains and young Majors. Therefore, junior 
leadership means leading a small unit or 
subunit by a young military officer in peace 
and war through commanding the soldiers’ 
respect, loyalty, will and emotions remaining 
very close to them.

Role. In broad head, there are three 
categories of leaders in armed forces - 
Formation Commanders, Unit Commanders 
and Su-bunit Commanders. The Formation 

Commanders are the Generals who concentrate 
a winning combination of forces in the area 
of combat operation. The Unit Commanders 
are the Colonels who direct and control the 
Battalions in the battlefield. Finally, the 
Subunit Commanders deliver the combat 
power upon the enemy and ensure that solders 
fight with skill, will and team work in the close 
combat. Indeed, the junior leaders are the tools 
who act as the cutting edge in warfare. They 
lead the troops from the front in the battlefield 
through inspiring the solders either to defeat 
the enemy or die. They actually, execute the 
commanders’ strategy and Commanding 
Officers’ (CO) tactics on ground by fighting 
along with own troops shoulder to shoulder. 
Therefore, the chief roles of junior leaders are: 

a. Preparing small units to fight the battle.
b. Leading small units during battle.

Contextualization. The young officers 
must inculcate the psyche of being one of the 
soldiers in the subunit. They should not feel 
shy to remain with the soldiers even while 
they are working in grass cutting or cleaning 
the line and unit areas. It is astonishing to 
observe that sometimes young officers as 
patrol leaders possess reservation to stand with 
the troops in a patrol post or travel in the same 
compartment with under-commands. Reasons 
for this prevailing gap may be the frequencies 
and volume of non-operational commitments, 
technological advancement, increase of 
getting higher education facilities, UN 
mission assignments, shift of socio-cultural 
environment, huge deputation assignments, 
escalation of financial abilities, tremendous 
development in ICT, globalization of armed 
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forces etc. Therefore, it is time to address the 
issue and build our junior officers as junior 
leaders. 

A Pragmatic Approach

Leader is Made

“If History proves anything it proves that 
great leaders are not born but made.”  They 
became great leaders by knowing their job 
thoroughly and making themselves well 
educated in their profession. They combined 
their knowledge and professional skill with 
profound personal respect for their under-
commands. 

Leadership Training

Academic Lessons. The present education 
module at BMA and other training institutions 
are quite judicious. In the existing syllabi at 
BMA, the increased study on great captains 
within the framework of military history 
could be more effective. The case study 
method of learning is always interesting and 
fruitful. Through case study, the personalities, 
character traits, strong and weak points should 
be brought out to take inspiring lessons from 
the brilliant military leaders’ biography. 
Personality study should start from our 
valorous military leaders of Liberation War. 
Then the famous military leaders of the early 
Islamic days and other modern military leaders 
of history should be studied closely. In this 
context the military life of the great Prophet 
Hazrat Muhammad (pbuh) would be most 
effective. A separate module may be worked 
out in this regard encompassing BMA training 
through mid-level officers’ courses.

Institutional Training. To shape our 
junior officers as effective junior leaders, more 
emphasis should be put on the practical part 
of the leadership training. The institutional 
training here means a close interactive mixing 
with the troops for certain period; to inculcate 

leadership qualities in the junior officer 
through leading them on ground in various 
fields of unit affairs. Until and unless they 
develop confidence on their leader, troops 
may not give their lives with the leader’s 
order. Therefore, the young officer must mix 
up with his starting from the morning PT till 
the light out at 2200 hrs at night. Thus, mutual 
understanding and confidence would develop. 
This would convince the under-commands 
about the superiority of their leader. The leader 
also will get the opportunities to exercise his 
knowledge on junior leadership so far acquired. 
On the other hand, the soldiers will admire him 
throughout the service career and never forget 
him when he becomes senior. This bondage, 
confidence and influence on those particular 
soldiers would last long, which could be a force 
multiplier in the battlefield. Keeping the above 
discussion in view, I shall now put in a four-
tier pragmatic step for inducting Lieutenants 
in our Army as junior leaders. 

a. Regimentation. Regimentation period 
for a newly commissioned officer should 
be increased up to six months, when he 
must not be detailed in an individual 
event where troops are not involved. 
These six months should be completely 
dedicated for staying, living, working, 
playing and being trained with the troops. 
He should be assigned to accomplish 
tactical and administrative tasks to lead his 
section, platoon or subunit guided by his 
supervisory officer. 

b. Recruits’ Trainer. After completion 
of initial regimentation, the junior leader 
should go to his own arms/service’s training 
centre to impart General Military Training 
(GMT) to the recruits for 12 weeks, whom 
he would command throughout his career. 
This would yield far-reaching impacts and 
manifold dividends. The recruits’ initial 
grooming up will be far better than present 
system. The young officer is also availing 
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an opportunity to practise his leadership. 
The recruits and associated JCO/NCO 
instructors would have the opportunities 
to observe the superiority of young officer 
to build confidence on him. Finally, the 
recruits would remember him throughout 
and develop mutual understanding and 
respect for their would-be leader.

c. Interactive Training with NCOs. 
After imparting GMT to the recruits, the 
young officer falls back to his unit and 
resumes the subunit leadership. After six 
months, he should be sent to the NCOs’ 
Academy for interacting with the NCOs 
of all Arms and Services through a joint 
training package. There will be mass 
interactions amongst themselves which 
would increase the inter arms/services 
cooperation and understanding in various 
types of operational and non-operational 
activities in future.

d. Training at Basic Courses. All the 
training institutions should plan for 
outdoor and indoor exercises of Basic 
Courses with the ongoing JCO/ORs’ 
courses jointly. There, the young officers 
would get the opportunities to interact and 
exchange views through working with the 
JCOs/ORs very closely.

    Junior Leadership Training Cycle

Preparing Thyself

Self Development. No programme will 
succeed, if the individual young officer 
himself is not keen to become an ideal 
leader. BMA, other Training Institutions and 
the Unit ensure an environment to learn and 
exercise leadership. But his personal interest, 
determination, positive professional approach 
and hard work only could make him leader. In 
that he has to:

a. Carry out personal study for self-
education. Manuals, literature, military 
history, biography of successful military 
leaders etc should be studied vigorously.

b. Consult with available senior officers 
and learn from their experiences.

c. Discover own strong points and 
strengthen those further while eradicating 
the possessed weak points.

Attributes. To shape thyself up to an 
ideal leader the young officer should inscribe 
following core attributes in them:

a. Courage. Courage is taking risk in 
the battlefield, even may be the risk of 
total-loss. The action in the battlefield 
starts with courage and continues till the 
end. The leader generates courage which 
travels down to each individual soldier. 
It is the cumulative result of physical as 
well as moral courage. Physical courage 
is the courage in action which is visible. 
The moral courage exists only in mind and 
heart, which enables a leader to shoulder 
responsibility or blame of an act, and 
accept criticism. 

b. Will. ‘Will’ enables a leader to take 
decisions and execute his plan successfully 
in the face of every challenge. ‘will’ has 
got two elements; boldness and tenacity. 
With ‘boldness’ the leader decides to 
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carry out a daring action while ‘tenacity’ 
enables him to hold out until the mission is 
accomplished. 

c. Intellect. ‘Intellect’ is the power of 
thought as the first cause of effective 
action.”  It further attributes three other 
qualities; imagination, flexibility and 
judgment. ‘Imagination’ guides the leader 
to adopt innovative means to accomplish 
task in the field. ‘Flexibility’ is defined 
as the “ability to shift mental gears under 
pressure without confusion of purpose.”  
And ‘Judgment’ is the ability of leader 
to consider a range of alternatives and 
possible effects of it before an action.

     Flow Chart of Leadership Attributes

(Source of Concept: W. J. Wood, 1984)

Virtues. There are few virtues which 
needed to be embedded in the leader’s 
personality which are imperative for leading 
the soldiers in the battlefield:

a. Patience. ‘Patience’ is the most 
remunerative essence of human quality. It 
lays the foundation for building leadership 
which renders perseverance, constancy, 
and self-restraint and refuses him to be 
cowed down in any situation. The Holy 
Quran ensured, “…if you persevere 

patiently, and guard against evil, then 
verily, that will be a determining factor in 
all affairs, that indeed is a matter of great 
Resolution”.  

b. Justice. The leaders must conduct all 
the affairs with justice. Any unfair dealing 
will arouse resentment and hatred among 
the affected soldiers. God has commanded, 
“O you who believe! Stand out firmly for 
justice, as witness to Allah, even though it 
be against yourselves…” 

c.  Generosity. “Leadership and generosity 
are very closely bound to each other”.  
Compassion and kindness are the 
attributes of generosity. A generous leader 
automatically seizes love, respect and 
emotion of under-commands. The God 
had guided his Messenger (pbuh) as, “And 
by the Mercy of Allah, you dealt with 
them gently, And had you been severe and 
harsh-hearted, they would have broken 
away from about you.” 

d. Religious Faith. Norman Copeland 
argued, “That religion can play a large 
part in making of a leader no one can 
deny.”  But, one must keep in mind 
while becoming pious that extremism or 
fanaticism is contradictory to any religious 
belief. Copeland also said, “Other things 
being equal a religiously disposed officer 
is the better leader.”  

Leadership Technique

“A man of personality is one who is 
interested in his fellows, and the greater his 
interest the more successful he is likely to be 
as a leader.”  Therefore, the crux of leadership 
is the dealing with the led. The junior leaders 
therefore should practise the art and techniques 
described in subsequent paragraphs.

Leading from the Front. The leader 
has to administer his subunit well and instil 
dynamism in his soldiers. He should take 
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initiative to inspire them towards goal-
achievement. For inspiring the soldiers God 
has ordained His Prophet (pbuh) as “and rouse 
the believers to fight.”  To lead from the front, 
a leader should:

a. Know his soldiers by name, their 
weaknesses, strong points, capabilities and 
limitations as well.

b. Take decisions and shoulder 
responsibilities. For taking decision, he 
should select the best course of action at 
his judgment; he may consult with the 
under-commands but should accept the 
responsibility at the end. He must not slide 
down the blame on to the led, if there is a 
failure.

c. Possess the ability to teach the led. 

d. Give personal recognition to each of 
his men for the good job done. Because, 
praising someone is an effective way of 
motivation.

e. Criticise whenever a job is poorly 
accomplished; of course, discuss the job 
itself instead of blaming the doer himself.

f. Understand their problems and 
difficulties before delivering orders and 
instructions. Instructions must be clear, 
audible, affordable and not too many at 
a time. Instruct to definite person or team 
precisely. 

g. Keep the men constantly in contact. 
They should not be kept isolated from 
command. Give patience hearing to their 
personal problems and try to solve through 
legal ways or at least advise them.

h. Avoid vanity or presenting the false 
front. Be straightforward and honest, 
be firm without being cruel and remain 
friendly without being familiar.

j. Keep them informed about new 
developments, situations and assignments. 
Brief them time to time.

k. Use the existing chain of command to 
disseminate orders and instructions, and 
dispose routine administrative affairs.

Ensuring High Morale. A good leader 
should always try to keep the soldiers’ morale 
high. Hazrat Mohammad (pbuh) said, “Any 
man whom Allah has given the authority of 
ruling some people and he does not look after 
them in an honest manner, will never feel even 
the smell of paradise.”   The leader should 
ensure the following to maintain high morale 
of the under-commands:

a. Timely meal for them.

b. Cleanliness and hygiene of them, their 
accommodation and surrounding areas.

c. Necessary rest and sufficient sleep after 
being fatigued.

d. Regular communication with their 
families at home.

e. Recreation by watching TV, playing 
indoor games, reading newspapers, 
magazines and other books of interest.

f. Talk to soldier about himself, his family 
and unit affairs; to give him feelings that 
he is a counted man in the subunit. 

g. Select the right man for task 
accomplishments.

h. Soldiers can practise their religious 
rituals appropriately. No religious faith 
should be criticized or undermined. 

j. Individuals’ documents related to 
account and training are updated regularly.

k. Family welfare through providing 
timely ration items, allotting houses in 
justified ways.

l. Systematic and timely medical care, 
judicious leaves and out passes.
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Ensuring Discipline. The junior leader 
has to adopt the following steps to ensure a 
high standard of discipline in his subunit:

a. Every individual in the subunit should 
wear neat and clean uniform so that they 
look smart.

b. Their hear-cut, shaving - if not bearded 
- should be proper.

c. Saluting of each soldier must be of 
expected standard.

d. Disciplinary cases must be addressed 
immediately with justice. Overdose and 
under-action or no-action for indiscipline 
acts must be avoided. Rather they should 
be considered, whether it was an innocent 
mistake or an intentional breach of 
discipline.

e. Training for each individual should 
be ensured for preparing him for war and 
qualifying for the next higher rank.

f. Solders’ complaints regarding food, 
accommodation, leave, health, family 
problems should be addressed immediately 
with due attention.

g. Rumor must be dealt with sincere 
attention at the beginning. The leader 
should immediately inform them the fact 
as regards to rumor and report the matter 
to the CO at once.

Team Building. The Holy Quran painted 
the picture of a team as “Truly Allah loves 
those who fight in His Cause (righteousness) in 
rows (ranks) as if they were a solid Cemented 
structure.”  The junior leader should tie all the 
members of his subunit in one-piece team. He 
should:

a. Identify himself as much as possible 
with his group. When his solders are 
undergoing hard training or carrying out 
fatigue in the field, he should not remain in 
his office away from them.

b. Visit the sick solders in hospitals 
regularly.

c. Get his subunit as one-piece and inspect 
their group drills once in a weak.

d. Seek for challenging tasks from CO 
and accomplish those by the subunit.

e. Brief them, move them, supervise 
them, feed them, criticise them and 
appreciate them as a team towards the task 
accomplishment.

f. Always use the team words like “we”, 
“Our”, “Us” instead of individual words 
“I”, “Me” and “My”.

g. Instil a sense of pride in each soldier 
about their group. Create a tempo in the 
group to be the best within the unit for 
achieving group enthusiasm.

h. Conduct conferences when necessary 
with under-commands to encompass all 
in the decisions taken. Their appropriate 
suggestions may also be considered and 
honoured, if suitable. God has taught His 
Apostle, “and consult them in affairs. Then 
when you have taken a decision, put your 
trust in Allah…” 

j. Inspire and infuse the spirit of 
comradeship into the subordinates. 
Leader himself should set the example of 
comradeship first.

k. Praise the Platoon Commander for his 
platoon’s good deeds, and admonish him 
for its poor performance as well. Declare 
personnel of high standard as exemplary 
for others to follow in the subunit. A senior 
soldier on the other hand, should not be 
humiliated for a wrong deed in front of his 
under-commands. He may be called away 
for necessary admonition. 
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Self-Control. The junior leader must keep 
the following instincts under control:

a. Tendency of misusing the authority or 
power.

b. Sadistic attitude.

c. Complex of inferiority as well as 
superiority.

d. Complex of fear and confusion.

e. Emotional outburst.

f. Nepotism and partisan or biased dealings.

g. Delivering impracticable orders and 
instructions.

h. Segregation of men by religion, cast, 
language and ethnicity.

j. Blaming the led for group’s poor 
performance instead of shouldering it.

k. Ignoring the words committed to the 
men.

Conclusion

Our predecessors had orchestrated 
glorious junior leadership in the battles in the 
War of Liberation and left huge lessons for us. 
Following their footsteps we have to prepare 
our young officers so that they are able to lead 
their under-commands effectively in peace 
and war. The present system of shaping junior 
leaders should be revised. A comprehensive 
education module may be worked out 
starting from BMA through various training 
institutions subsequently. However, to shape 
our young officers as effective junior leaders, 
more emphasis should be put on the practical 
part of the leadership training. Besides the 
leadership education and training, the young 
officer himself must take personal interest to 
become an ideal junior leader. He should instil 
leadership attributes and virtues in thyself 
and follow the art and techniques enumerated 
above.
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Introduction

Never before has the maritime domain 
of the country drawn such attention as it 
happened following the landmark verdict 
by the International Tribunal for the Law of 
the Sea (ITLOS) in the dispute settlement of 
maritime boundary with Myanmar. Maritime 
stake holders have been longing for this to 
happen for ages and finally it has happened 
with a bang. Now the mass population of the 
country also realizes the vitality of the maritime 
domain and the enormous opportunity it 
presents to the prosperity and well being of 
the nation.   

Since ancient days men have been sailing 
across the ocean in pursuit of trade and 
livelihood. During the last half century, the 
world has witnessed phenomenal growth in 
two areas, population and technology. The 
fast growing population has also given rise 
to overcrowding, poverty and depletion of 
land resources. On the other hand, innovation 
of technology and human knowledge of 
oceanographic science showed the ways 
of meeting the needs for the exploding 
population; that is to exploit the resources of 
the oceans, which cover about three-quarters 
of the earth’s surface. 

The sea plays a vital role in our national 
life. The maritime domain is the most 
promising way for Bangladesh to pursue its 
national interests. Our land resources cannot 
alone support our vast population, therefore 
we are bound to focus our attention to the sea. 
Economically and strategically Bangladesh 
remains a maritime nation, mostly dependent 
on what happens at the sea.  However, giving 

the current global and regional security 
environment, and specially after the verdict of 
the ITLOS, a comprehensive maritime security 
strategy that includes entire gamut of maritime 
domain is required to maximize the benefit. 
Such strategy should promote a concerted 
effort among various actors and stakeholders 
including various maritime industry partners. 

When we talk about maritime strategy, 
very often we think of navy and naval strategy. 
This is a much more myopic view which limits 
the intrinsic meaning of the term. Maritime 
strategy encompasses a much bigger and 
wider spectrum. Basically maritime strategy is 
about the use of sea. It is the national policy 
for the use of sea. It must affect or dominate 
every aspect of national, political, economic, 
diplomatic as well as military considerations. 

In this paper an effort has been made to 
analyze the imperatives of maritime domain 
of Bangladesh in the changing context and 
conceptualize the strategy to maximize the 
benefit.  

Maritime Domain Of Bangladesh– 
Changing Context

Strategic Changes in Global Perspective

For almost over forty years, the nations of 
the world based their national strategies and 
military thinking on cold war politics. But 
the world has changed a lot in the past few  
decades and no longer defined by the clash of 
ideologies and the potential for super power 
confrontation no more remains the overriding 
factor. The iron curtain has fallen and now the 
world has a greater potential for lasting peace 
than any other time in the recent history. But 

MARITIME DOMAIN : IMPERATIVES AND 
STRATEGY FOR BANGLADESH

Captain Mir Ershad Ali, (G), psc, BN
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peace, as always, can be elusive since the cold 
war has been replaced by a very complex set 
of challenges and uncertainties.

BIPOLAR WORLD NEW WORLD ORDER
Bipolar rigidity Multipolar complexity
Predictable Uncertain
Communism National/religious extremists
US dominant western 
power

US military # 1,
not economically

Fixed alliances Ad hoc coalitions
“good guys versus 
bad guys” “grey guys”

Un paralyzed Un viable

Table 1: Global Changing Context

This is particularly true in case of 
maritime strategy of the littoral states. The 
ever increasing globalization of economies, 
the growing concerns regarding the security 
of sea lanes of communication, the increased 
dependence on the seas for commercial trade 
and resources, and the need to protect offshore 
installations against threats during both peace 
and war are few of the challenges being faced 
by the littoral nations. Within this scenario, 
it is inevitable that the maritime concerns of 
Bangladesh will grow with the passage of time 
as well.

Geo-Political Perspective

In the wider perspective, the geo-
political interests of Bangladesh include 
the maintenance of territorial integrity, 
the economic upliftment of her citizens 
and improvement of the quality of life in 
general. To do this, it is imperative that the 
short and long term aims of Bangladesh are 
concentrated on efforts to maintain peace 
and stability with her neighbours within 
the region and to ensure that the areas of 
influence around her are free from external 
interference and power projection.

The Law of the Sea (LOS) and Naval 
Proliferation

For centuries the vast expanse of the ocean 
was known to be the ‘Common Heritage 
of Mankind’ and was free to all users. The 
3rd UN Convention on the Laws of the Sea 
(UNCLOS-III) has opened new ocean regime 
giving rights over 12 nm territorial water and 
200 nm Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and 
a maximum of 350 nm of continental shelf. 
The adoption of EEZ rights brings rewards for 
the coastal states in terms of potential revenue, 
but it also brings responsibilities, in terms of 
policing and protecting the area.

Preservation and exploitation of such 
economic rights have been taken as a challenge 
by most littoral states and they have reviewed 
the role of their navies. Such a review has been 
necessitated with each state’s desire to protect 
the unexplored reserve of wealth at sea and 
the seabed. Such desire has resulted in naval 
proliferation even amongst smaller states, 
where Bangladesh is no exception.

Implication of Recent ITLOS Verdict

The recent ITLOS verdict has tremendous 
implication to the nation. It has not only 
reaffirmed our rights over the exclusive 
economic zone and continental shelf, it has 
opened windows of opportunities for the 
exploration of resources. This will enable 
Bangladesh to take initiatives to maximize 
the use of most of the natural resources, like 
precious oil and gas in the sea and bring 
impetus to our trade and commerce. From 
the military point of view this verdict has 
marked the end of decades’ old impasse over 
the maritime boundary dispute between the 
two countries, which had all the potentials to 
escalate from a low intensity maritime conflict 
to a full scale war.
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Fig-1: Maritime Boundary and EEZ Demarcation 
Between Bangladesh and Myanmar

Maritime Security Scenario

Maritime security is a multi-disciplinary 
concept that involves military science, police 
science, domestic and international laws, 
and geopolitics of the area concerned.  The 
importance of maritime security cannot be 
overemphasized because it affects territorial 
integrity, human security and economic 
prosperity.  The ambit of maritime security is 
very wide and covers many aspects. Besides 
national efforts, regional or global cooperation 
is necessary to ensure maritime security, in 
particular non-military threats. All the current 
and emerging nations demonstrate a clear 
awareness of the importance of maritime 
security in the 21st century. Threats emanating 
from the maritime domain affect all nations 
and require collective efforts to effectively 
counter them.

Maritime domain of Bangladesh has to be 
secured from military and non-military threats. 
However, our political trend, foreign policy 
since independence and present situation 
including economic and social condition 
indicate that our maritime threats are more 

non-military in nature than military.  Even 
in peacetime, we need to ensure protection 
of SLOC including security of merchant 
ships against piracy in outer anchorage and 
in harbour.  Poaching and marine pollution 
in our EEZ are continuous threats, requiring 
surveillance and protection.  Also our fishing 
fleets are vulnerable to pirates.  Moreover, 
smuggling, drug trafficking and gun running 
pose no less threat. Natural disaster and 
accidents at sea are other types of threats 
requiring search and rescue operations. Our 
offshore gas installations are also vulnerable 
against sabotage and attack by miscreants or 
terrorists.

Maritime Strategy For Bangladesh

Concept of Maritime Strategy

The concept of a transparent, clearly 
articulated and sustainable maritime strategy 
will play a major role in the continued support 
of Bangladesh’s national interests, mainly in 
terms of her overall economy, trade relations, 
security and peaceful coexistence with her 
neighbours. Clearly, a nation’s maritime 
strategy must support both its overall national 
military strategy and its defined national 
interests. Maritime strategy flows down from 
national interests through national security 
policy and is embedded in the overall national 
security strategy of the nation. On the other 
hand Naval Strategy is an important component 
of maritime strategy. Therefore, a viable 
maritime strategy correlates to the free use of 
the seas by a nation in order to gain or effect 
economic growth, scientific development, 
political stability and the defence of national 
growths. To do so, a nation’s maritime strategy 
does not need to be provocative in order to 
be effective, should be rather responsive, 
sustainable and flexible. 
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Proposed Maritime Strategy of
“Cooperative Engagement”

From the above conceptual framework it 
is obvious that our maritime strategy should 
not only resort to military option, rather must 
include political and economic options as 
well. In that perspective, the maritime strategy 
for Bangladesh should be a “Co-operative 
Engagement” which should encompass the 
dimensions and tenets in consonance with her 
stated national interests as shown in the table 
below:

Table 2: Dimensions and Tenets of Cooperative Engagement

Dimensions. The ‘Cooperative 
Engagement’ maritime strategy for Bangladesh 
should include, but not be limited to, the 
following dimensions:

a. Political. In the political arena our 
maritime strategy should seek for 
stability, territorial integrity, pose credible 
deterrence to potential aggressor and 
ensure democratic way of life.

b. Economic. In the economic field, our 
maritime strategy should aim to promote 
trade and commerce, enhance maritime 
infrastructures like shipping, ports etc 
and importantly protect sea lanes of 
communications (SLOCs) and living and 
non living resources.

c. Security. Rendering security protection 
to all those who lives on sea borne 
activities should be also the concern for our 

maritime strategy. Moreover, enforcement 
of effective EEZ surveillance to eliminate 
illegal activities like smuggling, gun 
and drug running, terrorism to offshore 
structures, infringement of customs and 
immigration laws, etc should also be party 
to it.

Tenets. The ‘Cooperative Engagement’ 
maritime strategy for Bangladesh should 
include, but not be limited to, the following 
basic tenets:

a. National Political Maritime Strategy. 

(1) Alliance-building with regional 
and ex-regional partners for securing 
common interests.
(2) Cooperative policy agreements 
with regional and ex-regional partners 
for the recognition of vital security 
interests.

b. National Economic Maritime Strategy.

(1) Exploitation and expansion of 
commercial shipping capabilities.

(2) Cooperative maritime shipping/
trade ventures with regional and ex-
regional partners.

(3) Coordinated exploitation and 
development of the EEZ for the 
common interests of the region.

(4) Joint/combined ventures for 
expanded economic research, study and 
discovery.

(5) Joint/combined seabed 
development and mining.

c. National Military Maritime Strategy.

(1) Credible deterrence through active 
deployments and exercises.

Maritime Strategy of Bangladesh
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(2) Joint/combined military exercises 
with regional and ex-regional partners 
as confidence building measures.

(3) Nation building activities, aid 
to civil power, assistance through 
humanitarian and/or relief operations.

(4) Counter-drug and counter-
terrorism operations in the sea lines of 
communications.

(5) The use of appropriate naval force 
to deter aggression and protect interests.

(6) To fight and win the nation’s war.

Bangladesh Navy – A Strategic Instrument

To support our overall maritime strategy, 
our navy must be suitably designed as an 
effective strategic instrument. Bangladesh 
Navy (BN) has witnessed phenomenal growth 
in last few decades. When she first set the sail 
she had only two gunboats. Today BN stands 
tall with more than 80 ships and craft. In the 
recent years BN has also opened two new 
vital dimensions namely SWADS and Naval 
Aviation. A number of important procurement 
projects are also on-going. Today, BN is not 
only pledged to safeguard territorial integrity, 
she has also expanded her commitment to 
peace beyond national frontier.

In the changing context, it is a necessity to 
have a Strategic Sail Plan for BN which will look 
beyond the horizon. The implementation of that 
plan will need consistency and commitment 
from all concerned with occasional fine tuning 
and necessary adjustment of set and drift.

Conclusion

The sea is all around us and has no 
frontier outside the national limit. It is a 
great international highway, which can be 
used not only to carry trade and people but 
also to project power and influence for either 
peaceful or hostile motives. Being a maritime 
nation, Bangladesh is highly dependent on 
sea though does not have a maritime strategy. 
Recent context of ITLOS verdict and other 
changes reiterate the necessity to formulate 
a suitable strategy, implying the approach of 
the nation to the vast expanse of the maritime 
domain. In this context, the blend of various 
maritime dimensions coupled with various 
tenets proposed herein as a potential maritime 
strategy of ‘Cooperative Engagement’ for 
Bangladesh has particular merit. This strategy 
will serve the interests of the nation most as it 
calls for the cooperation of all concerned and 
recognizes navy as a strategic instrument. 

Maritime Domain . . .
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Introduction

The nation has stepped forward on new 
crossroads for National Air Defence (AD) 
through induction ceremony of first ever 
Surface to Air Missile (SAM) system in the 
inventory of Bangladesh Air Force (BAF) on 
4th December 2011. The Chinese built FM-
90 SAM system was successfully test fired 
in Bangladesh (BD) prior to induction.2 FM-
90 SAM system can be labelled as SHORAD 
(short range air defence) or extended 
SHORAD missile system. The inclusion of 
FM-90 SAM has altered the existing Ground 
Based Air Defence (GBAD) landscape or 
environment of BD. In essence, this induction 
has paved the way for a potent National 
AD through many such future acquisitions. 
These future acquisitions are likely to take 
place across all services; land, air and sea.3 

In Bangladesh GBAD environment, 
employment of SHORAD and extended 
SHORAD for point defence by all services and 
fielded force, Medium and Long Range SAM 
by Air Force are very likely in near future. 
Besides, limited defensive depth allowing 
very less reaction time and retaliatory (act 
upon engaged) posture may also indicate 
necessity of limited Surface to Surface missile 
capability in future.

BAF FM-90 SAM System on the march

When induction of SAM system indicates 
improved AD effectiveness, it poses many 
other associated challenges also. In future, 
when all services are likely to employ missile 
system -planning for missile defence would be 
a necessity and undoubtedly it would be a joint 
mission. Hence, “Think Joint” would be the key 
word. It would also become imperative to learn 
to use the strength of one organization/service/ 
system to balance out others weaknesses. 
Planning for effective employment of these 
SAM are likely to dictate AD organizational 
reform, setting up of sound and redundant C2 
(command control) network, doctrinal change, 
etc. 4 Besides, as most SAM systems are state 
of art equipment associated with automated 
mechanical, electrical and electronic 
interface, human resource development for 
manning, maintaining and operating the 
newly acquired systems could be an issue.
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BANGLADESH NATIONAL AIR DEFENCE:
AT NEW CROSSROADS

Group Captain Qazi Mazharul Karim, psc

Damage is the key to not losing- The key to not losing is to inflict enough damage on the 
enemy that he becomes unable or unwilling to pay the price. Is this a truism that it doesn’t 
need stating? While it may be truism, it is not easily put into action. One necessarily must think 
exactly what must be done to lead the enemy to give up his offence.1

-Col John A Warden III
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In addition, issue of air space management, 
engagement procedure for all AD weapon 
system and above all, integration of various 
AD weapon for synergy would be of great 
concern. The backbone of any AD system is 
its detection capability through surveillance 
equipment. Understanding on selection of 
appropriate surveillance sensor or ‘sensor 
fusion5 would be a necessity for future AD 
Commanders and staff alike.

BN FM-90N SAM System

It is easily understood, shortcomings and 
limitations would not only hinder national AD 
capability but also likely to increase possibility 
of fratricide–blue on blue kill. Developing 
well groomed ECM and ECCM6 capability, 
effective utilization of IFF across the services 
would be a challenge. The scenario would be 
even more complex when Bangladesh Navy 
(BN) and Bangladesh Army (BA) would 
acquire more aerial platforms.

In true sense, BD national AD is at a new 
crossroad today. Because, now things can go 
either way- wrong or right. To be effective 
and efficient -the future AD planning would 
need to rise above inter-service rivalry, fight 
over control of air assets, force rank structure, 
service dominance, command structure etc and 
set operational necessity as the prime factor.

BA QW-2 MANPAD

This article would attempt to discuss 
future possibilities in BD GBAD environment 
and identify a few key concerns where specific 
attention would be necessary while formulating 
a comprehensive national AD plan. By no 
means, it is exhaustive and primarily focused 
on GBAD aspects. Nevertheless, it will 
offer points to ponder for military planners. 
The discussion will evolve around required 
characteristics of short range SAM, principles 
for SAM operation and Challenges ahead 
to build an apt AD system with inclusion of 
SAM.

AD System Characteristics 7

In a broad perspective following are 
required characteristics for any short range 
ground based AD system; these are the 
primary considerations during planning for 
new acquisition:

a. All weather capability.

b. Good performance against physically 
small and low-observable targets.

c. Good performance against low altitude 
targets.

d. Good performance against fast crossing 
targets.

e. Capability against non-line-of-sight 
(NLOS) helicopters.
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f. Maintenance of performance in a 
countermeasure environment.

g. Provision of simultaneous channels of 
fire from single equipment.

h. Minimum vulnerability to defence 
suppression and asset fingerprinting.

j. Capability to operate with C3I8  
integration and autonomously.

Most of the features discussed above are 
quite common with various current AD missile 
systems including FM-90 SAM. But, the future 
AD system would demand increased capability 
in all aspect. PJ Hutchings and NJ Street of 
Air Space Management System Department, 
Defence Evaluation and Research Agency, 
UK identified the following requirements for 
future ground based AD system9 :

a. Forecast threat would require a 
significant increase in lethality compared 
to current system.

b. Capability against air-launched missile 
would be essential.

c. Engagement ranges, against agile and 
fast moving targets, greater than 7-8km 
would be desirable to minimize the regime 
where neither threat launch platform nor 
threat munitions can be engaged.

d. Most demanding target detection 
requirements would be set by those targets 
which operate at very low altitude, by 
missile with high, terminal dive angles, 
and by the fast LO (low observable) 
missile targets.

e. Capability to provide multiple, 
simultaneous fire channels from a single 
equipment to provide resistance to 
saturation attack from stand-off missile.

f. Non line of sight (NLOS) capability to 
engage attack helicopters.

g. Ability to operate sensors and launchers 
remotely from each other; which can 
enhance system performance specially 
against small cross section targets at very 
low altitude, and offer other benefits of 
operational security, survivability and 
flexibility.

SAM Employment Principles

Besides inbuilt attributes of a weapon 
system, employment principles greatly 
contribute on success. It is essential to develop 
clear understanding on these principles for 
effective employment of SAM. The principles 
that come into play for effective SAM 
employment are; mass, mix, mobility, and 
integration. When applying these principles 
commanders and planners at all levels must 
consider the tactical and technical capabilities 
of individual weapon system. 

In simple terms mass is to concentrate 
combat power. At times it may be essential 
to accept certain level of risk in specific area 
to attain mass in specific area. The principle 
`Mix` indicate employment of a combination 
of weapon system. As described earlier, 
weakness of one system may be compensated 
by effective mix of weapon system. A good 
mix is likely to dictate enemy aircraft to adjust 
their tactics. Manoeuvres designed to defeat 
one system may make an aircraft vulnerable 
to another weapon system- that is the wonder 
of good mix. Planning for such mix requires 
finest understanding of all system that is under 
consideration for deployment. An effective mix 
also demands sound C2 structure supported by 
network capability. 

SAM mobility is the capability to move 
from one location to another while retaining 
the ability for operation or engagement. SAMs 
ability to move must be equivalent to its 
support elements. At times it may become as 
a logistic impossibility. It must also be noted 
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that mobility is survivability for SAM units. 
The term or principle integration means close 
coordination of effort and unity of action that 
maximizes operational effectiveness. This 
integration is necessary for system itself, 
planning, and overall concept of operation.

Challenges Ahead

On a first hand scenario BD is likely to 
face many challenges to adopt the new AD 
weapon system like SAM. It is already finding 
it difficult to effectively integrate existing 
aerial and AD assets of three services. National 
AD plan is in constant review to keep pace 
with modernization and strategic objective. 
In essence, inclusion of SAM in ADGE (Air 
Defence Ground Environment) could alter the 
way we are used to think on AD plan. Few 
key areas that need immediate attention are 
discussed below: 

a. Organizational Setup. The inclusion 
of SAM system may necessitate new 
approach to our services organizational 
set up. Present set up of wing, flight, 
squadron and trade and branch distribution 
of BAF may or may not be suitable for 
effective employment of SAM. Similarly, 
AD Brigades set up of BA (Bangladesh 
Army) or its command chain may not 
be suitable for integrated AD net or 

BN (Bangladesh Navy) set up of ship, 
squadron, flotilla and base set up may or 
may not offer an ideal situation to integrate 
SAM system in BD GBAD environment. 
A collective and comprehensive approach 
would be necessary among all services 
including paramilitary and civil defence 
for preparation of a National AD plan to 
include the SAM system besides many 
other weapon systems/platforms. If we 
fail to create a righteous organizational 
structure- we are likely pay the price 
through fratricide; having blue on blue 
kill.

b. Logistic Support. SAM units 
are expected to be highly mobile and 
independent unit. They are also likely to 
be operated/deployed in remote locations. 
Supporting these elements with adequate 
services and support like fuel, food and 
water, power supply, tent or camp facility, 
etc would be quite challenging. BAF 
experience of last few months during 
deployment has given us a long list of 
equipment and accessories for adequate 
support. Supporting four fighting vehicle 
would demand few six ton truck, pick up 
van, water trailer, fuel truck, generator, 
portable or mobile kitchen, portable 
latrines, refer van etc. Any limitation in 
the logistic chain may hinder mobility and 
thus reduce survivability.

c. Training for Operation and 
Maintenance. The modern SAM systems 
are state of art equipments. Its operation 
and maintenance demands specialization. 
These systems demand a minimum basic 
knowledge for technicians and operators 
due to dominance of electronic equipments 
on board these missile launching and 
surveillance vehicles. Our technicians of 
all services may find it difficult to cope with 
the demand of these systems especially 
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when third line maintenance is in question. 
At times, due to high level of automation 
these systems may give a false impression 
of simplicity. And thus, BAF and BN 
being relatively more technical oriented 
service may suffer from complacency- that 
we already have adequate knowledge base 
for smooth adaptation of the system. On 
the other hand BA may suffer from lack 
of required knowledge for technicians. In 
reality, effective and efficient employment 
of these new weapon systems can only 
be ensured through proper equipping 
and manning with appropriate level of 
knowledge. 

d. Integration. Integration of different 
SAM system between services and 
designing for Layered AD could pose as 
`the biggest` challenge. It may demand 
initial acquisition of similar type SAM 
system across the services, network set up 
for data transfer capability, establishing 
SAM command hub etc. Joint planning 
and joint training would be a key element. 
The design for integration would require 
validation through various Joint Service 
Air Defence Exercises. To make room 
for all/various type of AD weapon system 
of three services, we may require new 
approach to exercise designing10.

e. SAM Deployment Philosophy. 
To have an effective integration and 
utilization of SAM there would be need 
for a deployment philosophy. Deployment 
philosophy should be in consort with SAM 
principles of mass, mix, mobility and 
integration to offer max effectiveness of 
SAM system.

f. Developing Employment Strategy. 
Understanding across the board as planner 
and executioner is essential for developing 
an effective employment strategy. 
Introducing SAM in BD ADGE is new, 

but presence of SAM in ADGE is not new. 
Many wars have been fought using SAM 
and its knowledge is available in the print 
and electronic format. Many of us have 
gained different level of experience on SAM 
during training or visit abroad or through 
personal study. But most importantly, 
one needs to develop clear understanding 
on capability of procured system and 
limitation and strength of existing BD AD 
before embarking on devising or designing 
SAM employment strategy for BD. Even 
understanding on selection and pattern of 
deployment of an individual SAM unit 
can be daunting11. The obvious questions 
would emerge- is conventional layered 
AD approach with conventional FEZ 
(Fighter engagement zone), MEZ (missile 
engagement zone, GDA (Gun defended 
area) etc are a solution? Do we require 
MSAM (medium range SAM)- if so, how 
soon it is expected? How to de-conflict 
FEZ and MEZ within a small airspace like 
BD? How to operate with superimposed 
FEZ and MEZ without fratricide? What 
freedom of operation would be enjoyed by 
BA or BN SAMs? As an honest confession- 
we need to ask, do we need help of 
advanced counties to set up an integrated 
automated AD command control centre? 

g. Developing Doctrine for Joint 
Warfare.  Our joint warfare doctrine is 
still in its infancy. Now inclusion of SAM 
in ADGE is a must. Air Defence Operation 
Centre (ADOC) as the command hub 
of national AD commander (Chief of 
Air Staff) is required to be equipped and 
manned for its purpose. To be effective, 
required manning must be in peace, in 
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tension period and in war alike. All possible 
scope of dual command control must be 
eliminated.12   We need to ask ourselves, 
can we efficiently and effectively operate 
and fight with given organizational set 
up? Is inclusion of SAM making the 
management more challenging? Does 
organizational set up with conventional 
ACOC (Air Command Operation Centre), 
ADOC or SOC (Sector Operation Centre) 
offers our ADGE weapon system adequate 
flexibility and reaction time or we need to 
shift towards modern thinking of creation 
of SITUATION ROOM.13 Creation of such 
facility relies on advanced networking 
and data transfer capability. As such, 
emphasis on EW is a must in our future/
revised doctrine and we do not have any 
other option but to embark on network 
centric command control structure.

h. EMCON14 Policy. Nothing would be 
effective in the arena of AD if we fail to 
come up with a smart and prudent EMCON 
policy. Survival of SAM system also would 
largely depend on an efficient EMCON 
policy. Establishing an EMCON policy to 
allow adequate freedom of operation and 
at the same time maintain required secrecy 
would always be a challenge. 

Conclusion

It is true; we are on a ‘hurdle race’- many 
obstacles and hurdles will have to be negotiated 

for a seamless non-porous layered national 
AD. Definitely SAM inclusion in ADGE has 
taken us a step ahead to make national AD 
a formidable one. Surveillance radar, AD 
frigate, fighter interceptors, various type of 
SAM from three services, AAA guns offers us 
with an effective AD umbrella.

In future, our national AD system is poised 
for a fierce capability with new acquisitions 
like few more surveillance radar for BAF, few 
more units of SAM and MSAM for BAF, BN 
and BA, additional squadron of AD fighter and 
maritime fighter aircraft or MRCA15, advance 
radar control AAA and automated operation 
centres (ACOC, ADOC, SOC, SAM command 
hub) etc. Our strategic defensive approach and 
limited offensive capability dictates to have 
the very best for defence. When capability 
of retaliation is intended, minimizing loss 
through active and passive measures must 
be well groomed. In such situation, nothing 
is more asked for-than a comprehensive 
and integrated AD capability supported by 
adequate networking infrastructure for real 
time data transfer. In essence, joint planning and 
integrating in all aspect and operation oriented 
command control and communication setup is 
the necessity of time. Truly, our national AD 
is at the crossroads today–making the right 
decision to negotiate various challenges is the 
important factor.  Let’s hope we make the right 
choices at the crossroad and make our future 
national AD our dream air safety net.
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Base Cox’s Bazar. 
3 BN is in possession of AD SAM (maritime version of FM-90 SAM) on board ship and MANPAD (Man portable AD 
system) since 2010. BA is in possession of Chinese built MANPAD since 1992 (HN-5 and QW-2 Vanguard-2, 1992 and 
2006 respectively) .
4 BD armed forces have drafted a joint doctrine in May 2006.
5 Use a mix of active and passive sensor.
6 ECM-Electronic Counter Measure, ECCM-Electronic Counter Measure.
7 Future Short Range Ground-based Air Defence: System Drivers, Characteristics and Architecture, PJ Hutchings and NJ Street.
8 C3I-Command Control Communication and Information.
9 Paper titled ‘Future Short Range Ground-based Air Defence: System Drivers, Characteristics and Architecture’ 
presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on “System Concept for Integrated Air Defence of Multinational Mobile Crisis 
Reaction forces”, held in Valencia, Spain, 22-24 May 2000, and published in RTO MP-063.
10 Dividing BD into almost equal half for playing adversaries may not be a suitable option with integration of SAM. The 
dimension of FEZ and capability of MEZ are likely to dictate new dimension of exercise map/boundary.  
11 Experience of recent Air Defence Exercise, BAF ADEX 2012-1.
12 AD organization chart of BD as Annex A to Chapter 13 of Draft Joint Warfare Doctrine has such indications. During 
engagement, role of AD commander, ADA Brigade Commander and Maritime commander may be in conflict.
13 Command hub for all commanders, linked with all possible network to give real time information to facilitate decision making.
14 EMCON-emission control.
15 MSAM- medium range SAM; MRCA-multi role combat aircraft.
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Introduction

The idea of travelling underneath the ocean 
waters inside a closed vessel has been around 
for centuries. Some history says, Alexander the 
Great ventured below the waters of the Aegean 
Sea inside a glass barrel around 333 B.C. The 
next record of a submarine came more than 
1900 years later. In 1578 AD British naval 
officer William Bourne described a wooden 
frame vessel enclosed in waterproof leather; 
which was rowed underwater. C Drebbel, a 
Dutchman patented his submarine, which 
was bound by waterproof leather, invented 
in 1598, was powered by oars allowing it to 
be rowed underwater and air was provided by 
tubes. His boat was successfully tested in the 
Thames River and travelled at depths about 5 
meters. In 1904, the French built the Aigrette, 
the first submarine to use a gas engine on the 
surface and an electric engine below. The US 
followed in 1911 with the F-class Skipjack 
submarine. It was powered by diesel instead of 
gas engines. During First World War (WWI), 
Germans and their U-boats proved the worth 
of the submarine in the war theater. Germany 
was successful in submarine operation for the 
sinking of 11 million gross tons of Allied ships.
In 1938, Auguste Piccard built his record-
setting bathyscaphe Trieste. This 50-foot-long 
submarine still holds the record for deepest 
dive, about 12,000 meters deep in the south 
Pacific’s Marianas Trench. 

Technology of Submarine 

Submarines are completely enclosed 
vessels with cylindrical shapes, narrowed ends 
and usually two hulls. The inner or pressure 

hull protects the crew from the immense water 
pressure of the ocean depths and insulates 
the vessel from the freezing temperature. The 
outer hull shapes the submarine’s body. The 
ballast tanks, which control the submarine’s 
buoyancy, are located between the inner 
and outer hulls. Modern nuclear and electric 
submarines are of single hull. Stability and 
other submarine’s buoyancy are controlled 
by ballast tanks. Submarine’s size & position 
are calculated by precision design technology. 
To stay in control and stability, a submerged 
submarine must maintain a condition known 

as trim. It means submarine’s weight must 
be perfectly balanced throughout the whole 
body. Two trim tanks forward and aft help the 
submarine  keep the accurate trim by either 
added or expelled water from them as needed.

Once the submarine is underwater, it has 
two controls mechanism used for steering. The 
rudder controls side-to-side turning, or yaw. 
On the other hand diving planes, control the 
submarine’s rise and descent, or pitch. There 
are two sets of diving planes. The sail planes 
and the stern planes.  Some modern submarines, 
like Virginia class of US Navy (the latest 
nuclear submarines), make use of bow planes 
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rather than sail planes. In the above figure of 
a submarine, it has a tall sail that rises out of 
the submarine’s hull. Inside this fin-shaped 
sail is the conning tower (“conn” means to 
direct the steering of a vessel). The periscope, 
radio and radar antennas are usually extended 
through the conning tower. In the early days, 
submarine was operated from conning tower. 
A periscope enables a submarine to see what 
is happening on the surface while remaining 
underwater. With the advances in technology, 
the entire look and operation of submarines 
change. In Virginia-class submarine, a series 
of mirrors and lens are used to view above 
the surface where colour cameras  send visual 
images to large screen displayed in the ship’s 
control room.

Working Principles of Submarine

To function underwater, submarines are 
built a bit differently than surface ships that 
float on water. In order to travel underwater, 
submarines must function in agreement 
with some key laws of nature, including 
Archimedes’ Principle and Boyles’ Law. 
Whether a submarine is floating or submerging; 
depends on the ship’s buoyancy. Buoyancy of 
submarine is controlled by the ballast tanks 
which are found between the submarine’s inner 
and outer hulls or some special arrangement of 
ballast tanks. A submarine resting on the surface 
has positive buoyancy. It means it is less dense 
than the water around it and subsequently will 
float. At that time, the ballast tanks are mainly 
full of air. To submerge the submarine, it must 
have negative buoyancy. Vents on top of the 
ballast tanks are opened. Sea water coming in 
through the flood ports forces air out the vents, 
and the submarine begins to sink. To make the 
submarine rise again, compressed air is simply 
blown into the tanks forcing the seawater out. 
To keep the submarine upright, her metacentric 
height remains positive.

History of Submarine Development 

Initially, submarines depended on human’s 
energy to move. Submarine designed by 
Drebbel was tested on the Thames River in 
1620 and carried the King of England on one 
of its dives. It used oars to move itself along. 
In the mid-1770s, David Bushnell built a 
submarine Turtle that used hand and foot cranks 
for propulsion. This one-person submarine 
was the first used in war and exhausted its 
operator within a few minutes. Robert Fulton 
developed a three-person submarine Nautilus, 
in the early 1800s. It was the first to use diving 
planes to control depth. While submerged, 
it relied on a hand crank to move it along. 
For travel on the surface, the Nautilus was 
equipped with a sail. Fulton then tried to build 
a more efficient submarine using steam. But, 
due to the large and bulky size of the boiler, 
he failed. In the 1860s, the Confederates built 
steam-powered submarines and were never 
completely submerged. The first submarine 
in the US Navy, the USS Holland, used a 
gasoline engine while on the surface and an 
electric engine while submerged. The electric 
engine could recharge while the gasoline 
engine was being used. The electric engine 
allowed the submarine to travel underwater for 
a few hours, at a decent speed. The engine was 
relatively small, but the batteries were large, 
bulky and heavy. Finally, steam and gasoline 
engines were phased out by less-volatile diesel 
engines. In 1904, the French became the first 
to build a submarine Aigrette, which used a 
diesel engine on surface and an electric engine 
while underwater. The US followed the trend 
building its first diesel-powered submarine, 
the F-class Skipjack, in 1911. 

In the 1950s, nuclear power partially 
replaced diesel-electric propulsion. Equipment 
was also developed to extract oxygen from sea 
water. These two innovations gave submarines 
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the ability to remain submerged for weeks or 
months, and enabled impossible voyages such 
as USS Nautilus’ crossing of the North pole 
beneath the Arctic ice cap in 1958. Most of 
the naval submarines built since 1960s in the 
US and the USSR/Russia have been powered 
by nuclear reactors. The limiting factors in 
submerged endurance for these submarines 
are logistic supply and crew morale. In 1959, 
the first ballistic missile submarines were put 
into service by both super powers as part of 
the Cold War nuclear deterrent strategy. 

Use of Submarine

Submarines were first widely used 
during World War I (1914–1918). Now-
a-days, Military usage includes attacking 
enemy surface ships or submarines, aircraft 
carrier protection, blockade running, ballistic 
missile submarines as part of a nuclear strike 
force, reconnaissance, conventional land 
attack (by using a cruise missile), and covert 
insertion of special forces. Commercial/
civil uses for submarines include marine 
science, salvage, exploration and facility 
inspection/maintenance etc. Submarines can 
also be modified to perform more specialized 
functions such as search-and-rescue missions 
or undersea cable repair. Submarines are also 
used in tourism and for undersea archaeology.  

Hull and Construction 

Modern submarines are cigar-shaped, 
sometimes called a “teardrop hull”. It reduces 
the hydrodynamic drag when submerged; 
but decreases the sea-keeping capabilities 
and increases drag while surfaced. Since 
the limitations of the propulsion systems of 
early submarines, their hull designs were 
compromised. Late in WWII, when technology 
allowed faster and longer submerged operation, 
hull designs became teardrop shape to reduce 
drag and noise. Today, in a modern military 
submarine, the outer hull is covered with a 
layer of sound-absorbing rubber, or anechoic 
plating, to improve stealth capacity. Usually the 
pressure hulls of deep diving submarines are 
spherical instead of cylindrical. This allows a 
more even distribution of stress over the hull at 
the great depth. All post WWII; Soviet/Russian 
heavy submarines are built with a double hull 
structure. American and most other Western 
submarines switched to a single-hull approach. 
They still have light hull sections in the bow 
and stern, which house main ballast tanks and 
provide a hydro-dynamically optimized shape. 
But the main cylindrical hull section has only a 
single plating layer. The double hulls are being 
considered for future submarines in the US to 
improve payload capacity, stealth and range. 
Picture shown below is the nuclear submarine 
USS Greeneville in dry dock.
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The submarine hull usually known as 
pressure hull is generally constructed of thick 
high strength steel with a complex structure. 
WWI submarines had hulls of carbon steel, with 
a 100-metre maximum depth. During WWII, 
high-strength alloyed steel was introduced, 
allowing 200-metre depths. High-strength 
alloy steel remains the primary material for 
submarines today. To exceed that limit, a few 
submarines were built with titanium hulls. 
Titanium can be stronger than steel, lighter, 
and is not ferromagnetic. Titanium alloys 
allow a major increase in depth and a Russian 
Alfa-class submarine successfully operated 
at 1,300 meters. However, the high cost of 
titanium construction led to the abandonment 
of titanium submarine construction as the Cold 
War ended. 

Power and Propulsion

First submarines were human propelled. 
The first mechanically driven submarine 
was French Plongeur in 1863,that used 

compressed air for propulsion. Anaerobic 
propulsion was first employed by the Spanish 
Ictineo II in 1864,that used a solution of zinc, 
manganese dioxide, and potassium chlorate 
to generate heat and oxygen. Most 20th 
century submarines used batteries for running 
underwater and petrol or diesel engines on 
the surface. Finally diesel-electric became 
the standard means of propulsion. The clutch 
between the motor and the engine would be 

disengaged when the submarine dived. The 
motor could have multiple armatures on the 
shaft, which could be electrically coupled in 
series for slow speed and in parallel for high 
speed. During the WW II, German Type XXI 
submarines were designed to carry hydrogen 
peroxide for long-term, fast air-independent 
propulsion (AIP). Today several navies use 
AIP. Notably Sweden uses Stirling technology, 
where engine is heated by burning diesel fuel 
with liquid oxygen from cryogenic tanks. 
British Vanguard class submarine uses pump-
jet propulsion instead of propellers. 

Weapons and Armament

The success of submarine is directly linked 
to the development of the torpedo, invented 
by Robert Whitehead in 1866. His invention 
is essentially the same now as it was 140 
years ago. To increase combat endurance most 
WWI submarines functioned as submersible 
gunboats, using their deck guns against 
unarmed targets. With the arrival of ASW 
aircraft, guns became more for defense than 
attack. The ability of submarines to approach 
enemy harburs covertly led to their use as 
minelayers. Modern submarine-laid mines 
are designed to be deployed by a submarine’s 
torpedo tubes. After WWII, both the US and the 
USSR experimented submarine that launched 
cruise missiles and anti-ship missiles such as 
Exocet and Harpoon. Ballistic missiles can 
also be fired from a submarine’s torpedo tubes, 
such as Tomahawk. Germany is working on the 
short-range IDAS (missile) which is launched 
from a torpedo tube and can be used against 
ASW helicopters as well as surface ships and 
coastal targets.

Sensors and Communication

A submarine will have a variety of sensors 
determined by its missions. Modern military 
submarines rely almost entirely on a suite of 
passive and active sonar to find their enemy. 
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Active sonar relies on an audible “ping” to 
generate echoes to reveal objects around the 
submarine. Passive sonar is a set of sensitive 
hydrophones set into the hull or trailed in a 
towed array, generally several hundred feet 
long. Hull mounted sonar is employed to back 
up the towed array, and in confined waters. 
Submarines also carry radar equipment 
for detection of surface ships and aircraft. 
Commercial submarines rely on small active 
sonar sets and viewing ports to navigate. 
Military submarines have several systems 
for communicating with distant command 
centres or other ships, such as; VLF (Very 
Low Frequency) radio for shallow depth and 
ELF (Extremely Low Frequency) for greater 
depths. To communicate with other submarines 
a sonar telephone is used. 

Crew and Navigation

Typical nuclear submarines have 80 to 
120 crew. Non-nuclear or diesel-electric 
or AIP submarine typically have 20 to 30 
crews. The conditions on a submarine can be 
difficult because crew members must work 
in isolation for long periods of time without 
family contact. Submarines normally maintain 
radio silence to avoid detection. Operating a 
submarine is dangerous, even in peacetime and 
many submarines have been lost in accidents. 
Submarine crew need dedication, strong will 
power and good team work. Staying, eating, 
sleeping and all other day to day activities by 
the crew in a submarine are highly organized 
and systematic. Unnecessary movement and 
making noise by the crew of a submarine is 
highly restricted. Early submarines had a few 
navigation aids. But modern submarines have 
a variety of navigation equipment. Modern 
military submarines use an inertial guidance 
system for navigation while submerged, but 
drift error unavoidably builds up over time. To 
counter this, the Global Positioning System is 
occasionally used to obtain an accurate position. 

The periscope allowing a view to the surface is 
only used occasionally in modern submarines. 
The most modern submarines have photonics 
masts rather than hull-penetrating optical 
periscopes. These masts must still be hoisted 
above the surface, and employ electronic 
sensors for visible light, infrared, laser range-
finding, and electromagnetic surveillance. 
The most benefit to hoisting the mast above 
the surface is that while the mast is above the 
water, the entire submarine is still below the 
water and is much harder to detect visually or 
by radar or by ASW helicopter.

System and Support 

With nuclear power, submarines can 
remain submerged for months at a time. Diesel 
submarines must periodically resurface or 
snorkel to recharge their batteries. The most 
modern military submarines generate breathing 
oxygen by electrolysis of water. Fresh water is 
produced by either an evaporator or a reverse 
osmosis unit. The primary use for fresh water 
is to provide feed water for the reactor and 
steam propulsion plants. It is also available for 
showers, sinks, cooking and cleaning purpose. 
Seawater is used to flush toilets, and the 
resulting “black water” is stored in a sanitary 
tank until it is blown overboard by using a 
special sanitary pump. Water from showers 
and sinks is stored separately in “grey water” 
tanks, which are pumped overboard by using 
the drain pump. 

Conclusion

Submarines have one of the largest 
ranges of capabilities in any vessel, ranging 
from small autonomous (one- or two-person) 
vessels operating for a few hours, to vessels 
which can remain submerged for 6 months 
such as the Russian Typhoon class (the 
biggest submarines ever built in history). A 
conventional submarine operating on batteries 
is almost completely silent, leaving only the 
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noise from crew activity. AIP submarines, 
conventional diesel-electric submarines 
with some kind of auxiliary air-independent 
electricity generator become more popular 
as military arsenal. Commercial submarines 
usually rely only on batteries. Diesel-electric 
submarines have a stealth advantage over 
their nuclear counterparts. Some nuclear 
submarines such as the American Ohio class 
can operate with their reactor coolant pumps 
secured, making them quieter than electric 
submarine. Escape suits can be used by the crew 
to abandon the submarine while in accident. 
Submarine is a costly affairs and its operation 
is extremely challenging and courageous. But 
military submarine is the worthy naval asset to 
deter any potential enemy with any capacity. 

Submarine for Bangladesh and Some 
Recommendations

A concealed military submarine is a real 
threat and can force an enemy navy to waste 
resources searching large areas of ocean and 
protecting ships against attack. This advantage 
was vividly demonstrated in Falklands War in 
1982; when the British Royal Navy nuclear-
powered submarine HMS Conqueror sank 
the Argentine cruiser General Belgrano. After 
the sinking, the Argentine Navy recognized 
that they had no effective defense against 
submarine attack, and the Argentine surface 
fleet withdrew to port for the remainder of the 
war. So, submarines are able to deter any fleet 
and are the strategic warship in modern warfare. 
As we are the legal owner of vast sea area in 
Bay of Bengal, so we hope that, Bangladesh 
will be the owner of a squadron of submarines 
in near future. Writer wants to share some 
experience with the readers from his limited 
practical observation and discussion with 
field maintainer and underwater expertise of 
Pear Harbor Naval Shipyard, Hawaii. Before 
taking a strategic decision to acquisition of 

submarine, Bangladesh Navy may consider 
some technical point/matter as described 
below:

a. All modern submarines are single hull. 
It needs less maintenance.

b. Submarine can not operate without 
completing some regular maintenance.

c. Submarine hull is quite thick and 
sensitive matter. Submarine hull welding 
need special temperature and arrangement; 
which is totally different from conventional 
welding. 

d. Submarine need to be docked in dry 
dock. Floating dock or conventional 
slipway is neither safe nor recommended 
for docking any submarine. 

e. Modern small submarine are diesel 
and battery operated. Mono hull German 
diesel submarine is the best and the most 
modern small type submarine. It needs less 
maintenance.

f. At least four in number submarines in a 
squadron is essential for usual operation of 
submarine in any water.

g. Submarine hull becomes very delicate 
and almost unusable after 30 to 35 years of 
submarine life.

h. Submarine recovery system and 
equipment is very costly matter.

j. Submarine hull, pipe and valve material, 
welding and maintenance need special 
skill and obviously is a costly affair.  

k. Effective and long term training for a 
group of crew, dockyard staff and officers 
from submarine manufacturer is essential 
to operate and maintain submarine by any 
navy. Submarine maintainer and dockyard 
staff need some standard level of skill for 
maintenance of submarines.

Design And Development . . .
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l. Five separate submarine related 
Directorates (such as Submarine 
Operation, Planning, R&D, Maintenance 
and Equipment Management) and two 
bases (Operation and Dry Dock) are 
essential.

m. When submarine dives and remain 
under water; the life of crew is quite 
uncomfortable as compared to surface 
vessel. So it needs strong mental courage, 
dedication, self motivation and real team 
spirit.   
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Introduction

When Liberia was in a dire need of peace 
after fourteen years of long civil war, the 
Bangladeshi Contingents were amongst the 
first group of UN peacekeepers deployed in 
war-torn Liberia in October 2003. During 
the tour of duties, Bangladeshi peacekeepers 
have successfully met all the challenges that 
came on the way to restoring and ensuring 
peace and stability. The efforts taken by all 
Bangladeshi contingents are appreciated by 
the international community and the people 
of Liberia. Disarmament was the challenge to 
UNMIL and BANSEC succeeded in disarming 
the ex-combatants within its assigned area 
up to the full satisfaction of international 
community. “Win the hearts and minds of the 
people” having this slogan as spirit of work, 
the contingents of Bangladesh have been 
carrying out notable different Civil Military 
Coordination (CIMIC) activities since their 
deployment in Liberia which have helped the 
capacity building process in Liberian society. 
The CIMIC activities include vocational 
training, agricultural farming, free medical 
treatment, engineering assistance etc. These 
honest and sincere efforts have not only 
earned the good names for the Bangladeshi 
Peacekeepers under UNMIL but also helped 
the Liberian society substantially and generated 
hope amongst the distressed Liberian Youths. 

UNMIL Civil Military Coordination 
(CIMIC) Mission

Throughout implementation over watch 
and drawdown, UNMIL Forces conducted  
CIMIC in coordination with UNMIL civil 
component, UN agencies and NGOs and 

Government of Liberia in order to exploit 
gains in security and stability, mitigate/reduce 
associated risks of drawdown/realignment, 
help build civil capacity and confidence and 
further shape conditions for achievement of 
the UNMIL mandate. 

Objectives of The CIMIC Projects 

Besides assisting in maintaining security 
and peace with the highest success rates, 
Bangladesh battalions have contributed in 
capacity building of the people of Liberia 
by implementing various projects. The main 
objectives of these projects were: 

a. To build the capacity or/train less 
privileged Liberian citizen/people to 
become useful citizens.

b. To assist in developing human resource 
skills with a view to bringing about 
employment opportunities.

c.  To allow the females of the community 
to train and develop themselves so that 
they can equally contribute to the national 
development like their male counterparts.

d. To prevent the people of the community, 
especially the young men, from involving 
into criminal activities by inspiring them 
into self-employment activities.

Achievement in Capacity Building

Bangladesh Sector since its deployment 
have carried out significant CIMIC activities 
which have been praised by all and also 
contributed in developing community life in 
Liberia. There were total thirteen agricultural 
projects that have been launched under 
Bangladesh Contingents in Liberia. Out of 

CAPACITY BUILDING ACTIVITIES OF 
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them, five have already been handed over to 
the beneficiaries and other projects were in 
progress. The descriptions of the completed 
projects are as under:

a. SIRLEAF Agricultural Project. Self 
Integrated Rational Living Experimental 
Agro Farm (SIRLEAF) was established in 
2007 in an area of 15 acres of abandoned 
piece of land that aimed at assisting local 
farmers as part of the capacity building 
process. The project was named after 
the name of Her Excellency Madam 
Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, the President of 
the Republic of Liberia.  This project 
was implemented by BANBATT-12 
at BUCANNON area under GRAND 
BASSA County. The project intended 
to assist farmers in the multiplication of 
seeds as most of the farmers did not have 
the supply of good seeds. This farm got 
wide publicity in Liberia. Now this project 
has been handed over to the local farmers 
who were involved with this project.

b. GBEDIN Agro Project. Agriculture is 
one the most effective tools for achieving 
the socio-economic development of 
Liberia. During the war, the basic 
infrastructures of most of the Agriculture 
projects were damaged.  This project 
involved a damaged and unworkable 
agro farm in GANTA area under NIMBA 
County. BANBATT-13 made an endeavour 
to rehabilitate the project in the year 
2000 involving a good number of local 
farmers. They established a rehabilitation 
committee and provided them a tractor, 
agro equipment, varieties of Bangladeshi 

hybrid seeds and herbicides. About 2500 
local inhabitants were benefited out of this 
project. The local farmers were highly 
encouraged and inspired by its success. 
This project was also handed over to its 
beneficiaries.

c. BANGLA-BONG Agro Farm. The 
project was launched by BANBATT-11 
with an area of 25 acres of land near 
GBANGA city towards the end of 
2007. The entire concept of the project 
was to create a sense of ownership 
and belongingness to the war affected 
individuals. Total 400 ex- combatants 
and their families were directly involved 
in this project. Initially only 4 acres of 
the land was cleared for its cultivation. 
BANBATT-16 assisted the beneficiaries 
to expand the farm up to 25 acres. This 
project has got permanent shape by the 
patronization of BANBATT-16. At present 
rice, cassava, various types of vegetables 
are being cultivated in the project area. 
The ex-combatants got a new beacon of 
life in this farm. It inspired the other locals 
that farming can be one of the ways for 
self sustenance. The ex- combatants and 
their families who are directly involved 
in this farm are away from different anti-
social activities. Mark Dowee, the head 
of the Bangla-Bong Agro Farm, could 
not hide his feelings at the departure of 
BANBATT-16 whom he termed his “very 
good friends”. “With the departure of 
BANBATT-16, we don’t think we’ll ever 
get any contingent that can replace them. 
They rendered us immeasurable assistance 
and imparted to us skills that have 
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redirected our orientation of life. They 
did extremely well for us,” Dowee noted. 
With the assistance of UNDP, Government 
of Liberia, the Project committee has 
begun establishing similar model farms in 
other districts across the county. After the 
repatriation of BANBATT-16, this project 
was handed over to the Civil Authority.

d. Youth for Development and 
Progressive Action (YDPA). Youth for 
Development and progress (YDPA) is 
volunteer organization in Bong County of 
Liberia. It was started as a pilot project in 
June 2009 with 100 youth members. It is a 
mixture of war affected youths, students, 
abused girls and a few amputees.  After 
the successful launching, it was proposed 
to expand through out 12 districts of the 
county. The aim of this project was to assist 
the youth of Bong County by enhancing 
knowledge on agricultural & vocational 
sector and assist to develop the economy 
and self sustainment. This project put 
some efforts to prevent the youth from 
committing criminal activities and involved 
them into something more productive and 
sustainable. It also demonstrated efficient 
agricultural development to the locals. 
The then Force Commander Lt Gen A 
T M Zahirul Alam, rcds, ndc, psc (retd) 
inaugurated this project formally on 21 
July 2009. At present 50 acres of land 
have been brought under cultivation where 
rice, Cassava, different kinds of fruits and 
vegetables like Papaya, Cucumber, Beans, 
Okra, Corn, Brinjal, Water Melon, Potato 
etc were cultivated. Prince Simpson, the 
head of the YDPA group, recently reported 

a bumper rice harvest from 50-acres farm. 
He said they had harvested 1200 kilogram 
of rice. As the UNMIL is in draw down 
phase, this project has been handed over 
to civil authority and Project Committee.

e. Ideal Village Project at SALALA.    
BANBATT-14 launched an Ideal Village 
named as ‘SHADOW OF HEAVEN’ to 
rehabilitate war affected people of Salala/
Totato District in January in an area of 
150 acres of land. This was the second 
major capacity building initiative of 
BANBATT14 in its Area of Responsibility. 
The then Force Commander Lt Gen A 
T M Zahirul Alam, rcds, ndc, psc (retd) 
inaugurated the BANGLA BONG IDEAL 
VILLAGE. The main focus of this village 
was to make awareness among the 
inhabitant that how well they can ensure 
their socio-economic security by utilizing 
their inter-dependency with each other. 
There are numbers of small towns around 
the county which are mainly along the 
road sides. This project comprise a school, 
community-based farms, a fish pond, 
vegetable gardening and 5000 fingerlings, 
and a poultry farm with chickens, ducks 
and goats, is actually a demonstration on 
how local villagers can produce all its own 
food and be self sufficient in addition to 
encouraging backyard gardening.
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Vocational Training Centre

There were some vocational training 
centres established by Bangladesh contingents 
who are designed to train Liberian citizens, 
particularly the youths of Liberia in developing 
their human skill for building their capacity for 
creating employment and/or self-employment 
opportunities. These are:

a. Bangladesh-Liberia Friendship 
Centre (BLFC). BLFC is a vocational 
training centre established by Bangladesh 
Sector at GANTA City in 2005. Courses 
on five categories are running there. Those 
are Basic Computer, Tailoring, First Aid, 
Generator Maintenance, Electric Wiring 
and Fitting and Carpentry. More than two 
thousand local youths were imparted skill 
training in BLFC so far. This institution 
has been handed over to the local civil 
authority. But still this is supervised 
by Bangladesh Contingent (presently 
BANBATT-18).

b. Bangladesh-Liberia Youth Centre 
(BLYC). Bangladesh-Liberia Youth Centre 
(BLYC) was established in January 2008 at 
Bangladesh Square in CARI Compound. 
Vocational training on four categories 
is run in this institution. These are Basic 
Computer, Tailoring and Embroidery, 
Masonry, First Aid and Medicare. By now 
about 400 (four hundred) local youths 
have been trained there.

c. Bangla-Nimba Capacity Building 
Centre (BNCBC). A Vocational 
Training Centre named Bangla- Nimba 
Capacity Building Centre (BNCBC) was 
established by BANBATT-18 at Tappita. 
On 24 Jul 2010 the activity of BNCBC 
was inaugurated by the H’ble President 
of Liberia during her Independence Day 
visit. BNCBC is a joint collaborative 
CIMIC project, which will mainly be 
owned and run by the public, assisted by 
the GoL, UNMIL and UNDP. County /
District administration will perform the 
supervisory roles in facilitating the smooth 
functioning of the institution, and ensuring 
its continuation even after UNMIL leaves. 
First session of BNCBC, Tapita has already 
been completed where total 44 local youths 
successfully qualified in three disciplines; 
namely  Computer training, Tailoring 
and Generator repair & maintenance. 
Also the ground breaking ceremony of 
Bangla-Nimba Capacity Building Centre 
(BNCBC) at Sanniquellie was held on 27 
July 2010. The foundation of BNCBC is 
laid by the DSRSG (ROL). In continuation 
with the capacity building programs in the 
counties, this vocational training centre 
was designed by BANBATT-18.

Ongoing Capacity Building Activities

“Be self-dependent and help yourself” 
is the idea, which drives the Bangladesh 
contingents towards skill training program 
aiming at fighting unemployment. Presently 
Bangladesh contingents are deployed under 
Sector-B consisting of 1431 Bangladeshi 
troops assisted by some Pakistani and Chinese 
as well. 
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Bangladesh contingents carried out 
different capacity building activities, which 
contributed significantly to the development of 
this community. People from all walks of life 
embraced Bangladeshi peacekeepers as their 
true friends, well wishers and real contributors. 
As the UNMIL is in drawdown stage, only one 
major Bangladesh Battalion (BANBATT-18) 
is deployed in Liberia. Most of the capacity 
building projects are now looked after by this 
battalion:

a. Bain Clan Development Council 
(BCDC) Project.  To develop the 
capacity of income generating activities 
of rural people through agriculture 
farming the BCDC project was launched 
by BANBTT-17 in 2009. The project is 
mainly focused on cultivating paddy and 
vegetables. The aim is to encourage local 
community members to become self- 
reliant through similar projects and create 
bondage between contingents members 
and local citizens. Presently total cultivable 
area of the project is 15 acres and about 400 
Liberians are directly benefited from it.

b. Ideal Domah Town Project( IDTP).  
With a view to building the capacity 
and confidence amongst the inhabitants 
through developing an ideal town consists  
of agriculture farm, poultry, fisheries, 

elementary school, playground and 
health sanitation system, the Ideal Domah 
Town Project (IDTP) was undertaken 
in 2009. It is basically a community 
development project which aims at 
assisting the inhabitants of Domah Town. 
This project was designed to transform a 
poorly organized community into a self- 
dependent, income generating, healthy 
and confident work force. Total inhabitants 
of this town are around 350.

c. BANENGR CARI Agro Friendship 
Project (BCAFP). Bangladesh contingent 
started a joint venture with Central 
Agriculture Research Institute (CARI) of 
Liberia to collaborate the easy techniques 
regarding production of harvest. 
BANENGR conceived an idea to bring the 
varieties in agro products by using various 
types of seeds taken from Bangladesh 
through the experts of CARI complex 
and using their farmers. Initially, the pilot 
project started with three acres of land 
within CARI complex. WFP extended its 
support for the payments of farmers. CARI 
experts are providing their manpower 
and equipment. Total 50 farmers of 15 
family have been trained to improve their 
farmland in correct manner to make them 
self-sufficient. Moreover, new varieties 
of crops brought from Bangladesh are 
oriented with the Liberians.

d.  Other Agriculture Projects.  Following 
are some other agriculture projects run by 
the Bangladesh contingent in Liberia:
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Ser Name of Projects Total Area
1. Dordelah Swamp Project (DSP) 04 acres
2. Karyen Swamp Project (KSP) 03 acres
3. Douplay Swamp Rice Project (DSRP) 10 acres

4. Old Loguatuo Zuoplay Rice Project 
(OLZRP) 05 acres

5. Leagbala Swamp Agricultural Project 
(LSAP) 04 acres

6.
Rural Women Promoter for 
Sustainable Development Agricultural 
Project

04 acres

e. Capacity Building of Liberian 
National Police (LNP).  Bangladesh 
contingent regularly assists local LNPs 
in improving their capability through on 
the job training. As a result, LNPs are 
now capable of checking vehicles at Snap 
vehicle Check points; provide security 

to the Central Bank of Liberia during 
transaction along with shipment and transit 
independently.

Conclusion

With the passage of time, UNMIL has got  
maturity and now it is in the drawdown phase. 
Peace in Liberia is also quite sustained and 
flawless. Accordingly, UNMIL has also re- 
evaluated its CIMIC focus in which maximum 
stress has also been given on the strength of 
capacity building as the UN mission gradually 
closes down. Keeping UNMIL CIMIC focus 
in view, Bangladesh contingents have also 
set their courses of action. But whatever role 
played by the peacekeepers, the main players 
here are the local population who found their 
needs and ways to take effective initiatives. 
The Bangladeshi peacekeepers will leave 
Liberia in near future physically but they will 
remain alive in the hearts and minds of the 
people through their sincere and relentless 
effort especially in the field of capacity 
building activities.

Major Md Moksed Ali, was commissioned with 13 BMA Special 
Course in 1999 in Army Education Corps. He served as Instructor 
in Bangladesh Military Academy and Centre & School of Military 
Police, Education and Administration (CSMEA). He also served 
as Grade III staff in 14 Independent Engineer Brigade and Grade 
II in Education Directorate, Army Headquarters. He did his 
B.Sc (Hons) in Physics from Jahangirnagar University and M.Sc 
from Aligarh Muslim University, India in the same discipline. He 
obtained Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) degree from Jahangirnagar 
University in Nuclear Physics. Presently he is serving as Instructor 
Class-B in Bangladesh Infantry Regimental Centre.
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 IJPuJTKYP©

mJÄuJPhv xv˘ mJKyjL
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KlPr ßhUJ

1975 xJPur 11 \JjM~JKr KmFoF Fr k´go kJKxÄ IJCa kqJPrc kKrhvtj TrPZj

\JKfr KkfJ mñmºá ßvU oMK\mMr ryoJj

mJÄuJPhv ßxjJmJKyjLr KjTa KmFoKaFl y˜J∂r ßvPw ßoJjJ\Jf TrPZj

oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL ßvU yJKxjJ
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1974 xJPur 10 KcPxÍr mJPjR\J BxJ UJj F ˝JiLjfJpMP≠ KjyfPhr ˛rPe kMÀ˜mT 

Ikte TrPZj \JKfr KkfJ mñmºá ßvU oMK\mMr ryoJj

2001 xJPur 20 \Mj mJPjR\J mñmºár TKovKjÄ ßTT TJaPZj oJjjL~ k´iJjoπLÇ xJPg rP~PZj 

mJPjR\J mñmºár f&TJuLj IKijJ~T TqJP¡j \Kyr CK¨j IJyPoh (mftoJj ßjRmJKyjL k´iJj)
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KmoJj mJKyjL TftOT IJP~JK\f TáYTJS~J\ kKrhvtj TrPZj \JKfr KkfJ

mñmºá ßvU oMK\mMr ryoJj

KmoJj mJKyjL FTJPcKor vLfTJuLj V´qJ\MP~vj IjMÔJPj xhq TKovjk´J¬ TotTftJPT 

lîJAÄ mqJ\ kKrP~ KhPóZj oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL
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xv˘ mJKyjL KmnJV

xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx-2011 CkuPã KvUJ IKjmtJPe kMÀ˜mT Ikte TrPZj

oyJoJjq rJÓskKf

IJ∂\tJKfT vJK∂rãL Khmx-2012 ChpJkj CkuPã IJP~JK\f ßxKojJPr

oyJoJjq rJÓskKf
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xv˘ mJKyjL KmnJPV IKlx TJptâo xŒjú TrPZj oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL

xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx-2011 CkuPã oyJj oMKÜpMP≠ ßUfJmk´J¬ oMKÜPpJ≠JPhr xÄmitjJ 

IjMÔJPj FT\j oMKÜPpJ≠Jr oJP~r xJPg Távu KmKjo~ TrPZj oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL
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xv˘ mJKyjL IJP~JK\f AlfJr-2012 IjMÔJPj oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL

xorJ˘ k´hvtjL-2012 CPÆJij TrPZj oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL
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mJÄuJPhv ßxjJmJKyjL TfítT k´h• ßlJPxxt ßVJu 2030 Fr Ckr KmsKlÄ ÊjPZj

oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL

vJK∂r k´fLT kJ~rJ CKzP~ IJ∂\tJKfT vJK∂rãL Khmx-2012 Fr ‘KkxKTkJxt rJj’ 

CPÆJij TrPZj oJjjL~ krrJÓsoπL
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx-2011 CkuPã KvUJ IKjmtJPe kMÀ˜mT Ikte TrPZj

mJKyjL©~ k´iJjVe

pMÜrJPÓsr ßxPâaJKr Im ßjKn FmÄ mJÄuJPhPv KjpMÜ pMÜrJPÓsr rJÓshNf xv˘ mJKyjL 

KmnJPVr Kk´K¿kJu ˆJl IKlxJPrr xJPg of KmKjo~ TrPZj
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xv˘ mJKyjL KmnJV kKrhvtjTJPu US PACIFIC ToJ¥JPrr xJPg KkFxS FFlKc S 

IjqJjq TotTftJmOª

‘Kc\JˆJr ßrxk¿ FéJrxJA\ F¥ FéPY†-2012’ Fr xoJkjL KhPjr FTKa hOvq
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ßxjJmJKyjL

KkK\IJr Fr k´KfÔJ mJKwtTLPf oyJoJjq rJÓskKfr xJPg ÊPnóZJ

KmKjo~ TrPZj ßxjJmJKyjL k´iJj

IJ∂\tJKfT vJK∂rãL Khmx-2012 CkuPã KmIJAKxKx  nmPj ßxjJmJKyjL TftOT 

k´˜áfTíf ˆu kKrhvtjTJPu Kovj FuJTJ~ Im˙Jjrf ßxjJxhxqPhr xJPg IJiMKjT 

ßpJVJPpJV k´pMKÜr oJiqPo Távu KmKjo~ TrPZj oyJoJjq rJÓskKf
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx-2011 CkuPã KvUJ IKjmtJPe kMÀ˜mT Ikte TrPZj

oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL

oJjjL~ k´iJjoπLr xJPg jmKjpMÜ ßxjJk´iJPjr ßxR\jq xJãJ&
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PxjJxhr KjmtJYjL kwth-2012 Fr CPÆJijL xnJ~ mÜmq rJUPZj oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL

KkK\IJr Fr 37fo k´KfÔJ mJKwtTLPf vyLh kKrmJPrr xhxqPhr IjMhJj k´hJj TrPZj

oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL
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oyJj ˝JiLjfJ Khmx CkuPã IJP~JK\f xorJ˘ k´hvtjL-2012 Fr ßxjJmJKyjLr FTKa 

ˆu kKrhvtj TrPZj oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL

KkK\IJr Fr k´KfÔJ mJKwtTLPf ßxjJxhxqPhr xJPg Távu KmKjo~ TrPZj

oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL
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oJjjL~ ksiJjoπL mJÄuJPhv KoKuaJKr FTJPcKoPf xmtKmwP~ ßvsÔ TqJPcaPT

‘PxJct Im IjJr’ k´hJj TrPZj

\JKfxÄPWr oyJxKYm mJj KT oMj ßxjJxhr TfítT IJP~JK\f vJK∂rãL xÄâJ∂

xojõ~ xnJ~ of KmKjo~ TrPZj
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jmKjpMÜ ßxjJk´iJj k´JÜj ßxjJk´iJj ß\jJPru ßoJyJÿh IJ»Mu oMmLj Fr KjTa yPf 

hJK~fônJr V´ye TrPZj

k´JÜj ßxjJk´iJjPT IJjMÔJKjT ßrS~JP\r oJiqPo KmhJ~ \JjJPóZj

ßxjJmJKyjLr IKlxJrmOª
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mJÄuJPhPv xlrrf nJrfL~ ßxjJk´iJPjr xJPg ßâˆ KmKjo~ TrPZj

mJÄuJPhv ßxjJmJKyjL k´iJj

jmKjpMÜ ßxjJk´iJj mOãPrJke IKnpJj-2012 CkuPã ßxjJTá† oJPb mOãPrJke TrPZj
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mJÄuJPhv ßoKvj aáux' lqJÖKr kKrhvtj TrPZj ßxjJmJKyjL k´iJj

pPvJr ßxjJKjmJPx KxFxKc FéTîáKxn vk CPÆJij TPrj ßxjJmJKyjL k´iJj
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xKÿKuf xJoKrT yJxkJfJu dJTJ~ KYKT&xJiLj FT\j ßrJVLr xJPg TávuJKh KmKjo~ 

TrPZj ßxjJmJKyjL k´iJj

PxjJmJKyjL k´iJj 2012 Fr 15 \MuJA ‘KxFxKc ßkJKæs lJot S k´PxKxÄ käqJ≤’

CPÆJij TrPZj
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PxjJmJKyjL TfítT IJP~JK\f ßxKojJPr mÜmq rJUPZj KxK\Fx

KoKuaJKr k´PnJÓPhr xJPg FqJc\MPa≤ ß\jJPru of KmKjo~ TrPZj
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V´LÚTJuLj k´Kvãe-2012 YuJTJuLj IjMvLuj FuJTJ~ rJAK\Ä aJAVJxt Fr FT\j 

‰xKjPTr hMkMPrr UJmJr krU TrPZj K\SKx, 55 khJKfT KcKnvj

k´Kvãe FuJTJ~ ‰xKjTPhr xJPg TávuJKh KmKjo~ TrPZj K\SKx, 19 khJKfT KcKnvj
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IJKatuJKr ßx≤Jr S ÛMu TfítT ‰fKrTíf k´Kvãe ßcsJj C`~j ßvPw ßcsJj kKrhvtj TrPZj 

TPjtu ToJ¥qJ≤, ßulPajqJ≤ ß\jJPru ßoJuäJ l\Pu IJTmr, FjKcKx, KkFxKx

KmIJAIJrKx’r mJKwtT CkpMÜfJ kKrhvtj-2012 CkuPã kqJPrc kKrhvtjTJPu 

‰xKjTPhr aJjt IJCa kKrhvtj TrPZj K\SKx, IJatcT
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Y¢V´Jo ßxjJKjmJPx Multipurpose Training Complex Fr FIBUA Village F 

ksKvãe k´fqã TrPZj k´JÜj K\SKx, 24 khJKfT KcKnvj

14 ˝fπ AK†Kj~Jr KmsPVc Fr KmsPVc ToJ¥Jr IT-2 (OCU) Fr mqmyJKrT TîJx 

kKrhvtj TrPZj
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AFoA ßx≤Jr F¥ ÛáPu k´Kvãe VJKz kKrhvtj TrPZj AFoA kKrh¬Prr kKrYJuT

KYKT&xJ oyJkKrh¬Prr oyJkKrYJuT xKÿKuf xJoKrT yJxkJfJu, Y¢V´JPor FT\j 

ßrJVLr xJPg TávuJKh KmKjo~ TrPZj
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PxjJmJKyjL mJPÛamu k´KfPpJKVfJ-2012 F YqJKŒ~j mèzJ IûuPT asKl k´hJj TrPZj 

K\SKx, 11 khJKfT KcKnvj

mJÄuJPhv KoKuaJKr FTJPcKoPf V´LÚTJuLj k´Kvãe kmt-2012 F YqJKŒ~jKvk asKl 

k´hJj TrPZj ToJ¥qJ≤, KmFoF
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82 KoÎ KoÎ oatJr lJ~Jr TrPZj 29 mLPrr ßxjJxhxqVe

vLfTJuLj ßpRg k´Kvãe 2011-2012 F AK†Kj~Jr mqJaJKu~Pjr xhxqVe TfítT 

k´˜áfTíf k≤áj KmsP\r Ckr KhP~ ßxjJmJKyjLr FTKa Tjn~ IKfâo TrPZ
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mLr ßrK\Po≤ Fr 24 fo mqJPYr KrâáaVe vkg V´ye TrPZj

IxJoKrT k´vJxjPT xyJ~fJr uPãq KxrJ\V† vyr rãJ mÅJi Fr nJñj ßrJPi

KxKx mäT cJKŒÄ TrPZj 19 khJKfT KcKnvPjr ßxjJxhxqVe
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gJA F~Jr ßlJPxtr hMWtajJTmKuf KmoJj C≠JrTJPpt xyPpJKVfJ TrPZj mJÄuJPhv 

ßxjJmJKyjLr xhxqVe

\JfL~ KaTJ Khmx-2012 CkuPã FTKa KvÊPT ßkJKuS KaTJ UJS~JPóZj ßxjJmJKyjLr 

ßoKcPTu ßTJPrr FT\j oKyuJ cJÜJr
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vLfTJuLj k´Kvãe 2011-12 F vLfm˘ Kmfre TrPZj 29 mLPrr xhxqVe

KorkMr-F~JrPkJat xÄPpJV  xzPT lîJASnJr ‰fKrr TJ\ TrPZj 16 AKxKm’r ‰xKjTmOª
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rJXJoJKaPf xŒsLKf Cjú~j TotxNYLr IJSfJ~ k´KvãeJgtLPhr oJP^ ßxuJA ßoKvj 

Kmfre TrPZj 305 khJKfT KmsPVc ToJ¥Jr

Y¢V´JPo kJyJz i±Px IJaPT kzJ ßuJT\jPT C≠Jr IKnpJPj mJÄuJPhv

ßxjJmJKyjLr xhxqVe
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uJAPmKr~J~ vJK∂rãL KovPj FTKa IkJPrvPj IÄvV´yerf mJÄuJPhv

ßxjJmJKyjLr xhxqmOª

Exercise Shanti Doot-3 Fr FTX F KmPhKv TotTftJmOPªr  IÄvV´yPe

IjMvLuPjr FTKa hOvq
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k´KfmºL KvÊPhr \jq kKrYJKuf Ûáu ‘k´~Jx’ Fr wÔ k´KfÔJ mJKwtTL CkuPã

k´TJKvf \JjtJPur CPÆJij TrPZj oJjjL~ k´iJjoπLr k´KfrãJ Kmw~T CkPhÓJr kfúL

ßmVo vJKyj KxK¨TÇ kJPv rP~PZj ‘k´~Jx’ Fr kOÔPkJwT ßmVo fJyKojJ A~JxKoj

ßxjJkKrmJr TuqJe xKoKf kKrhvtj TrPZj ßxjJkKrmJr TuqJe xKoKfr kOÔPkJwT 

ßmVo fJyKojJ A~JxKoj
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

ßjRmJKyjL

mñnmPj oyJoJjq rJÓskKf ßoJÎ K\uäMr ryoJPjr xJPg ßjRmJKyjL k´iJPjr ßxR\jq xJãJ&

20 \Mj 2012 F mJPjR\J yJ\L oyxLjPT jqJvjJu ˆJ¥Jct k´hJj TrPZj

oyJoJjq rJÓskKf
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

Km\~ Khmx TáYTJS~J\-2011 F ßjRmJKyjLr TK≤jP\≤ kKrhvtj TrPZj

oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL

kJKxÄ IJCa TîJx F/2010 mqJPYr ßv´Ô KocKvkoqJjPT ‘PxJct Im IjJr’ k´hJj TrPZj

oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

2011 xJPur 27 KcPxÍr ßjnJu FKnP~vj Fr CPÆJijL IjMÔJj ßvPw oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL 

ßyKuT¡Jr kJAuaPhr xJPg Távu KmKjo~ TrPZj

2011 xJPur 27 KcPxÍr oJjjL~ k´iJjoπLr KjTa yPf mJPjR\J KjnLtT Fr TKovKjÄ 

lroJj V´ye TrPZj WÅJKar IKijJ~T
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

xorJ˘ k´hvtjL-2012 F ßjRmJKyjLr ˆu kKrhvtj TrPZj oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL

Y¢V´JPor cJÄVJrYPr ßjnJu ToJP¥J WÅJKa mJPjR\J KjnLtT CPÆJij ßvPw mOãPrJke 

TrPZj oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

mJÄuJPhv ßjRmJKyjLPf jfáj xÄPpJK\f Kx-704 KoxJAu C&Pãke k´fqã TrPZj ˙JjL~ 

xrTJr, kuäL Cjú~j S xomJ~ oπeJuP~r oJjjL~ oπL ‰x~h IJvrJláu AxuJo, FoKk

UMujJ KvkA~Jct TfítT mJÄuJPhv ßjRmJKyjLr \jq jmKjKotf k´go pM≠ \JyJ\ uKûÄ 

IjMÔJPj k´iJj IKfKg oJjjL~ krrJÓsoπL cJÎ hLkM oKj, FoKk
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

oJjjL~ k´iJjoπLr CkPhÓJ ßo\r ß\jJPru (ImÎ) fJKrT IJyPoh KxK¨T

ßjRxhr h¬Pr Solar Power Plant CPÆJij TrPZj

CkTëuL~ FuJTJ~ WNKet^Pz ãKfV´˜Phr oJP^ ©JexJoV´L S UJmJr kJKj Kmfre TrPZj

ßjRmJKyjL k´iJj
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

ßjRmJKyjL k´iJj TfítT ‘KmFj TPu\ dJTJ’ FmÄ ‘ßjKn FqJÄTPr\ dJTJ’ Fr \jq Ûáu mJx 

y˜J∂Prr FTKa hOvq

ßjRmJKyjL k´iJj KmhJ~L ßxjJk´iJj ß\jJPru ßoJyJÿh IJ»Mu oMmLjPT ÊPnóZJ CkyJr 

k´hJj TrPZj
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

ßuÎ ToJ¥Jr vyLh PoJ~JPöPor ˝JiLjfJ khT-2012 (orPeJ•r) k´JK¬ CkuPã fÅJr 

xyiKoteLPT KmPvw xÿJjjJ k´hJj TrPZj ßjRmJKyjL k´iJj

KUuPãf ßjKn FqJÄTPr\ dJTJr CPÆJij TrPZj ßjRmJKyjL k´iJj FmÄ

xnJPj©L mJPjRkTx
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

ßjRmJKyjL Ûáu Y¢V´JPo ßv´Ô KvãT xÄmitjJ IjMÔJPj ßâˆ k´hJj TrPZj

xyTJrL ßjRmJKyjL k´iJj (kJPxtJPju)

FéJrxJA\ CARAT-2012 CPÆJij ßvPw ßTT TJaPZj xyTJrL ßjRmJKyjL k´iJj 

(IkJPrv¿) S US Navy 7th Fleet ToJ¥Jr nJAx FcKorJu Scott JT Swift
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

ßjRxhr h¬r TftOT IJP~JK\f ‘AKfyJx TgJ mPu xÄV´Jo ßgPT ˝JiLjfJ’ IjMÔJPjr 

KmKnjú IJPuJTKY© ImPuJTj TrPZj xyTJrL ßjRmJKyjL k´iJj (oqJPaKr~Ju)

CARAT IjMvLuPj US Navy S mJÄuJPhPvr SWADS ToJP¥J FTP©

k´Kvãe V´ye TrPZj
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

mJÄuJPhv ßjRmJKyjLPf jmxÄPpJK\f ßoKraJAo ßyKuT¡Jr k´gomJPrr oPfJ

\JyJP\r ßcPT Imfre TrPZ

\JKfxÄW vJK∂rãJ Kovj ßumJjj (UNIFIL) F mJÄuJPhv ßjRmJKyjLr \JyJ\ SxoJj 

KmPhvL pM≠ \JyJP\r xJPg ßpRg ayurf
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

US NAVY 7th Fleet Commander Fr kfúL Mrs Trish Smith ßT ßâˆ y˜J∂r 

TrPZj xnJPj©L BNFWA ßmVo vmjo IJyPoh

xnJPj©L BNFWA Fr KjTa k´KfmºL KvÊPhr KjP~ kKrYJKuf ‘IJvJr IJPuJ’ ÛáPur 

\jq mJPxr YJKm y˜J∂r TrPZj dJTJ mqJÄPTr k´KfKjKi
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

KmoJj mJKyjL

mñnmPj oyJoJjq rJÓskKf ßoJÎ K\uäMr ryoJPjr xJPg jmKjpMÜ KmoJj mJKyjL k´iJPjr 

ßxR\jq xJãJ&

2012 xJPur 27 ßxP¡Ír KmoJj mJKyjL WÅJKa mJvJrPT jqJvjJu ˆqJ¥Jct k´hJj TrPZj 

oyJoJjq rJÓskKf
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

k´iJjoπLr TJptJuP~ oJjjL~ k´iJjoπLr xJPg jmKjpMÜ KmoJj mJKyjL k´iJPjr

ßxR\jq xJãJ&

mJÄuJPhv KmoJj mJKyjLPf nëKo ßgPT IJTJPv KjPãkePpJVq ßãkeJ˘ I∂nMtKÜr 

TMYTJS~J\ kKrhvtj TrPZj oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

mJÄuJPhv KmoJj mJKyjLr mñmºá FqJPrJjKaTqJu ßx≤JPrr oPcu k´fqã TrPZj

oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL

KmFFl vJyLj TPu\ voPvrjVr CPÆJij TrPZj \JfL~ xÄxPhr oJjjL~ KYl ÉAk 

CkJiqã ßoJÎ IJ»Mx vyLh, FoKk
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

KmoJj mJKyjL FTJPcKor vLfTJuLj V´qJ\MP~vj TáYTJS~J\-2011 Fr

k´iJj IKfKg oJjjL~ k´iJjoπLr CkPhÓJ ßo\r ß\jJPru (ImÎ) fJKrT IJyPoh KxK¨T

ßxrJ ßYRTx lîJAa TqJPcaPT ‘ßxJct Im IjJr’ k´hJj TrPZj

39fo KrâáahPur k´Kvãe xoJkjL TáYTJS~J\ ßvPw ßxrJ k´KvãeJgLt KrâáaPT asKl 

k´hJj TrPZj k´KfrãJ xKYm \jJm UªTJr ßoJÎ IJxJhMöJoJj
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

hJK~fônJr V´yPer kr KvUJ IKjmtJPe kMÀ˜mT Ikte TrPZj jmKjpMÜ

KmoJj mJKyjL k´iJj

jmKjpMÜ ßxjJk´iJPjr xJPg KmoJj mJKyjL k´iJPjr ßxR\jq xJãJ&
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

KmoJj mJKyjL FTJPcKor V´LÚTJuLj V´qJ\MP~vj TMYTJS~J\-2012 Fr ßxrJ ßYRTx lîJAa 

TqJPcaPT ‘PxJct Im IjJr’ k´hJj TrPZj KmoJj mJKyjL k´iJj

rJKv~Jr KmoJj mJKyjL k´iJPjr xJPg Távu KmKjo~ TrPZj mJÄuJPhv KmoJj mJKyjL k´iJj
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

100 mZr kNKft CkuPã rJKv~J~ IJP~JK\f F~Jr ßvJ k´fqã TrPZj KmoJj mJKyjL k´iJj

44fo lîJAÄ A¿asJÖrx' ßTJPxtr xoJkjL IjMÔJPj ßxrJ k´KvãeJgtL TotTftJPT

‘oKl\ asKl’ k´hJj TrPZj KmoJj mJKyjL k´iJj
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

KmFFl vJyLj TPu\ dJTJr mJKwtT kMrÛJr KmfreL S xJÄÛíKfT IjMÔJPj kMrÛJr Kmfre 

TrPZj KmoJj mJKyjL k´iJj

TPñJ k´\Jfπ kKrhvtjTJPu mJrJTJ FTJPcKoPf FKfo KvÊPhr oJP^ UJhqhsmq Kmfre 

TrPZj xyTJrL KmoJj mJKyjL k´iJj (kKrYJuj S k´Kvãe)
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

IJ∂WÅJKa láamu k´KfPpJKVfJ-2012 F Km\~L \Ér WÅJKa hPur k´KfPpJVLPhr oJP^ 

xyTJrL KmoJj mJKyjL k´iJj (k´vJxj)

jqJvjJu KcPl¿ TPu\, KorkMr Fr k´KfKjKihu KmoJj mJKyjL WÅJKa TáKotPaJuJ~

ˆqJKaT KcxPkä kKrhvtj TrPZj
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

TPñJ k´\JfPπr FTKa hMVto FuJTJ~ \JKfxÄW KovPj mJÄuJPhv KmoJj mJKyjLr 

ßyKuT¡JPrr oJiqPo ‰xjq ßoJfJP~Pjr FTKa hOvq

\JKfxÄW vJK∂rãJ KovPj KjP~JK\f mJÄuJPhv KmoJj mJKyjLr Kx-130 kKrmyj

KmoJPj Qxjq IJPrJyPjr FTKa hOvq
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

\JKfxÄW vJK∂rãJ KovPj KjP~JK\f mJÄuJPhv KmoJj mJKyjLr

oKyuJ TotTftJPhr Totf&krfJ

mJÄuJPhv KmoJj mJKyjL S pMÜrJÓs KmoJj mJKyjLr PpRg FéJrxJA\

‘PTJk xJCg-2012’ F IÄvV´yeTJrL xhxqmOª
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

mJÄuJPhv KmoJj mJKyjLr oKyuJ TuqJe xKoKfr xnJPj©L ßmVo ßorL AjJo 

KmhJ~L xnJPj©L ßmVo vJoLoJ K\~JPT ßâˆ k´hJj TrPZj

KvÊPhr xJPg ßTT TJaPZj mJlS~J, oKyuJ TuqJe xKoKf S KYuPcsj TîJPmr

xnJPj©L ßmVo ßorL AjJo
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

mJÄuJPhv ACKjnJKxtKa Im k´PlvjJux

mJÄuJPhv ACKjnJKxtKa Im k´PlvjJux (KmACKk) F “Security and Natural  Disasters: 
Bangladesh Perspective” Fr Ckr IJ∂\tJKfT TotvJuJ~ mÜmq rJUPZj

mj S kKrPmv oπeJuP~r oJjjL~ oπL c.yJZJj oJyoMh, FoKk

KmACKk’r 2011-2012 KvãJmPwtr mOK• k´hJj IjMÔJPj k´iJj IKfKg

oJjjL~ ßpJVJPpJV oπL \jJm SmJ~hMu TJPhr, FoKk
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

KmACKk’r YJAKj\ S mJKot\ nJwJ KvãJ ßTJPxtr xjhk© Kmfre xnJr k´iJj IKfKg 

mJÄuJPhv KmvõKmhqJu~ o†MrL TKovPjr ßY~JroqJj k´Plxr c. F ßT IJ\Jh ßYRiMrL

KmACKk’r 4gt k´KfÔJ KhmPx KvãJgtLmOª ß˝óZJ~ rÜhJj TrPZj
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

jqJvjJu KcPl¿ TPu\

jqJvjJu KcPl¿ TPu\ (FjKcKx) Fr V´qJ\MP~vj ßxKroKj-2011 F jqJvjJu KcPl¿ 

ßTJxt ßoÍJrVePT xjhk© k´hJj TrPZj oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL

jqJvjJu KcPl¿ TPuP\r V´qJ\MP~vj ßxKroKj-2011 Fr V´∆k ZKmPf xTPur xJPg 

oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

Inq∂rLe KvãJ xlPr oMK\mjVr kKrhvtj TrPZj FFlcKmäCKx ßTJPxtr lqJTJKæ S 

ßTJxt ßoÍJrVe

FjKcKx kKrhvtj TJPu ToJ¥qJP≤r xJPg pMÜrJPÓsr ßckMKa FqJKxxPa≤ KcPl¿ ßxPâaJKr 

FmÄ lqJTJKæ ßoÍJrVe
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

ˆJl TPu\

\ctJPjr \JfL~ KhmPx \ctJPjr IKlxJrmOPªr xJPg ßTT TJaPZj ToJ¥qJ≤, 

KcFxKxFxKx

KcFxKxFxKx’r ßxjJmJKyjLr ZJ© IKlxJrmOª FTKa IjMvLuPj IÄvV´yerf
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

ßjRmJKyjLr ZJ© IKlxJrmOª FTKa IjMvLuPj KcFxKxFxKx’r ToJ¥qJP≤r xÿMPU KmsKlÄ 

k´hJj TrPZj

\JfL~ xÄxh kKrhvtj TrPZj ˆJl TPuP\r KmPhKv IKlxJr S kKrmJrmOª
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

KoKuaJKr A¿KaKaCa Im xJP~¿ F¥ ßaTPjJuK\

06 oJYt 2012 fJKrPU IjMKÔf FoIJAFxKa’r hvo V´qJ\MP~vj IjMÔJPj xjhk© Kmfre 

TPrj oJjjL~ KvãJoπL \jJm jNr∆u AxuJo jJKyh, FoKk

FoIJAFxKaPf IjMKÔf ‘Potential and Prospect of Innovative Electro Medical  
Technology Development in Bangladesh’ Kmw~T ßxKojJPr mÜmq rJUPZj 

oJjjL~ KmùJj S k´pMKÜ Kmw~T oπL \jJm A~JPlx SxoJj
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

FoIJAFxKa’r FqJPrJjKaTqJu AK†Kj~JKrÄ KmnJPVr KvãJgtL S KvãTPhr FTKa hu 

KvãJ xlPr mJÄuJPhv KmoJj kKrhvtj TrPZj

pMÜrJPÓs ImK˙f oyJTJv VPmweJ ßTªs jJxJr fífL~ uMjJPmJKaTx oJAKjÄ k´KfPpJKVfJ~ 

IÄvV´yPer uPãq FqJPrJjKaTqJu AK†Kj~JKrÄ KmnJPVr KvãJgtLVe TfítT ‰fKrTíf

ßrJma kKrhvtj TrPZj FoIJAFxKa’r ToJ¥qJ≤
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

IJotc ßlJPxtx ßoKcTqJu TPu\

FFlFoKx’r IJSfJiLj TáKotPaJuJ ß\jJPru yJxkJfJPur CPÆJijL IjMÔJPj mÜmq 

rJUPZj oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL

FFlFoKx’r 11fo TJCK¿u KoKaÄ F ßxjJk´iJPjr xJPg IÄvV´yeTJrL IjqJjq xhxqmOª
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

FFlFoKx’r ToJ¥qJ≤ TPuP\r uJAPmsKr kKrhvtj TrPZj

j\r∆u \jì \~∂L CkuPã IJP~JK\f xJÄÛíKfT IjMÔJPj jOfq kKrPmvj TrPZ 

FFlFoKx’r KvãJgtLmOª
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

mJÄuJPhv A¿KaKaCa Im Kkx xJPkJat IkJPrvj F¥ ßasKjÄ

FéJrxJA\ vJK∂hNf-3 Fr CPÆJijL IjMÔJPj oJjjL~ k´iJjoπL S IjqJjq

ßhvL-KmPhvL TotTftJmOª

Training of Trainers Course on Law of Armed Conflict ßTJxt ßvPw 

k´KvãeJgtLPhr oJP^ xjhk© Kmfre TrPZj KmkxPa’r ToJ¥qJ≤
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

Kmkxa F Trainging of Trainers Course  on Protection of Civilian ßTJPxtr 

KxK¥PTa Fr TîJx YuJTJuLj FTKa hOvq

‘FéJrxJA\ vJK∂hNf-3’ F KmPhvL k´KvãeJgtLVe IJyf mqKÜPT KjrJkh ˙JPj  xKrP~ 

KjP~ pJS~Jr k´Kvãe V´ye TrPZj
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx CkuPã rYjJ S KY©Jïj k´KfPpJKVfJ~ ßxjJ, ßjR S 

KmoJj mJKyjL TfítT kKrYJKuf Ûáu/TPuP\r kMrÛJrk´J¬ KvãJgtLVe

rYjJ k´KfPpJKVfJ-2012

ßxjJmJKyjL

xJmKrjJ ßlrPhRx r∆Ko (1o ˙Jj)

vyLh mLr C•o PuÎ IJPjJ~Jr 

VJutx TPu\

fJjK\jJ oKr~o (2~ ˙Jj)

A¸JyJjL kJmKuT Ûáu S TPu\

Km Fo IJKfCr ryoJj Krkj (3~ ˙Jj)

IJho\L TqJ≤jPo≤ kJmKuT Ûáu

ßjRmJKyjL

IJKmhMr ryoJj Kx~Jo (1o ˙Jj)

KmFj TPu\, dJTJ

jMxrJf \JyJj oLo (2~ ˙Jj)

KmFj Ûáu F¥ TPu\, UMujJ

xJKoCr ryoJj (3~ ˙Jj)

KmFj TPu\, dJTJ

KmoJj mJKyjL

PoJÎ rJKTmMu AxuJo (1o ˙Jj)

KmFFl vJyLj TPu\, pPvJr

TJ\L IJ»Mr rJlxJj (2~ ˙Jj)

KmFFl vJyLj TPu\, pPvJr

Fx Fo xMoj (3~ ˙Jj)

KmFFl vJyLj TPu\,

kJyJzTJûjkMr
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xv˘ mJKyjL Khmx \JjtJu 2012

KY©Jïj k´KfPpJKVfJ-2012

ßxjJmJKyjL

yJKmmJ IJÜJr r‡ŒJ (1o ˙Jj)

Qx~hkMr TqJ≤jPo≤ kJmKuT 

Ûáu S TPu\

IJAoJj C¨Lj (2~ ˙Jj)

PuTJxt kJmKuT Ûáu S TPu\, 

rJÄVJoJKa

xMhL¬ rJPxu (3~ ˙Jj)

kJmtfLkMr TqJ≤jPo≤ kJmKuT 

Ûáu S TPu\

ßjRmJKyjL

xJmKrjJ ojxMr (1o ˙Jj)

KmFj Ûáu S TPu\, Y¢V´Jo

vJSj \JyJj mJK≤ (2~ ˙Jj)

KmFj Ûáu S TPu\, Y¢V´Jo

PoJÎ ßoPyhL yJxJj (jLrm) (3~ ˙Jj)

KmFj TPu\, dJTJ

KmoJj mJKyjL

oJKyr oyfJKxo fJyKoh (1o ˙Jj)

KmFFl vJyLj TPu\, dJTJ

xMoJA~J xJrJf (2~ ˙Jj)

KmFFl vJyLj AÄKuv

KoKc~Jo Ûáu

KxlJf vJyKr~Jr (3~ ˙Jj)

KmFFl vJyLj TPu\, dJTJ
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